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Preß ace 

THE ARTICLES AND bibliographical material contained in this issue of the Industriali- 
zation and Productivity Bulletin are concerned with a variety of subjects in the 

field of industrial development—planning and programming, capital intensity, standard 
ization, financing and health aspects of industrialization. Planning and programming is 
the main subject or a closely related topic in most of the articles, some of which are 
revised versions of papers preparai for a Seminar on Industrial Development Program- 
ming in the Latin American Region, organized by the United Nations and held m SUM 

Paulo, Brazil, from 4 to 1% March 1963. 

The article entitled "Projection of Demand for Industrial Equipment" is aimed 
at evaluating, for planning purposes, the level and composition of demand for equip- 
ment in selected major sectors of manufacturing industry in the developing countries in 
relation to the expected trends in production of the equipment producing industries in 
these and the developed countries, in the next ten to fifteen years. 

The purpose of the next article, "Choice of Capital Intensity in Industrial Planning", 
is to evolve some oj>erational criteria for selecting the appropriate "factor-mix" in plan- 
ning the development of industry as a whole, of its main sectors, and of individual in- 
dustrial projects at both the construction and operation stages. 

Both articles are based on papers submitted to the above-mentioned Seminar on In- 
dustrial Development Programming. In a brief note, information is given on the work 
and conclusions of this meeting, which was concerned with over-all planning and 
policies, sectoral planning, evaluation of projects, and programming or pre-investment 
data. 

In an article on "Standardization in a Developing Economy", Mr. Lai C. Verman 
discusses the need for standardization in the industrializing countries, particularly in 
the context of development plans and programmes, the applicability of the knowl- 
edge and practice acquired in the advanced countries to the conditions prevailing in 
the less developed ones, and the organization of standardization at both the national 



and international levels, against the background of ihe Indian experience in the past 
fifteen years. 

Problems of development financing are discussed in an article on "The Inter-Amer- 
ican Development Bank and Industrial Development in Latin America", by Mr. John 
W. Delaplainc. The article reviews the policies, procedures and methods of operation 
in the field of industry applied by this recently created financial institution to stimulate 
the economic and social development of its nineteen Latin American member coun- 
tries. Sectoral planning and project programming are among the subjects discussed in 
ihe article, which is based on a paper submitted to the Sào Paulo Seminar. 

Finally, the issue contains a bibliography on "Health Aspects of Industrialization" 
compiled by the World Health Organization, which provides a selected list of books 
and articles from periodicals published in the period 1951 to 1962. 

All articles, except the two signed articles and the bibliography, were prepared 
by the Research and Evaluation Division of the Centre for Industrial Development, 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs. 

Training workers to operate an imported spinning machine in a mill at Gatooma. Southern Rhodesia 



Projection of Demand 

for Industrial Equipment 

THE PRESENT STUDY deals with the requirements of the developing countries 

for equipment and machinery in the next ten to fifteen years. The projections 

cover only the demand for industrial equipment by the manufacturing sector. 

They are derived by the application of equipment /output ratios in major 

groups of manufacturing to the estimates of output of the corresponding groups. 

The latter were in turn based on projections of population and income as 

well as on the parameters of growth developed in united Nations, A Study 

of Industrial Growth (Sales No.: 63.U.B.2), prepared by the Research and 

Evaluation Division of the Centre for industrial Development, Department of 

Economic and Social Affairs, in collaboration with the Research Centre on Eco- 

nomic Growth of Stanford University, California. 

The study was presented to the Meeting of Experts on Capital Goods Re- 

quirements organized by the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) in 

Geneva in February 1962. It complemented the study prepared by the Com- 

mission entitled Production and Export of Mechanical and Electrical Engineer- 
ing Goods (Sales No.: 63.11.E/Mim.12). 

INTRODUCTION 

WITH INCREASING ATTENTION being given to the need 
for the development of the economically under- 

developed area», concern hat been expressed over the 
magnitude of the resources, human and material, re- 
quired to achieve the expected increases in income in 
these countries. A number of studies have been under- 
taken by various international and national groups for 
the purposes of estimating these requirements in terms 
of major economic categories such as domestic capital 
formation, capacities to import and the development of 
export markets, and the required levels of foreign as- 
sistance. 

The study of the international implication*—the global 
impact—of national development programmes has been 
facilitated by the recent trend toward the preparation 
of longer-term national economic programmes in under- 

developed countries. While the scope and nature of these 
programmes vary in view of the different economic and 
social systems prevailing in the countries concerned, 
nevertheless, certain basic aggregative economic data 
which are reasonably comparable are supplied for many 
countries. 

At the present time, considerable emphasis is being 
given to the role of industrial development in the longer- 
term pattern of growth. There is no necessity in this 
study to examine the various reasons why priority is 
attached to growth in that sector; it is sufficient to take 
note of that tendency. The programme of work of the 
Committee for Industrial Development has been drawn 
up with a view to obtaining information on and study- 
ing a certain number of major problems arising in the 
process of industrialization of trie developing countries. 



1 
Among the ;,reas „f sUu|jcs ;irc ,|lc Mructurc ;)nt| st. 

«punce of growth of industry .imi project ion of require- 
ments in iiulustri.il equipment of industry In m.ijor 
industrial branches in relation to this growth, the two 

studies arc closely interrelated: the first is briefly described 
ni section II of this article and provides the st.iiistic.il 
basis lor the projections of the second. 

The present study, which deals with equipment re 
<)tiircmcnis, is an attempt to derive .1 certain numher 

ol minimum equipment data related to the growth of 
major sectors of manufacturing industries m the develop- 

ing countries in the next ten to fifteen vears which, il 

is helieved, might IK useful for hoth the developing 

countries which arc concerned with the magnitude of 

the prospective demand and the industrial countries 

which are the major source of supply of investment 
goods.' For the purposes of this study, investment re 

quircments have heen broken down into two major 

categories: equipment and construction. It is well known 

that construction requirements for industrial plants can, 
for the most part, he met from local resources; moreover, 

these requirements may vary considerahly from country 

to country, in relation to local conditions. On tr.e other 

hand, equipment requirements are less likely to varv in 

relation to local conditions, being determined basicallv 
hy the technology used. It is anticipated that in the period 

under review the major part of the requirements for 

manulacturing equipment proper, which constitute over 

80 per cent of the manufacturing industries' equipment 
demand, will continue to be met by imports. While some 

increase in local production of equipment mav lie ex 

pected in certain of the more advanced among the 
developing countries, it is not likely that this source of 

supply will meet the hulk of requirements for manu- 

facturing equipment projicr in the next ten to fifteen 
years.1' 

In projecting equipment requirements for manufactur- 
ing industries in the developing countries, it is important 

to take into account the fact that manufacturing is only 

one of the sectors which uses the output of the mechanical 

and electrical engineering industries. It is estimated that 
manufacturing equipment proper imported by under 

devclotied countries represented 28 per cent of the total 

value of machinery and transportation equipment im 

jxirted by these areas in 1953. The recent growth in 

investment programmes in industry has resulted in an 
increase in this share, and by 1958 and 1961, it had risen 

to about 33 per cent (see table V of the appendix). 

1 The present study takes into account only imports or equip 
mtnt from western Kuropc, the Uniteti States, Cunada and Japan. 
Imports of equipment troni the centrally planned economies are 
omitted for statistical reasons. The Union of Socialist Soviet 
Republics does not use the Standard International Trade Classi 
ficalion (SITC) and their exports of capital goods are included 
in "complete industrial plants". Shipments of equipment from 
centrally planned economies to newly developing countries appear 
lo have increased substantially in recent years. 

'-' A distinction is made between total demand for equipment 
by manufacturing industries and that component which represents 
machinery used exclusively or principally by manufacturing. This 
distinction k dealt with in detail later on. 

The importance of these imports from the |*>int of 

view of the .supplying c umtries cm be seen from the- 
fact that in ll'5S, exports of manufacturing equipment 

proper to the under-developed countries 'were estimate«! 
to represent about li) per cent of gross output oí these 

items in the industrial «.omîmes. Among the western 
luiropcan countries, tin- share appeared to he over _M \\ i 

«cut lor the United Kingdom, while it exceeded H pi r 
eeni  tor the federal  Republic of ( ìcriiianv.:: 

The first step ul the analysis which iollows is to . st. 

mate the level ol total requirements «if c«|iiipincnt in 

relation lo the anticipate«! i licit ases in in.nuilacturiiii; 
output in the peno«! 1(»7(| p»7S, '|/|u. nulluni of project 

ing these various magnitudes is discussed in detail in 

section II below. In brief, on the h isis of a ,,itnlv ul 

factors determining the structure »if indtistrv, the leve! 
ol output is pro|cctc«l for selected major sectors of manu 

t.icttiring industry tor underdevcl»q>c<l countries as a 
group. I-.ipiipment requirements per unit of output, as 

estimated (nun a detailed analysis of the United Stales 

econome, are then applied to these sectors in order ti> 

determine the level of total requirements and its coni- 
(xisition; an estimate is made at the same time of the 

magnitude ol equipment required for replacement ol 
the existing stock of capital. These- requirements are 

finally analysed in terms of their composition hy hro.ul 
categories of equipment. 

It is recognized that the application «if equipment re 

quirenients based on present or recent United State*, 

practice has many shortcomings; clearlv if one were 
concerned with particular situations such as an invest 

ment programme for a x|x-oific country, these data would 

have to IK- supplemented by more detailed analysis. More- 

over, modern industry is characterized by a rapiti rate 
of lcchiiologic.il changes, so that the requirements for 

many individual industries mav undergo rapid changes 

in the next decade. Nevertheless, for the purpose of 

arriving at broad orders of magnitude and as a first 

approach to the problem, pending availability of better 
data,4 it is believed that the application of the data from 
United States sources is justified. 

As to the usefulness of the present data, which are 

segregated by major industrial categories, a first question 

which arises is to what extent the production programme 

of a machine-building industry with given production 
capacity is flexible in response to changes in demand 

for products or groups of products. It is clear that 

analysis of demand, to be realistic and meaningful for 

J estimates of gross output in the industrial countries were 
maile hy the Centre f«.r Industrial Development on the basis of 
national manufacturing censuses for 1958 and earlier years. 
Exports of manufacturing equipment proper, which represent 
selected items nf SITC 71, nonelectrical machinery, were com- 
piled from foreign trade statistics, published by the United 
-Nations. The difficulties in defining equipment with sufficient 
precision to permit measurement, and the obstacle» in matching 
trade with production statistics are discussed below. 

* A continuation of the studv on equipment requirements is 
contemplated by the United Nations "Centre for Industrial De- 
velopment, in co-operation wirb the regional economic com- 
missions. 



i hi). industry, will have to proceed on a level of aggrega- 

tion which takes into account these technological char- 

acteristics. This problem was explored in. cooperation 
with a technical group in the l.conomic Commission for 
Kuropc (KCK). 

It should IH' kept in mind that the level of aggregation 

ol equipment  used in the present study is in part  acci 

dental; jt   is   based   on   a   classification   of   equipment 
adopted in the input  output analysis of the United Stales 
economy  referred to aliove.'  In addition, since  the sta 

tislical analysis is lia sed on data derived  from  another 

simlv carried out under the United Nations programme." 

the level ot  industry aggregai ion was necessarily deter 

mined  hy the  classification  adopted  in  that  stud v. An 
attempt to re evaluate the data on ;i different hasis would 
he very expensive, an«) it should |,t- considered to what 

extent an alternative classification is likely to vield suf- 
ficiently improved results. 

I he details of the various techniques used in the 

projections are discussed in the main 1**1 y of this study. 

It is considered useful, however, to present briefly at 
this point the statistical framework within which this 

analysis is king conducted. In projecting the level of 
total industrial output and output hy major categories, 

industry has been classified into thirteen major sectors. 

a break-down which is dictated hy the availability of 

internationally comparable data originating from na- 
tional censuses of production.7 These thirteen sectors are 

"Unpublished material inaile available bv the Harvard Ren 
nomic Research  Project. 

"United Nations, ./ .VWi nj Industrial Growth, tarried out 
m collaboration with the Research Centre on Hconomic Growth 
in Stanford University, California. 

•The data   are   taken   from  United  Nations,  l'atteins  nf In- 

based  upon  the twenty two-digit   groups of the   In-  r 

national  Standard  Industrial Classificali,,,,  (ISlC)   „it,, 

which the category of "manufacturing industry" is sub 

divided   because ol  statistical problems connected  uith 
national classifications, it  was found expedient  to cm 

l>me some „I  the two-digit groups; a list of ,|,e Ur,,„ps 

with an indication ot the components is indioicd'tn the 
statistical appendix  .able  III.  I.quipmcni   requirements, 
which are based  ii|*>n the data  from the lulled Slates 
study, are classified in terms ol the United States St nul 

ani    Industria!   Classification   whuli   corresponds   ven 

closely to IMC; „, ,|,;ll source llie definitions of indiisti,es 

-users ol  equipment-followed the  sanie classifica.,,,,, 
considerably smiptilymg the statistical problems involved 

Industrial output is measured in terms of value .H\<\CI\ 

by manufacturing. Tins ,s actually a measure of gem 

rated income which corresponds roughly to the gross 

domestic product component in national'accounting. It 
is used as a measure nf output since it has the advani ,g,- 

ot avoiding problems of duplication due to inter indusin 

purchases which arise m working with the conce,,! ,,l 

gross value. On the other hand, gross value at the factory 

is used tor the value of the equipment, siiue it is ibe 

purchase price of equipment that enters the computanon 
ot  investment. 

Unless otherwise specified, all value data are given 
m constant 1W prices. The foreign trade data h ,vc bec n 

converted into United States dollars at the oltici.il ex 

change rates. The output data have ken converted into 

United States dollars using estimated parity rates, for 

the details of the computations the reader is referred t., 
the publication cited in foot-note 7. 

.insinui Growth, ms.l'm (Sales No.: S«)..\VM.f,). lor d.-l.uls 
»n adius.ments ot the nauonal d.U., to pmudc „„,,-„,„,.„, ,1 
comparability, .«;• the introduction ,„ tli.it  publication 

EQUIPMENT/OUTPUT RATIOS 

DESCRIPTION  OK  THE  KATIOS 

Tins SUCTION is concerned with an examination of the 

data on equipment requirements for individual in 
dustries which are used in the projections. The basic 

technique is to determine for the selected industry group 

mgs the value of equipment which is necessary to 

produce one unit of output. This ratio, which shall lie 

called the equipment/output ratio, is then applied to 

the estimate of industrial output in order to determine 
total equipment requirements. 

The most important problem in this connexion relates 
to a precise definition of the ratio. Three types of capital '' 

output ratios—or a component pari, the equipment/out- 

put ratios—have been defined ii, the literature on this 
problem and have been used for various purposes; thev 
are as follows: 

(a) Net average capital output ratio: defined as the 

depreciated value of the existing stock of fixed  assets 

used to produce one unit of annual output; 

(h) Cross average capital output: defined as the  un 

depreciated  value of  the  existing  stock of fixed  assets 
used to produce one unit of annual output; 

(i) Marginalcapit.il output ratio: defined as the value 
of new investment which is needed to produce one 
additional unit of annual output. 

For projection pur|*)scs the average ratios arc less 
appropriate since it is obvious that the process by which 

the capital stock has accumulated over time is not rele- 

vant to the new investment which will IK- needed for 

increasing production." What is needed for this pur|>osr, 
therefore, is the marginal ratio. 

In preparation for this study, a survey of the literatim 
on this topic was conducted in order to obtain estimates 

sln addition, the net average ratio, ubere capital values li.i\. 
ken adjusted to exclude depreciation, is not -, saiisfaiiorv 
measure of investment requirements. 



of marginal capital/output ratios for industries which 
would include a break-down of capital requirements into 
equipment and other items. Capital/output data for 
industrial groups exist for a few of the more industrially 
advanced countries; however, some of these data refer 
to the average ratios while others do not have break- 
downs of capital requirements. For underdeveloped 
countries, little information is available on this matter 
on a sufficiently broad scale; scattered data are available 
only for a number of individual plants in certain in 
dust ries. 

The most extensive study of data hearing on the 
problem of equipment requirements for expansion of 
output was prepared recently on the United States 
economy. As will he apparent in the discussion which 
follows, these data do not completely conform to the 
definition of marginal ratios presented above. The data 
represent, however, a complete set of such ratios cover 
mg the manufacturing industries which have been pre- 
pared on a common statistical base. Moreover, the sta 
tistical base corresponds to the one underlying the studv 
on industrial output. For a number of individual sections 
or commodity groups, more refined data have ken 
prepared in other studies, but there are numerous dif- 
ficulties in converting these data for application to the 
available output data. 

A study of the structure of the economy of the United 
States in 1<>47 was undertaken by the Harvard Kconomic 
Rccarch Project, under the direction of Professor Was 
sily Leontief. In addition to presenting the familiar statu 
input output or flow matrix selling out inter industry 
relationships for i urrent output, this study provided a 
dynamic model setting out capital requirements for the 
expansion of output in each of ihe producing sectors. 
More precisely, data are given for each sector indicating 
the valueof all inputs (investment) which .ire needed t.. 
provide ili«- "normal annual capacity" to produce one 
dollar ul output." all values expressed in PM7 puces. 
This model contained V>2 sectors, of which some 145 arc 
manufacturing industries: the classification of both in- 
puts and outputs was based on the prevailing United 
States Standard International Classification which is. as 
noted earlier, roughly comparable to 1SIC. The basic 
material underlying this study has been made available 
by the Harvard Group. 

The sources of the capital input data for this study 
were rather varied. A considerable portion was based on 
«lata submitted to the United States Government by firms 
which undertook investments in new plant and equip- 
ment in individual industries in the emergency mobiliza- 
tion after 1<>50; these re|*>rts listed in various degrees of 
detail the components of planned expenditure. Under 
the definition given above, these data correspond to 
marginal ratios. 

Some estimates were based on capital inventory figures 
and, in a few instances, on adjusted balance sheet data; 
estimates using these data would correspond to average 

" This is simply the result of dividing the values of investment 
inputs bv the expeuctl normal annual capacity of the new plant 
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ratios. It should lie noted that since the main objective 
was to provide marginal ratios, preference was given 
to data based on actual or planned new investment and 
it appears that adjustments were made, in some cases 
wheic other types of data were used in order to approxi- 
mate the first type. 

In the Harvard study, the data were given in llM7 
prices. Since all of the «lata which are to be used in 
drawing up the projection of equipment demand in the 
present study are based on l°5/5 prices, it was necessary 
to p-it these ratios on the same basis. This was done 
through the use of special price indices made available 
by the United Slates Department of Labor. In addition, 
in the model, output was expressed in terms of gross 
value (or sales value at the factory); adjustments have 
been introduced to express output in terms of value 
added, using for each sector the relationship between 
gross value and value added as resulting from the data 
in the 1**54 census of manufactures. 

The definition of equipment used in these computa- 
tions corresponds to items appearing in ISIC So-iS which 
corrcs^nd to SITC divisions 71-71 The results of these 
computations are shown in table I. The figures in the 
table indicate the amount of equipment needed to give 
rise t«) one dollar of value added in the individual in 
«lustri.il sectors. In general, the relar-mships among the 
ratios tor the individual sectors correspond to expecta- 
tions; the clothing and leather industries are capital 
extensive, that is. use little equipment, and this is reflected 
m the relatively low figures for these industries. On the 
other band, basic metals and petroleum refining, -.vhich 
involve highly mechanized processes, are the highest on 
the list. 

Of particular importance is the rather narrow range 
of variation in the thirteen sectors, particularly as «un 
pared with published data on the ratio of total fixed 
assets to value added for certain countries. This nnv 
reflect, in part, statistical averaging; it is well known that 
aggregating a large set of data into a smaller number 
of groupings tends to reduce the range of variation, 
that is, the difference between the lowest and highest 
entry in the set In addition, the original data also sug- 
gest that there is considerably more variability in con- 
struction requirements than in equipment requirements 
among sectors. (This is also apparent from table 1.) 

application of the data to the conditions of the 

underdeveloped countries 

For the purpose of projecting demand for equipment in 
underdeveloped countries, it is planned to use the equip- 
ment output ratios obtained from the United States data 
As mentioned before, the weaknesses in this procedure 
are manifold; nevertheless, in the absence of direct data 
from the under-developed or even other developed coun 
tr.es, there is no alternative. In the remainder of this 
section ,t ,s proposed to set out some of the factors 
which have t«, be considered in order that the estimates 
used m these data may lie appropriately evaluated. 



Tabic I 

IwKsTMF.M   RKyl'IRIMKVTS IN  KOI IPM I NT AM) CONsTHl ( Tlols 
MIR  TIIK.   EXPANSION   Ol   Ol TPI I   IN   MAM HACTIRIN«;   SKCTOKS, 

BASI.D ON  L'MTKI) STVTKS PRACTICES 

(investment  per dollars ot  v.ilue added  in dollars 
at ]*>S3 prices) 

\l.ll"r ¡¡niiip / i/iiifnii iif' Collillll: tl'ltl 

Food, beverages and tobac o 0.41 0.40 
Textiles (I.S1 0.40 
Wood and wood products O.W (M<> 
l'ulp and |iaper 0.6=) 0.4K 
Printing and publishing 0.42 0.24 
Rubber 0.44 0.26 
Leather 0.19 0.24 
Clothing (including  furs) 0.20 O.IK 
Non-metallic minerals 0.S1 0.67 
I'hcmicals  and   petroleum products 0.6* I.Î0 

Chemicals 0.S4 (MS 
Petroleum 0.94 4.70 

Hasic metals 0.92 1.42 
Metal  products o.si 0.12 

TOTAL" 0.S2 0.S7 

Si,nr,f ('.implied ,,n the basis of unpublished nuteri.il supphe.l In 
Harvard konomie Research Protect. 

'111. Intal equipment used by manufacturing industries consists of 
"" X0 l*'r cc"' <"' non.lectric.il machiner, (manufacturing equip- 
ment proper»; the rest is made up .it machincrv and equipment tor 
which manufacturing is <>nk a marginal consumer, l'or a break down 
ol the equipment requirem, [its In manilla, turing industries, sic in 
pendix table IV. 

''Jills total is th. weighted average for manilla, luring industri 
in the I lilted States „, 1^47. In new ,,l the dilleien.es ,n the strudln, 
ot manulacturing industri in un.icr developed .oumries. the oier ill 
ratio i, expecled to b,   different for the latter. 

Technology 

The data on equipment requirements described above 
reflect the state of technology of the industrially advanced 
countries. In these countries, with relatively high labour 
and low capital costs, it may l)e expected that the tech 
nology will tend to be capital-intensive. In applying these 
data to under-developed countries, it is therefore neces- 
sary to take into account the possibility of re-appraising 
capital requirements in the light of the particular eco- 
nomic conditions of these countries. In view of the factor 
endowment in most under-developed countries, namelv, 
a relative labour surplus and capital shortage, one may 
expect, at least theoretically, some reduction of equip- 
ment requirements through substitution of labour in the 
production process. If this tendency had indeed been 
followed in the industry of under-developed countries, 
this would result in an equipment/output ratio lower 
than that found in the advanced countries and smaller 
over-all requirements. There are, however, indications 
that actual practice in the industry of under developed 
countries consists in the use of technology where sub 
stitution of capital by labour is of a very limited scope. 

Considerable discussion has taken place in the litera- 
ture on the possibilities of such substitution, and the 

Lmied Nations Secretarial has, „gaged in ceium studies 
«m Ibis point.'" In the tirsi place, n appears thai m mam 
proccss-tvpc industries, such as chemicals, cement „id 
metal refining, the existing technology leaws huh he 
way tor the substitution of labour f,„- l,l|„l-l| m ,|u. 
main elements of these processes. Their is Ml. doubt thai 
m these industries, in .mullan ..pcutions sud, as 
malcriáis handling." packaging and ttanspoit. the n , MM 

many possibili!íes lor labour use whuh. In,,,, ,(„• ,„„,„ 
ol view ol employment, represent mi|>oriaui .tuas l.u 
more intensive l.ilx.ur iiiilt/aiion; ivliclut. It,,in th, 
point ot view ol cquipnuni requin numls, ihc capila! 
savings which could be achieved limitigli su. h subs,,,,, 
don would be ot .my consumable signih.iiici is not 
certain at this point without Umher explotan,,n. Wuh 
respect lo other industries, such as metal Libman.,,., 
mlormation on capital labour substitution possibility 
is scant and inconclusive: fun her research is also needed 
on these aspects. 

In the second place, consideration should !»,  given n. 
the possible future trend in lechttologK.il ele vdopnunis 
which may alïcci these ratios. It is obvious that a detailed 
analysis ot  this  problem is beyond the  scope   ol   this 
study. Nevertheless, it is iiossiblc to make a lew ..lisciva 
turns. Among industrialized countries, the principal tech 
nologual trends in the past have Urn in the direction 
ot cost reduction  through  reducing labour inputs. taw 
material or fuel inputs: the consensus of investiem.uis 
conducted so far is that m the mam these savings hav. 
been achieved at   the expense of greater capital  inputs 
per physical unit of output. 

In recent years, however, certain tec huo|.,gu,i| in, 
provements have Ixcn introduced which are sigmlk.iniK 
capital-saving. One ,,f these which has attracted con 
siderable attention krause ot its potentiality with leo.trd 
to under-developed countries is the dcvelopnum ,i| < |,-( 

trica! processes for iron and steel production.1' \noihn 
is the growing use of cast aluminium as a subsiuuie !.., 
iron or the replacement of metals In plastics in a number 
of final products; in these instances, equipment require 
ments to utilize the new raw materials in tin production 
processes appear to be signilicantlv less than m the older 
techniques. Reference  may also IK  made to the use   ol 

'".Sir, for example, the series ot studies dealing nub this 
problem in the Itidustiiaitzatmn ,;»,/ 1'iaJw tu it\ Hull, lin Nos 
I, \ 4 and (.. 

11 Karth moving, which might lie considered a special caligo: v 
of material handling, has I win diali utili in in,, arti, h s a|.(x ai 
ing in the Industnalizatton and l'induilu il\   Hullilin    Nos    I 
and   î. See also the  study  on   "Chime .il  Capital  Inte usiti   in 
Industrial Planning" published in the present Hulttttn 

'-These are also desirable for under eleu l< ipcel counhies in 
that they reduce the need tor ceti.un ran male-rials uhi, li u 
in short supply in these countries, lor a discussion ,it this 
matter, see United Nations, I-OH¡¿ Inni ïnrrd< una l'mhltm* 
m the European Steel lndu<tiy (Saks No filili I..v). duimi IV 
.SVe also the tepori of the (tilted Nations Condurne on tin 
Application ot Science and Technologe tut th» benefit ot th. 
Less I>eveloDcd Areas held in (ieneia in l-'ehrtiarv I'IM. to I« 
published in a series of eight volumes; m in parti.(il.it minine 
IV, Industn  (Sales No.: M. 1,24) 
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wilding i.ilini(|iKs m pl.n, ,,| l.up. m.iSS Misting «.I 
irmi .mil sdii piuilikts, whnh Ull(|s l(l K(|„u. t ,,!„,.,| 
ui|inri minis.' ; 

In llu thud pi.,,,, H shmilcl h< kq.i in mind th.it tin 

<i|tll|>MHIU H,|Ull< Hunts lis,.I in lllisislim.il, , , ,i I, sp, ,n,| 

I" 'In si.ili i,| nlltpin \v liu h pi.dnllllll.llis m ih, I'mliil 
St.His.   Then    is    Mlipk   iViduin    th.„   ,|u   s,,,¡,   ,,|   ,,|K|  , 

i"»"i' ,>l individti.il j.l.mis in umlu ,|t Vl |,,|Htl minim,, 

«ill IK sniinwh.n |,,w,, th.ui in ili, riunii Si.ius ,,i 
l,u   ",lul   •idv.ni,,,!  imlnsiii.il  ,.,IIIIIIKS ..»ni-   i,,  \s, |l 

^"Mni    »It.nlsil    lllllll. Itluns.    Ill    VI, u     ,,|    ,|„     ,,livi\.i|)|, 

""""»ms  "'   '"•'I'-  I'.iiiniil.iiK   »nli   MS|..,I   i,, ,,,,,,,, 
tttuit   ii.|iiiiimuils. llns lumi   w,,u|,| ,(;„| ,,, , 1IM   ,|Uv 

lll|lllllllHllls    IK-I     lllllt    ,,1    , ,111 (tin    ,,s   , , ,,|1|>.IU <l    IM    ll|,„ 

tisi ,1 in tins sunk." 

lini,    m    ni In 1    l.nl"ls   .11    Wnlk    III    limit I   ill \, InlHil 
,"11"1""«    """•'    I' I'd    In    I  us,     ||H    ,.,|,||.i|   nlllpill    I    II,, 

•""'   VVlll-h   •ll'lH-"   ' "!'    lll.lll   nlls.l   W|,,,|U,I    s.lhslllll 
,l,"l   "I    lllxMII     |,,I   ,   |p||,,|   l.iki s   p|.|,, 

Alinmu tins, I,ut,,is. ili, Uui. i.ilk I. .IM i I, M Is ,,| 

IKTli.rm.iim ,,l i,,ui|mn,n in tin ,UuK <l, M Inpiuu ,,.I,U 

tins uml m in,,,,IS,   (I,,   ,,„„„,,„ ,,| ll|ln(,milll  „J,,,),  ,. 

Illllkd    |KI     MIHI    ,,t    ,,||||>||t     .is    ,,,l,,|.||,,l    In    ||n     ,,1.1,1 

inditstii.,1 (,.111,1,.,-s. |,, t,,,«.ii ,,n ,.,,li,i sunk In tl„ 

I niiid Viiimis S,,,,t ,,,.„ mi ||„ ,|iiti,,IUls ;,, ,|„ 

i.Hi  ..I utili/.HI,.ii u| (((iiipnnni   ,,„| in ml. ,,. ,-(,„ „,.,,„, 

III     lllldll   (I, \. I«,|H(I    . ,.111111 II s      is    niinp.ili.l    In     ||„       „I 

*-'»"d Miniums .1,, u.unlins nul, , |,,nU ,m|,ls,,, ,| 

lnsi,,r\. llu I.M(SS.II\ skills .md | muh,um m h,null,,,, 

mi-* ii.nii. .il ,,,iii,.imul isisi .is (..m ,,| i|„ .., ,HI,,| m 

dlislri.il (iiMi,,1,111,1,1. ., nniiinvijiiu IMKIIII- ,,, |,id, 

i.His  ,,!   |Ki!,.nun,,,   ,,l   i,|iii|,m, m    Stnl,   .,,,   t MMM',,1 

IIHlH Ills slid IndiMl,,,. m „„mm,, vMll, , mnu |(ii||| 

llnhlSlll.ll    l».llkvi..lllul.     IV Ik I,      minllllulls    ,,t     w,„k      ,,, 

.«HMi.ilk IIIII.IX.IIII.IIIII uni in iiil.iii.l ,„ ,„.„k,tl,(!l 

m.tintui.iiin. hi.uli  lin|u,inv   ,,|   kn ,,k ,1,,» „s   ,,„1  |,,„„ 

"'*!-""-il !   n,„k   Will,.    is    ,   i.s.llt,  , s,,ss,v,    |,,ss  ,,. 

I'lKl.tllllU   I tlH*      lllll   ll.VV    I.II,    ,,|    ,HI| l.lll.i   '" ' 

Wvn i   slnmkl  U    m.id,   ,,|   iln   |.,,ssil»|.   imp.ni   ,,! 
t Skill.ll    I'UMHilllllS   ,,|     ,||S, inllnllins    ,„,    lljlll,,|,„,„     r, 

i|UmtiKiiis T.. p,,„hni ., u,Vin ,„„,„,1. ,, „„„,|HI ,,, 

.itHill.irx supplus .ni.l I.mini, s m i,,,,t,i,,| u|,u|, ,„ n 

IH nth. I |»ii,vnk,l In tin inn, „M|| ,„ ,,|M.,i,Hd !t,,ni 

lln   i.ttlsul,,  •|hus.   ,  |.,,Ui   |,nu  m.iv   |„„| „ ,,,,„,„,,K.,| 

S"      '"     "'Is     »""II, MiHI     ill, I,.        Is,      ,.|     W.M.HJ.     „, 

VUhmi l-MnklittK In I iKt'iiv I' Ink,,» m hniu.i, i,i!i r.n .•,,, 
,W l'nxitutitil\   Hull, tin.  \<i    < 

14 II   m.iv   U   ,M  son»,   inn usi   n, („um  ,,,n  t|M,   ,|M   , mUl| 

YltMMts  (   . liti t    I,H    llHlllslM.il   Ih'M-klfllK'IM   IS   iHMinth    l llK.,g, ,| 

inuki   its MI,«i.,nun«   ,.(  iM.,k .„<  iii.li,siii.il,/.„M,ii.  in  i,si.ii,|, 
1*1   ilk    ItltftlrlHc   ,ll    >,/,    ,14,    II,M slum,|    u.sl    ,n   un,III   ,I,V(|,«K,1 
inlllMihs .V, I,M ,A,llll|>li. ll» Si lull, . in I , II.HIII, . „, /„,/„,,,, 

\» I (Saks \., Mil H M uni. iitiiiiHi i,, ih, unum „HHISIM 

.uni nm,^,i„m, trriih/t'is I..IH-.I ,MI ,i.,iui.il K.,v s,, ,|v, ,i,, 

.ntkk. "IV,il>(«-iiiv ,rf Si/, ut l»l.iiil in In.lusin „i I'lHkr.kv.l 

i.Kil «".mntrHs". m ln4usUijlii*tnm ana fnuimlii il\ H„H, i,n 
N<. '. this .«ini, ,s ., lJM. sltk(x ,, ,„,, ,(„.l|(ll „„(„%lllts 

MiiiiiKi-niNis In lih/, i s .un| ni,«, loKtlrs 

'MI.MII   lihftntn.iJi.;,/,,,,!    .,„,/   fintiti, m it\    IM,II, tin     S,,      | 
l'.itf«  ^ 

In |iiniltni Us nun (Iniimtv r.iiluT ill,m in i, ¡v up,m 

Ifii.ilk .iv.nl,ilik |i,»vvu. iln ir^ul.ir sii|i|i|\ ,,| vvhuli in.,\ 

mil In .issttiiil: m tins i.isi tin (i|Ui|iiiinii H i|iitn m, ms 

"mild iinludr |Mivvn miHi.iluij. ni.n hinorv nlinli is imi 

| MI I i.l ili,  itivi shin m MISI in lln MISI ni ih,  ni m i, km. 

 ItlSlll,     |Kl\VU      'Ik,    Vlllll    .l|«|l|lls   In   1,1,1,1,1, nil,, ,     ,,, 

M put  I.,i 11 il ns ni 11 idi vu lu. 11 | il. i ms. | vu 11. ul uk  mi, I  
,"*'ls   ""I    ul.Hill   l,|UI|illll III      ||    i.s   I,,   k,     ,\|H,I,(I    ih,I 

d»i  d.U., Im tin   I mi,,| .St.n,s i< |K , i tin   w , II , „ - ,m/ ,1 

III.Ilk, Is will, h    , MSI    Ini     llu s,     SIIVI,,,.    'Ini,     is     Imi, 

und Ini iiidivulll.il  Inni, i,, put,li.,,,   iln, ivp,   ,,|  ,,|iM|, 
11,1 '"    ln dus   i,ami,y     | ,,i    und, i ,1, v, |,,t.,,|     nulli,,, s 

llu "   •"> miliv   "' .i"> »In U   In ms musi   ni ,k,   |<t,,VISI,., 

l"ì      piodllllllC    I lit M      SIIVI,, s    lllllis.kis       |.|     |N,||,     ,.|s,v 

''"   l Muipiui ni i, ,|iiiu in, nis vv ili k,    iih.v,   ih,,,,   ,,,MI,,| 

u di.  i sum.ii,s. wliuli .m   limit,,| ,,, ,|,,,   ,k  ;„n,lu, nv, 
' ,llllplllt III. 

ll   -kniild   ils,, U   k, pi   in   numi  il, ,,   win    , ,|   ii,,    s, 
11,1,1 ' ^'ss,.,p.K,iv  win,I,   ipjK.n • i    , Msi  :,, .mlnsiin 

m   >'^\i i di vil,,|Kil  i,iimiin s   ulk,i,   ,|„     ,Im,,II,  ,.: 

dvii.nim   i;i,,wtli m i|„s,   , „i,,s, I u.k ,   , ,,,I,|M „ „,s ,,| 

•JlnVVIIl^    ,1,111,11,1.   .,    s ,¿   ,.,s,     ,.,,,    |K     ,,, „I,     ,,„     st|(i, 

'"-    '  Sl   ll(   ul  npu.llluns  In,   ,,  p|, v, siili, Ih     u  ,  \, , s, 

"I   , \lsllllK   III,ill, |   ,|, I,,.nul "   (  ,„,S4,|ll, lllk.   ,,,   ||„    ,   ,,|,. 

s| '-ls "'   "I"'"' I  tlu   I'l.lMI.  lili   Ml,   ,,|  ,.Ulput   vvil' 
U    musisi, ulk    Ul.iVV    ,.||U,|||;   I,,.,    .,u.,m   | |u    ,„s|.,||,,l 

•«|tii|iiniiii v.illi\4iv.hh,  iliMi.un.il Miiupnnni i,,,,t,,i 

"Kl" l>sp,,||,||,,K   ,,,  ||„     Kll|||   MKrt |V    |M  ,)U||1U| 

I in.ilk. II ,s „nisviiv I,, iiki mi,, .m,,,,,,- il,, , Ik,i, 

"I llu I, vil ,,| .^I^.II,,,,, ,,| tin ,|„ , UVI| M1 ,|,,. 

I>",l«'1 VV idiu, ih« limi,,,, |MIIUI|,.,| pmipmi;, , ,| ,,, 
,I(IMIV IK,,, '" dus sn,,)\. ti,,,, M|IX |H ,,„u„k, ,|,|, 

v ui.iti,,us m ,,|ii,,.m,,it i..|in,,imiiis ,k-|K IUIIIIU ,„, ||(| 
•"•»I»"'"" 'litiunls ,,| ,h, M ul,,Upmk.s S,,,,, ,|,, 

|"ndii,i „us i„ ,1,, I,MHI|IM i;ri.(i|.iiiKv m.iv ,|,||,, tim,, 

'''•" »"Ii.  I mi. ,1 S..,i,s. ,|„v would.ili,,t il,,    ,,  . „, 

"H,NI   IHtVlx. IN   UM IHMtM   vlPCn   IS   UHM MIS 

TO   IM*   lAllllVIHI   llvNIIMIIM, 

III    ..l.kl    In   HAI    llu    d.U.,    ,,||    n|lJ||MIKIll    I U|Ulti IIH III s 

I'.ivd mi pi.miMA m IIH I mud S4.II.S. IIHA* i,|,i,,m 

,lii|»s sh.ll U ipiilnd i,, i urn ni <k v. l.-pnunts m i|K 

s»t|nik ,,l ii|in,mu in ,,,„: du p,,«t», M, MHIUMU.II |H,, 

'    I'»      .HK1IIIIMII     HI     |,IUK„      (lj     S,IMI,„K      III     |„m.,|     Hil|,       ,,| 

..(Hi.,!,.«, ,„ nu.ss ,.i uiuiiH ,kin..iul rilks ,M, ,|M «,llki.„«n 

I.Ki lh.,l timi ir, i,«sMfcT»».k fM«,M,ms m ., Ugtr s, ,k- ,rf 

<^>u,m.   m,ik   IH^IH,   ,,M  UHHIHMHIS  „,i«Ut   privali   in   |»H 

..UV   sl.,K,s ,,l  .».„..(H»,, U,,„m   ,4   4,mfc-,  UI)|,^tl)H,  tÀ  KM*MU\ 

«ill. UK nr.mtl. m (knuiul «|,K|, ,„.,, |H .x^U.I in I'MWMIM«K 

,i,MV,N„„s,  lln   ,«,,,,s,   ,M  .«HIMINMIS  ,„-  .„ lull  l««.,lk ,1  , .„«4 MV 
u Mill, m gr^hwllv ikilmm,, l(M, |„ ,|„ kin||cl |u(, ,^ (s 

IM-.-l.-r.il*-  to  ,k   ,lu-r,M.,v,   „I   tlwrllB)|  lhr 0tmm    iknumi 

..vr ...,K- thr.*|. ^kh,H«4 4llrr44|^ttv ,..^11,.^,. «HKI, 

«.MW usuh ... In,/,«« th« 4.M stiKiur, ,rf ,hr nultrsiri ..s , 
«h.4   ,1NI  U,^HH„H  high kv.l   h» u in..,, dr«„fc..l .W..S 

in l««fe««rv  m Iml.T.fc.vfl.ipr.l i'.wiMrK-s"   ,,,   ,„ 



«Iiiilion in I IK „oslv clm-liipinj. ioniums II is ,i,o,>os,,| 
'" in.ilvs, ilu HkK.ist in intimili.il ,„o,li,,ii<„, l.\ m.nu 
M-« ii.ro in ihtst uuintnis lii.tii |'»S; i,, |if>s, >m,| ,|u 

l''''H«l   "»ICI*   m .uiii.il suppK  ,,)  ,,|,ii,„>i,ni.  »hul, 
llkllkkx   IX •! h   mi|H,Ms    ,,„l   ,!o,,,<sli,    |.|M(llUII..||  l;     ||l( 
l'""1    XVl11   ,n"1   l"   '-'ln|..IH,l   Ulli,   lì,,    |,V|„,|h, tll .,|    I, v,| 
"'   '«M'l'" »Hill,   ,„,d,,l  I,,   ,l,ll,r,    ih,    ,,!,,,,,„    m   ,„„,„„ 
l",C,l,   'l,,    <«|UI|MIUIII    <>1M|.||I   ..SMIII, f»l..||s  .IHIU'.I   ,,IH,\I 

III    llllv    ,o||l|>.IIISol|.     ,    IUIIIIIH I    ,.|     s,,|||s|k,|    ,m,|    ,,,h 

>«|>tii.il «li'luiiln.v iniiM  IK   k,,.t   IH  mm.)   I iisiK.  ulule 

"     '"    \*'"^<     "'«•<"'»•     »«•••«•H    N|».lll.     l.|lll|>lll,MI     ,,,,ll„, 
"" '"-   I"1    -^'11   Mldllsln.s,   II    is   ,„„    p,.ss,|>U   ,,,   l(Um||v 

M,h   l",llS '"    "»l'I''»   "»   -'II   ».|l.l|.mtlM   .KIM,Ih    „V.I 

"     '"«•'"'"l       «   ""II,     |,|,,, s     ,,|      ,,,,„,,„„,„     .,,,       .„„J,, 

i',"f,"si   •"•«'   "«  UM,I n,.i unlv   in  M.miiUiiiiii,K IMII   lr 

"'I'"  •••.•! «• M  ,1K ,,,,n,„m   I-.., <s..,„,,|,'. (|lHll. 

"" V  ,,,IV   IH   "*'•  '" «•-••Mllkl,, ,1  m K. ,,s   vv , f • 
•>•   "M   III.MMlll.Hlllll^:   „lolloK,,.   ,,,   ||u    ts,,ln,|„   ,,,   ,t|„|,, 

nu ni  u-ju,u in, „is. ,„,,„,m  is ,,,k,n ,,|  nit« tn.il l,.,„s,„„, 
"lml""">i   in ilu   |>I.IIII. ixli.l,   ,|, ,,|lv   ,|„   i,,,^ ,,,   ,, 1|1S 

I"'"   '«|t"|<tll«HI   '«HIV   US».I   is   .,.     ullMlus  u,„Sld,    III,IUI 
1.1, lui ini;. 

I'iui.ki i-. .IV..I.I V..II1, ut lins,  «liilkiiliuvilii isimi.u. 

•''    't|lll|»HHI.I   <U,„„,„kl,ls   |,.IS   Invi,   l.rukdl   <Uv„   nu,, 

'««• l'.tns    I ht  Insi  „u link s iu ms ,,l ,,,-.-,,,,„<„,  U|,K|, 

il«    rlllu l    |t|im.tri|v   ,„    sjKulk  ,IU    ,k sitimi   I,,,    „s,    ,„ 

"."•"•'«ninni: HMIIIMIX. ili,  «,,„„1 ,,„ Ituk s M, ,„s u|lu,, 

m   uscii m uilki Mui.rs ,,l tin   „M m, ,md lu,  u|1Kh 

iii.iniit.kiuiin^ is nui .lu  |,i,in,r,  ,,„,sum,i '*  lin  l.„i,, 

.l«.4l|.   lillis   l„,l„,|,s   ckMlk.l     ,,„l   ll.itlx|t,.M   ,,|ill,.|n,m 

iiKiiiuMu.l m ih, ,.nii,.us |i.ii..m.,,»|, In ih, u.n,,,,,,,s,,„s 

«Imi. .it« iind,,t.,ki„ U lou i|u «lisuiss,,,,, uill ,,„,,, 

• M»"" ••»« l"inu-i u.nif>..iHiit In ilu disuiss,,,,, ,,| ,|„ 

nipln. nions   ,,l   il,,   |,iu,»uions   , ,|   ;l|ni|.iikni   ,,,,.111, 

nums   u|,k|,   is   luun.l   m   s,,     ||,   11   «ill   ,,!*,   |K 

iK-.iss.HA   lu ,,,k,   ,„„, .„,,,.„„   ilns  s.,,,,, uh,1   .,,l>iu.i,v 
l»U ,lk  tklVX Il 

S«U..IMII\. , u,, m ,.,s,s «lut,  ,,|,,i,>m,m ,s s|x,,tk.,llv 
,ksiim«| I,,, in.n.iil.kiuriiii.. ii.uk M.msius l..tiln (H.I,MI 

"iKk,   riMi«   111A1   11 niki.hh   .lilhiiili  lu isnl.tu   ,|„s 
...tn'UMii-iii    V. l.iim ,>„,,„,rtio,, ol IIH-V ,ii-nis is ,|.,SMIH<1 

m IIK LII,^*« u| m.kliiiKs I..1  SJHUJI titiltisir.es (S|Tt 
1 s * •   «I»'«-*'   -ilv«'  in« link-v   in.uliHKM   (or  mining   .nul 

.«»nMrikiiuii.   .nul   m   ni.khiiKtv    .nul   .i|>i»|i.iiict-s    non 
1-kxirit.1l.   11., .s. <S|l(    7I«M.   which.  .IIIMMIK „thers.   ,„ 
«links  ni.Khiiu   ,,.,ns   nul  .«UAVMI.A.   ritt.tll«,,  .„,011.11 

K"    '"""1"   •»  '".««k   •.'  Ukc    Mil,       m   .UmslK   nonllk 
•-NI   ,-»   .^mpilM-IH   H,   ,|H    l.,rHrl    .„,,|     (    .HtKlimr(,   „„,„„„., 
slHll   ,,s    \l|it-tl||tu,   Hf,(/||.   Imii.,   .«kl   ^ll»..sliM.l 

"In  llk   iSH    |H,HkkH,Ni  suiisiks.   iln   („si  r,m|. ,,l   11, ms 
MI.»llMl.KlHMHK    l^UHHIk-nl    ,M,,m.    .,nH..„,    „,    griK|,,    i(,    „,,l(l 

il-  ,-fHrs wM ,„ <11W|K r .„„,   w   ,n „  ,l|s ,,, ,,H   „iv|(n| 

M...ulJr,l iHUnkMMM,,! l,Mk ( Us,lk,,„M,   nwrnit^iurmic «,,„,, 
UK Ht IH,,». i.HTfSJ^uk brmh ,,, stkvlul «r,H||,s ,rf SU < 71 
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II.   PROJECTIONS OF IMH STRIAI, (HTPIT AM) EOIIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 

PROJECTIONS Oh  OIT1U T 

AS \tt-ATIO\KI) AhOVK. tllf projccI ions * >t" old put m 
manufacturing industries in tht under developed 

countries .ire based upon .1 p.iralle! siiulv dealing wnli 
llie growth .nid structure of industry. TÌie hitter siuiK 
is essenti.illy an econometric .III.IKMS of du- principal 
factor:, determining the levels ot output .nul r.iie of 
growth in dilTerent branches ot industry." The analysis 
is based upon .1 sines ol regression analyses ot the 195^ 
l'^S d.n., for some titty sample count ries', hot h developed 
.ind underdeveloped. 

'I he study assumed th.it certain key aggregative eco 
nomic variables, including the level ol income and the 
si/e ot the country, are determinili}; factors in the rate 
and structure of industrial growth: the study has pro- 
duced, in the first instance, a simple projection model 
in which the level and the composition of industrial 
output are related to two variables: per capita income 
and population. This simple model has then hern 
modified so as to incorporate in it the effects of other 
pertinent variables. 

The  projection of the two  independent  variables of 
the simple  model has  Urn carried out  for the under 
dcvclojxd  regions of the world"'' within the following 
general framework. The period  11>5H 1<»7=> was divided 
into three successive sub periods:   1(»5N to i%\ 1%5 to 
I'M) and ]<>70 to 1**7*5. each sub period being considered 
as a linn  «,(   time or a stage of development  more or 
less individually distinguishable in the long run process 
ot  growth.   In   principle,  more   optimistic  prospects  of 
development  are anticipated for the later periods. The 
prospect for the first seven-year period, W5H 1%5, incor- 
(xirates the actual observations for l'fiN-lWiO, hut primary 
reference has IKTII made to intentional data such as the 
target  rates in governments' development plans or par 
ticular projection data supplied bv various commissions 
and agencies  whenever  such  data are available. For a 
IUHIIIKT ot countries and territories for which the avail 
able economic data are poor and fragmentary, the projec- 
tions are admittedly tentative,  though   they are based 
on as much tactual evidence as could lx- collected from 
cxiKits' rc|nirls and opinions, including technical assist 
ance  rc|*>Ns.-4  On the   whole   (and especially  for the 
later  [K-riods),  the basic  assumptions adopted for the 

" Src toot note (>. 

-'•' The underdeveloped regions comprise all .if Latin Amer- 
ica: Africa excluding South Africa: Middle Fast: Asia excluding 
Japan, and the centrally planned economies; plus five under- 
developed countries' ol Furope (Creecc, Portugal. Spam. Turkey 
and Yunosl.ni.il. The total mimk-i of such countries and 
territories is 100 (excluding only territories and dependencies 
with less than SOO.OOO imputation), with their population total- 
lin« some 1.Í billion (about 4"> pc-r cent of the world total) 
and their income ISO billion in current United States dollars 
(atxnit 18 per cent of the world total income) in 19SS. These 
ligures include estimates for the centrally planned economies. 

•* At this particular stage of projection, the present study has 
also   taken   advantage   of   Professor   Rosenstein-Rodan's   study, 

H 

income projection involve rather high rates of growth 
in accordane? with the United Nations proposal for the 
new "Development Decide". The proposal calls for such 
highly intensified elTorts on the part of newly developing 
countries and the assisting international organizations 
ill.11 most of these countries should reach or pass the so- 
called "lake-olí" stage of growth by the end of the 
Decide: this has been interpreted as the possibility of 
assigning l(/ Uuist 5 per cent annual rates of growth in 
national income for the period lo70-lQ7î, if noi the prior 
period, in most of the countries considered. The projec- 
tions ol national income, as well as other variables such 
as population and "relative degree of industrialization" 
have been carried out primarily on a country basis. 

I'nr the total of "under-developed" countries and terri 
tones, the projected growth in |xr capita national income 
by l''7(i and 1<»75 has turned out to be 40 and 69 per 
cent, respectively, or >.«> and U |xr cent, res|x-ctively, 
in terms of annual average rates over the twelve and 
seventeen years. The annual average rale for the last 
live-year period is 17 per cent, which is appreciably 
higher than th- l"5S-]"70 annual average. 

As stated earlier, information on factors other than 
the aliove-mcntioned two variables required a modifica- 
tion ot ihe simple model, which consisted in introducing 
111 the model an additional variable of a derived nature 
which  was designed in  such  a  way as to reflect   the 
country's  actual   position   in   relation to the  "normal" 
level  (this is. the calculated  level  "explained"   by  the 
two independent variables: per capita income and'size) 

11 .1 given point of time. The statistical evidence sug- 
gested   that the  dispersion   around  the "normal"  line 
is considerably greater for the lower per capita income 
countries than for higher income groups; and also that 
the s|x-ed of industrialization  relative to a  given  rate 
•'I income growth tends to be higher at the earliest stages 
<>l industrialization (varying with the income level and 
the proportion of industrial output in total output)  This 
additional variable was measured, for each country, in 
terms  ot   the  deviation   between   the actual   and' the 
' normal" level of total manufacturing corresponding to 
given per capita income and [xjpulation. This deviation, 
which was labelled "relative degree of industrialization" 
(D). was then introduced in the set of sectoral equations 
which determine the sector composition of a given total 
manufacturing output. 

Civen the existing pattern in relation to the normal 
pattern and also the published material on long-term 
targets and other policy goals of the various countries, 
a value was ass.gned for each country for the variable 

J J : tor some countries, the projection of this variable 

"International Aid for Under-developed Countries", in  Review 

refe• "TV" f'""""*a Miy '%1' H°WeVCr' ••»' reference o official planninK data and especially to the "Devel- 
opment Decade" prospect for the later periods in the pr«ent 

stuck has resulted in modifying Professor Rosenstein^oE 
scale with further optimistic bias. 



may have been even more tentative than that oí income. 
Since a rapid growth in national income is normally 
accompanied by a still faster industrialization, the strong 
assumptions for income projections have generally to be 
supported by correspondingly strong assumptions lor 
thr future behaviour of this variable. The correspondence 
between the two projections is not straightforward, how- 
ever; the evidence from the past data has suggested that 
countries positioned close to the "normal" (IM) tend 
to be more stable in terms of their values of I) than 
countries whose initial positions widely deviate from the 
normal. 

In projecting the value of output in individual sectors, 
account was also taken of the existing deviations (as ,'t' 
the base year 1958) from the "normal" pattern. In this 
part ol   the exercise it was  assumed that  further  in- 
dustrialization would tend to approach, as time goes on. 
the normal  pattern, the existing deviation thus being 
regarded as accidental or temporary. This assumption 
took into account the statistical  evidence that  lagging 
sectors appeared to grow more rapidly than those which 
behaved according to (he "normal" pattern. In the long 
run, it  would appear that industrialization efforts are 
concentrated  on   providing   a   more  diversified   rather 
than specialized structure of the domestic economy. Thus 
the relative speed of growth in the value added for the 
various sectors depends not onlv on the projected rates 
of increase in the  three independent variables but  on 
the initial position of the over-all level of industrializa- 
tion of a country as well. 

Appendix tables II and III summarize the results ,,f 
projections of v.duc added by principal groups of manu 
lacturmg industries and also bv regional totals. 

EQUIPMENT PROJECTIONS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS 

lhe procedure of projecting the levels and structure of 
manufacturing industries in the developing countries for 
the period  1970-1975  has ken outlined above.  In  the 
following paragraphs, the level of equipment require- 
ments will be discussed, assuming the relationships be- 
tween manufacturing output and equipment explored 
earlier. The estimates of equipment  requirements arc 
built up in two stages. In the first stage estimates are 
made of the equipment required to achieve the increase 
in output between the base period 1958 and the target 
years, 1970 and 1975. To these are added estimates of 
replacement requirements which are based on an ex- 
pected life span of fifteen years. The estimate of this 
element takes into account replacement of the existing 
stock of equipment, including the annual increments to 
the capital stock during the period under review (see 
appendix table VI). 

In order to make these figures comparable with the 
annual output of the industries which produce this 
equipment, it is necessary to convert them into data 
approximating annual flows. Under the assumptions 
mentioned above, equipment requirements for the five- 
year period 1970-1975 will total some $30 billion. The 
requirements for the end year 1975 may be calculated 
at some $10 billion. 

It has been a.gued earlier thai ihere  arc reasons to 
believe that the calculated data understate for a var.c.v 
ot reasons the actual requi.ements. As „med ,„ sec.on I 
there are the tactors of a generally  unfavourable  in- 
dustrial   climate   in   under-devclo,>cd   countries   which 
makes for a lower rate of performance: ., scale „| one r. 
t.ons which is likely to I* below  tin average prevalimi; 
m the advanced countries; a  urla,,, degree ot   under 
utilization ot capacity ,n the earlier stages ol operation 
of newly established  industries, and so on. <)„c might 
argue on the other hand that the replacement require 
merits  which arc not derived as replacement Per «• but 
m analogy with deprecation allowance, would involve 
rather an  overeslmiation. especially   |„r  the later  part 
of the penod considered when the capital stock is mere -s- 
mg  rapidly. This bias  for ovcrestimation  in.iN   ,„„   be 
too serious, however, in view of the relatively fast rite 
ot  deterioration   resulting  from   poor   maintenance   in 
unoer-developed  countries  as   well   as   the  pressure  of 
technological obsolescence which  will  lx- felt more or 
ess continually. In balance, the above esumate „f $|o 
billion could still be considered as understating the actual 
requirements in developing countries; it  might ,|„ls |„. 
raised bv some 20 to SO per cent to the level of some 
»12 billion to SU billion per annum. 

In order to evaluate the significance „f the ligtm, ,t 

will be recalled that a distinction was drawn earlier 
lietwecn manufacturing equipment proper aii<l total 
equipment used in industry; this problem was de ill 
with in section I. Of the less than $10 billion of eqinp 
ment requirements, it mav In- expected that ni.iiiuï.ieiiu 
mg equipment pro|>cr would amount to Ss billion; the 
remainder would lie accounted for In such items as aie 
used in othei economic sectors and ol which niaiiiif.uiiir- 
Mg is only a marginal consumer. 

The problem   which   will be examined   IRAI   IS I In- 
capacity of the under-developed countries to unci ihcii 
requirements from domestic production.  The data on 
equipment supply presented earlier indicate that m 195S 
less than   10 per cent of their requirements were  met 
from domestic production. An indication of the probable 
growth in domestic output of manufacturing equipment 
in these countries is provided by the trends in output 
in the sector of metal goods fabricating industries. As 
noted on a number of occasions in this study, manu 
facturing equipment represents only a certain part of 
the output of this sector; the magnitude of this propor- 
tion  may be derived from a comparison of some sta 
tistical data. Table 2 gives for a few selected countries 
the proportion of manufacturing equipment projier in 
the total output for the sector of metal goods fabricating 
industries. 

There is little doubt that manufacturing equipment 
proper represents one of the most sophisticated groups 
of products, in terms of skills anel basic machinery, which 
are involved. In 1958 production of manufacturing equip 
ment proper represented for the total of under developed 
countries no more than 2 per cent of the output in 
the metal goods fabricating industries, and even in the 
more advanced among these countries, such   is Brazil 
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.nul Villosi.ivi.t. tins proportion is at the presuli timi 

coiisiikrabh less tli.m 10 per cent. Tlic bulk ol output 

in the rein.lining categories is accounted lor In durable 

consumer goods, sitili is electric I.ins, bulbs, radios and 

oilier appliances, bicveics and. in tin more advanced 

countries, automobile assembly: ibis catcgon also in 
eludes tbe output oí repair and maintenance shops, 

whiih is partii ul.lib important in an area where spare 
* parts IM, equipment are lrci|Ucntlv labriialed domestical 

¡v. While n ni.iv be expected thai there will be consider 

alile piogicss in the output ol industrial equipment, it 
does not appear hkch thai the proportion ol manul.ictur 
til); equipment proper in total metal labric.tied products 

would use lor tbe total ol underdeveloped countries to 

more than 4 per cent hv 1('75. 

The projection of total output in the metal goods 
fabricating industries lor 1°75 gives a ligure ol $S4 

billion in ternis oí manufacturing value added. The 

corresponding output under the category ol manul.ictur 

ing equipment proper under the assumption just e\ 

plored would amount to some 51.i billion to $1.4 billion, 

in value added. It is necessary to convert these data into 

equivalent gross or sales value, in which the equipment 

requirements are measured. As is well known, the value 

added in these particular industries represents a verv 

high share oí gross value of output. In countries such 

as the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic ol 

(¡ermanv. the census data indicate that this share 
amounts lo SS per cent. Applying this conversion factor 

to the value added data, it would appear that the gross 

value of output of such equipment would amount to 

$2.5 billion. 

An estimate of domestic production in  P'75 can also 

he obtained In  extrapolating the current level ot output 

in this category, taking into account the expected in- 

crease in production in the metal -fabricating industries. 

The gross value ol manufacturing equipment pro|xt 
produced in all under-develojie-tl countries in 1*J5S is esti 

mated at some $200 million. Production ol metal products 

in 1°75 is expected to he 5.7 limes higher than production 

in l''5N. The aliovc estimate oí output of industrial 

equipment, $2.5 billion, would indicate a much larger 

tale ul increase in production ot industrial equipment. 
In view ot i he emphasis which is Ix'ing given in a 

number ol countries to production ot capital gootls re 

quired lor industry, it does seem likely that the increase 

in output ot these items would lie higher 'har. for the 

other metal-tabricatcd items. Consequently, the estimate 
ol $2.5 billion ot manufacturing equipment proper in 

1°7S appears to lie reasonable, although somewhat op 

timistic; this would represent nearly one-third of total 
requirements. 

It would therefore appear *hat aUntr $7.5 billion of 

industrial equipment would hpve to he imported from 

the developed countries which are now the primary 

suppliers of equipment.-'' It might IK useful to examine 

-•' According tu these estimates the under developed countries' 
import requirements ul inamilacturing equipment proper (most 
ol SITC 71) will risi, from the $4 billion total in l"<5X to S7.S 
billion in l')7S. The S>7.i hillion imports ol manufacturing 
equipment will satisiy two thirds of the under developed coun 
mes' Intal requirements in 1'CS, with the other third produced 
domestically. In a note submitted by the (internment of C/.ccho 
slo\akia to the f.conomic Commission for Kuropc (F.ng./('onf.2/ 
Adil.i), it was estimated lliat the under devclopid countries' total 
import require i mnts of all engineering goods (covering the 
entire SITC division 7), would rise from $K hillion in PJhO to 
SIN hillion in l')7(l, ami that by l<)70, the under-developed 
comunes «ill produce from Ml to dS per cent of their require- 
ments of   dl engineering goods. 

It is lo be expected that the »hare of domestic production  in 



at this point the relationship of these requirements to 
the existing capacity in those countries. Using the tech- 
niques which 'nave heen presented earlier for projecting 
output in the under-developed countries, it is possible 
to project the level oí output in the metal goods fabricat- 
ing industries of the developed countries in 1975; these 
projections indicate that total output of metal products 
would rise by W>0 per cent under this assumption. 

Assuming that the share of industrial equipment in 
total output oi metal goods fabricating industries in 
the developed countries (as shown in table 2) will not 
change, an increase in exports at the same rate as the 
output of metal goods fabricating industries would imply 
a level oi e.\|x>ri availability in the developed countries 
of nearly SS billion in 1975. h then appears that the share 
of ex|*>rts to under-developed countries in the output 
of industrial equipment in the developed countries will 
remain close to the one observed in the late 1950's. One 
must also take into account the imports from the central- 
ly planned economies.-" 

COMPOSITION   OK  REQUIREMENTS 

The aim of this part of the analysis is to provide some 
insight into the structure of equipment requirements, 
particularly from the point of view of the supplying 
industries. 

As noted in the introduction, the classification of equip- 
ment used in this study has followed that used in a 
study of the United States economy. The emphasis of 
that study was on industrial mobilization, and the classi- 
fication was designed with that purpose in mind. Never- 

total supply of all engineering goods (SITO 7) would IK- higher 
than the share of domestic production in the supply of the very 
specialized group comprising manufacturing equipment proper, 
which has a limited market. 

-"This is somewhat different from what can he expected in 
the case of electrical and transportation equipment. For electrical 
equipment, which constitutes less than 10 per cent of total 
equipment requirements by manufacturing industries, tin rising 
share of domestic production in under-developed countries is 
illustrateti by the case of Yugoslavia, discusseli lielow. The trend 
towards self-sufficiency in previously non-producing countries 
was also noted for electric motors in a study by the United 
States Department of Commerce, "World Survey of Electric 
Motors, 1955-1'W. For transportation equipment, which covers 
less than S per ccnt ,>f the manufacturing industries' equipment 
requirements, a considerable amount of import substitution can 
well be exacted, particularly with assembling of motor vehicles. 

thclcss, as can be seen fiom the list of items which appear 
in appendix table IV, this classification is sutíicientlv 
broad to serve a number of other purposes. 

liy far the principal part of equipment requirements 
for individual industrial sectors. .tod therefore lot manu- 
facturing in total, is made up of special purpose ma- 
chinery. For example, in the c.Hcgorv of metal products, 
almost SO per cent of equipment requirements is com 
posed of machine tools and associated metal working 
equipment."7 I;< r the other sectors, the calegorv entitled 
"Special industrial machinery" generally covers that part 
of equipment which can be used only in the selected 
industry groupings; lor such industries as textiles, pulp 
and paper, printing, leather and clothing, more than SO 
per cent of the equipment requirements would fall into 
these categories. 

The remaining items in the list in appendix table IV 
are basically general-purpose equipment which are used 
across the board in manufacturing and, to some extent. 
in other sectors of the economy, such as consti net ion 
and mining. Some indication of the importance of the 
individual categories of equipment is given in the distri 
bution of total requirements reflecting the particular 
pattern of growth of manufacturing industries, as pro 
jected in this study. 

The distinction which was made in the earlier section 
between manufacturing equipment proper and that for 
which manufacturing is only a marginal consumer is 
reflected in the second half of the table. The items which 
are used primarily outside of manufacturing consist of 
some non-electrical machinery, such as tractors, machin- 
ery for construction including mining, and commercial 
machinery. Accordingly, the equipment requirements by 
manufacturing industries in total nonelectrical machin- 
ery amount to S7 |KT cent. The rest is made up of 
electrical industrial machinery (S.2 per cent) and trans 
portation equipment (4.S per cent).-" 

-7 See appendix table IV. 

-H The high proportion of transport equipment in the food 
and wood industries reflects the particular characteristics of 
these industries in the United St.ites, and, for some industries, 
of the nature of the United Slates data, l'or the food processing 
industries, an important element is the transport material needed 
to bring the fresh foodstuffs to the processing plains. For the 
wood industries, because of dilliculties in separating the relevant 
information, the United States data include logging in the mills' 
activities; this logging operation requires considerable transport 
equipment. 

III.   CONCLUSIONS 

THE MAIN PURPOSE of this paper has been to attempt 
to shed some light on the magnitude of the equip- 

ment requirements for industrial growth in the under- 
developed countries. The data have been analysed in 
terms of (i) the projected capacity of the under-devel- 
oped countries to meet their own requirements and (ii) 
the impact of export demand on the engineering in- 

dustries in the more advanced countries. It is exacted 
that this exploratory attempt will IK- amplified in a 
number of directions in order to make the results of 
practical use for Ixrth the user and producer countries. 

The data of this study are subject, as has l)cen men- 
tioned on several occasions, to a certain number of 
limitations,   both   statistical   and   conceptual;   however, 
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while the resulting data are provisional and tentative, 
certain trends appear to emerge from the analysis. In a 
parallel study undertaken hy the ECE secretariat,29 it 
was noted that there is some evidence of a decline in 
the importance of industrial equipment in the output 
of the engineering industries in Europe. The data pre- 
sented in this particular study suggest that the future 
demand from underdeveloped countries may act as an 
offset to this tendency. 

The data also confirm the presumption that in spite 
of the growth of metal-fabricating industries in the 
under-developed countries, a considerable part of their 
equipment requirements will have to be met from the 
output of the advanced countries. It should be kept 
in mind that even in certain of the rapidly-developing 
countries, such as Yugoslavia, there is a certain tendency 
for specialization within this particular field. It would 
appear, for example, that at the present time Yugoslavia 
is a net exporter of electrical generating and transmitting 
equipment but continues to be a net importer of most 
of its manufacturing equipment; and that, moreover, in 
the next decade such a tendency is likely to continue 
because of, among other things, the limited domestic 
market for certain industrial equipment whose produc- 
tion is particularly subject to increasing returns to scale. 
For the under-developed countries in general it appears 
that most of their development programmes take such 
a contingency into account so that emphasis is being 
given to production of those metal-fabricated products 
which have adequate internal markets in relation to the 

economic scale of production. As indicated earlier, this 
relates particularly to consumer durables and general- 
purpose electrical industrial machinery for which pro- 
ductive facilities are being expanded at a1 rapid rate. 

As regards the potential markets in the newly devel- 
oping countries for the output of the advanced countries, 
these raise not only problems of volume but also of the 
types of equipment which arc most suitable for the 
former. There is, necessarily, the question of adaptation 
of equipment and processes to the particular conditions 
of the developing countries. It was noted above that 
these countries, in view of their relative supply of 
resources, should theoretically tend to choose capital- 
saving techniques within the range of technological 
flexibility of the industrial operations.30 It was noted, at 
the same time, that this aspect is frequently being 
neglected and that the technology used in industry 
generally follows in an indiscriminate way the patterns 
which are more appropriate to the conditions of the 
developed countries where the main body of skills and 
production capacity resides and which, moreover, account 
for the major part of this demand in the category of 
output. It would therefore appear that a conscious effort 
is needed on the part of the equipment producing in- 
dustry to redesign equipment and processes for the 
particular conditions of the under-developed countries. 
Both for the equipment exporting countries and the 
developing countries which are in the process of build- 
ing up their own equipment industries, expenditure on 
research and development in this direction should yield 
significant returns. 

20 United Nations, Production and Export of Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering Goods (Sales No.: 63.II.E/Mim.l2). 1 See page 11. 
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Statistical Appendix 

TaHtt 

NATIONAL INCOME, 195S, AM» MOTICTIONI TO 1970 ANB 1975 
(1953 United State« dollari) 

195S 1970 ¡V7S 
Per capita income 

(dollars) 

92.7 124.2 70.2 '»8.7 119.4 
26.9 35.1 91.5 115.3 138.4 
17.8 24.6 143.1 184.0 225.8 
99.8 132.7 276.2 387.3 456.2 
48.0 62.5 290.8 443.2 535.2 

285.2 379.1 

índices, l')58 

124.1 

= 100 

1T4.4 209.4 

110 241 100 141 170 
154 201 100 126 151 
171 237 100 12«) 158 
188 250 100 140 165 
181 236 100 152 184 
179 238 100 141 169 

195S 1970 Í97S 
Totti national income 

 Geographical region*                                           (billions of dottori) 

Atia   51.6 

Africa    17.5 

Middle E«t   10.4 

Latin America   53,1 

Europe (5 countries)  26.5 

TOTAL, under-developed countries 159.1 

Alia   100 

Africa     100 
Middle E«t   100 

Lati« America   100 

Europe (5 countries)  100 

TOTAL, under-developed countries 100 

Sower: Compiled by Research aid Evaluation Division ot United Nations Centre for Industrial Development in 
connexion with A Sttuly of imitarne Growth, op. cit. 

'Countries and territories included are: 
Am, ttelmiimg lepan ani centrally piantiti econ omití 
Affhaniiun, Bhutan, British Borneo, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, China (Taiwan), Malaysia, Hong Kong, 

India, Indonesia, Laoi, Nepal, P kutan, Philippinet, Portuguese India, Republic ot Korea, Jlepublic 
of Viet-Nam, Ryukyu Islands, Thailand, West Irian. 

Africa, tMfiiding South Africa 
Algeria, Angola, Basutoland, Burundi, Cameroon (East Cameroon and Weit Cameroon), Central African Re- 

public, Chad, Congo (Braaaavilte), Congo (Leopoldville), Dahomey, Ethiopia, Federation of Rhodesia 
and Nyaialand, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coart, Kenya, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, 
MaurttHM, Morocco, Moiambique, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South West 
Africa, Sudan, Tanganyika, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, Upper Volta. 

MMkUit 
Aden, Bahrain, Cyprus, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria, United Arab Re- 

puonc, icfltcA, 
Latin America 
Argentina, Bolivia, Bratti, British Guiana, Chile, Colombia, Cotta Rka, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, 

El Salvador, Federation of The Weit Indies, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela. 

Entape 
Greece, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, Yugoslavia. 
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Table II 

PROJECTIONS OF TOTAL VALCK ADDFD »V MAM F\< URINî; INDISTRILS, 1058 TO WO AND 1975 

Geographical region* 1VSS IfTD fOTf, 
(hrfliom ot  l"yi  I nited Stales dollars) 

Africa 

Asia    

Middle  Käst 

Latin America     

Europe (5 countries) 

Africa 

Asia    

Middle East 

Latin America    

Europe (5 countries) 

TOTAL, under-develojieti countries 

TOTAL, under-developed countries 

1.8 -t.: 

8.0 21." 

1.3 1.5 

16.1 3'».4 

8.4 18.3 

35.6 87.3 

Indues. 1"58 = 118) 
100 234 
100 272 
100 277 
100 248 
100 218 
KM» 245 

6.8 

35.4 

5/, 

57.2 

27.1 

132.1 

37" 

441 

434 

m 
323 

371 

ccnJZTí^fT! y   '¡T*?* a?' Ewh"«i"n '*"""" "f t'»i«"l NatH«.s Centre for Industrial  Development HI connexion with A Study of Industrial Growth, op. cit. 
* Are foot-note a to table I. 

Table III 

pROJFCTIONI   or   SALLF   ADOFD   »Y   MAM I A< Tl R1N<;   SFCTOM,    1970   AND   1975 
(Millions of 1953 United States dollars; Indices,' 1958 = 100) 

Geographic»! region and year 

Food,  beverages 
und tobacco 
(ISIC 20-71) 

Textiles 
(ISIC 2U 

Clothing 
(ISIC 24) 

Wtoi P»p,r ,nd Printing »ni 

(ISIC 2S-26) (ISIC 27) (¡SIC 21) 

Africa 

1970 

1975 

Asia 

1970 

1975 

Middle East 

1970 

1975  

Latin America 

1970 

1975  

Europe (5 countries) 

1970      

1975  

TOTAL, undcr-dcveloprd countries 
1970  

1975  

(ieo,imphieal región and rear 

Africa 

1970 

1975 

Asia 

1970 

1975  

20 

1,450 (246) 

2,150(364) 

4,125 (223) 

5,860(317) 

910 (303) 
1,340(445» 

6,990(173) 

8,660(214) 

2,430(191» 

3,330(262) 

15,905(147» 

21,340(265» 

395(263) 

655(441» 

4,805(208» 

7,035(305) 

600(168) 

805(227j 

3,785 (226> 

5.400(317) 

2.225 <157> 

2.875 (203) 

11.810 (200 > 

16.670 (282> 

270(261) 

425(415) 

775 (315) 

1,235(502) 

205(321) 

320 (505) 

1,730(238) 

2.420 (333; 

920(1%) 

1.285(274) 

VINI (243) 

5,685(154) 

185(305) 

320(526) 

765(260) 

1,195(406) 

165(342) 
270 (559) 

1.685 (258) 

2.425(372) 

1,150(171) 

1,545(230) 

3,950(22") 

V«(333> 

65(431) 

130(885) 

340 (236) 

5*0(387) 

75(365) 

135(644) 

1.135 (337) 

1,750(51") 

575 (294) 

»40(481) 

2.190(307) 

3.515 (493) 

130(242) 

215(403) 

405 (390) 

670 (643) 

100 (325) 

175 (565) 

1,305 (249) 

1,915(365) 

560 (219) 

815 (451) 

2,500 (276) 

3,860 (426) 

Leather 
Products 

(ISIC 2") 

"0(322) 

105(384) 

«5 (150) 

440(188) 

Rnhber 
traducís 

(ISIC U) ) 

35(52(1) 

60(924) 

435(156) 

585(211) 

( hemieals  ana1 

petroleum 
products 

(ISII• >l ..') 

310(288) 

530(494, 

2,725 (464) 

4,865 (828) 

Son metallic 
min ermi 
Products 
fi sir u) 

330(185) 

515(288) 

.HO (286) 

,760(438) 

(is'ii'U) 

235(156; 

370(242) 

1,950 (416> 

3.815 (815) 

Metal Other 
products        man »fue I« res 

(ISICM-ÌS)        (ISIC Ì0) 

660 (228) 

1.220(423) 

3.665(363) 

6."10(664) 

60 (203) 

130(425) 

315 (3*5) 

685(651) 



TaHr III (continuili i 

Get graphical rifSNi'N unii yt 

Middle Fast 

1070 

1975 

Latin Anuriu 

HCl) 

1975 

1 iini|ic  (5 countries) 

1070 

1075   

Timi, umlir (IIMI,,|H.,I countries 

1070 

1075 

« Chemtcals and Sou-metallic 
Leather                Rubber petroleum mineral 

A'^HiV              products products products 
(isit 2"i        (isic 30, (isicsi;:, dsic >n 

45(365) 

65(545) 

300(101) 

375(237) 

190 (HM) 

2*0 (167) 

0W)(172) 

1,215(213) 

il) (210) 

75 Ulf,, 

520 ( 21 m ) 

755 HIM, 

275(170) 

«5(252) 

145(254) 235(203i 

535(4112) 3611(332) 

5,1X0(1'»") I.H45 (221) 

7,34H (2*2» 2,465 (2«<".i 

l.X'<0(22X) '»MD (173) 

2.8 30(342) 1,105(231) 

Basic 

(ISIC Ì4i 

140 (415) 

2611 (7N6I 

Metal 
prcJm-ts 

(ISIC ji   (.V) 

6111 (402 I 

l.0'>5 (72 li 

1.500 (l'»6l 10,6(15 ( IS", 

5.650 (6 IK i 16>25(56") 

1.770 (2I3| 4.'<6(l (llXi 

2,6')5(124) .<«,210(52ii) 

1.315 (I85i       10,450(245)      4.540(221) 7,5')5 (114)     20.500 (341» 

1,860(261,       16,100 (378)      6,405(312)      12,70t) (530)     14,060(571, 

Other 
manufacture 

(ISIC <«. 

(«o (2": i 

105 (4"li 

S50 HIS) 

1,160 (55») 

160 (37ft i 

610(61««) 

1.715(146) 

2,890(581, 

s°*•- Compiled hy «esearch and Evaluation Division of United Nations Centre for liKlustri.il  Ik-velopmcnt in connexion 
'•I l»4nstnd Growth, op. crt. 

Note: Figures do not «ecenarily »id to totals because of rounding. 

'Figures in parenthesis are Index numbers. 

with  A Study 

TMt IV 

1075 r STIMATI D  r-t»Ct\T\<(  WIT»l»lTION  Of  TUT .»I.   (\s.w  AND  im.UKMIVT)   ».Ut'lfMI M 
Rtqt'MrMtNTi or MANUFACTURING INMSTRIES IN I \um BIVIIOHíD totsmus 

Principal categories of equipment 

I.    Som-titctiHal mac/li ne i y 

Engines and  turbines 

Machine look metal-working machinery 

Cutting toi ils, jigs and fixtures 

Special industrial machinery 

rHmtpi and compressors 

Elevatori ,ind conveyors     

Mowers and fans 

Power transmission   

Refrigerator equipment 

Industrial machinery n.e.s   

TOTAI , manufacturing equipment propel 

Tractors 

«CoMtntctiofi  machinery    

Commercial machinery   

TOTAL, nonelectrical machinery 

M.   Ettctricii imdtutrid m*xkit*ry 
Motori and generators   
Trantformcrt     

Electrical control apparatus 

Electrical  welding   

Electrical  appliance»    

TOTAL, electrical machinery 

HI.    Tiamforttttton tquifmtnt 

Motor vehicles   

Locomotives and railroads 

IV.   Total 

Total 
manufacturing' 

(ISIC 2-1) 

0.7 

27.4 

1.7 

34.5 

2.9 

«.8 

1.8 

0.5 

IJ 

4.8 

82.9 

1.0 

Food, bevtrapes 
and tobáceo 
(ISIC 20-22) 

1.2 

Textiles 
(ISIC 2.1) 

46.2 

0.6 

10.6 

2.4 

9.0 

9.6 

79.6 

01.7 

ü.l 

0.5 

0.1 

0.3 

0.7 

0.5 

94.0 

0.3 

Clothing 
(ISIC 24) 

0.1 

0.05 

88.5 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.1 

0.1 

80.0 

0.05 

1.4 3.2 0.7 2.7 

87.0 82.8 95.9 «1.75 

3.3 2.6 0.7 0.1 

0.8 — 0.4 0.05 

2.2 0.1 -- 
1.4 — — — 
0.5 0.1 — 7.1 

8.2 2.7 1.2 7.25 

3.0 12.5 0.9 0.7 
1.8 2.0 2.0 0.1 

100.0 IOfl.0 100.0 100.1) 
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Table IV (continued; 

Principal nitcporn-s of equipment 

Weod 
product/ 

(ISIC 25-26} 

Paper and           Printing and 
taper products          publishing 

(IStC 27)               (ISIC W 

Leather 
products 
(ISIC 29) 

1.    Son cl retried machinery 

Engines and turbines 0.9 0.3 — 2.2 

Machine tools, metal-working machinery 18.9 0.5 — — 

Cutting tools, jigs and fixtures 1.7 — — — 

Special  industrial machinery                 28.8 72.6 90.7 92.8 

Pumpj and compressors 2.5 1.5 — — 

Elevators ami conveyors 8.3 3.7 5.0 — 

Blowers and fans 0.8 0.9 — — 

Power transmission 0.1 4.0 0.1 — 

Refrigerator equipment                — 0.3 — — 

Industrial machinery n.e.s  4.3 1.0 — — 

TOTAL, manufacturing equipment proper 66.3 84,8 95.8 95.0 

Tractors                                          5.2 

2.9 

3.0 

0.5 

— _ 

Construction  machinery — 

Commercial machinery 1.0 1.6 3.0 2.4 

TOTAL, non electrical machinery 75.4 89.9 98.8 97.4 

II.    Electrical industriai machinery 

Motors and generators 0.5 3.3 0.2 0.9 

Transformers 0.2 2.2 — — 
Electrical control apparatus 1.3 2.8 0.1 — 

Electrical  welding 0.5 0.5 — — 

Electrical  appliances 0.3 0.1 — — 
TOTAL, electrical machinery 2.8 8.9 0.3 0.9 

III.    Transportation equipment 

Motor vehicles 11.2 1.2 0.9 1.7 

Locomotive* and railroads 10.6 — — — 

IV.    Total 100.0 100.0 too.o 100.0 

rrtn.-lfai   .' .teo.ti,v   . '   .- ;utff<':? 

Rubber 
Products 

'ISIC SO) 

r/it'wit.i/          .VOH- 
ani               metallic             Basic 

petr¡i?*m          minerals            melai.' 
a s ic 3I-<:ì   a SIC J.U     (¡SIC W, 

Metal 
products 

(ISIC   35-SS) 

1.    Son electrical  »:a<h>ne'\ 

Engines and turbines — 2.5 — 0.8 — 
Machine tixils, metal-working machinery — 1.4 2.9 41.2 72.6 

Cutting tool«. u>;s and fixture« — — — 0.1 6.4 

Special  industrial  nuchinerv — 47.8 48.3 5.5 1.0 

Pumps and compressors 2".9 11.6 1.7 1.6 1.3 
Elevators ,ind consesnrs 17.5 5.3 11.4 15.1 2.5 
Blowers and fans 8.0 3.5 1.3 2.7 1.1 
Power transmission 20.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 — 
Refrigerator equipment — 4.0 n.2 0.2 — 
Industrial machinerv n.e.s 22.4 7.8 3.1 3.1 5.0 

Torsi, manufacturing equipment proper 96.0 84.1 69.5 70.5 89.9 

Tractors — 0.4 1.0 0.4 1.6 
Construction  machinery — \2 12.0 4.0 0.5 
Commercial machinery 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.5 1.4 

TOTAL non-electricjl machinery 97.4 86.9 83.5 75.4 93.4 

II.    Electrical industrial machinery 

Motors ami generators — 4.6 3.0 10.2 0.3 
Transformers — 1.4 0.6 1.4 0.9 
Electrical control apparatus — 2.7 7.1 5.1 1.6 
Electrical welding — 1.4 0.1 3.4 2.1 
Electrical  appliances — 0.7 — — 1.0 

TOTAL, electrical machinery — 10.8 10.8 20.1 5.9 
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liidtr ¡Indoped countries 

SITC 711, 7H: 717 719: Manufacturing equipment pro|>cr* 

SITC 712-714: Other non-i lectrual machinen 

SITC 71: Total non-electrical machinery   

SITC 72: Electrical machinery 

SITC 73: Transportation  equipment 

SITC    7: Machinery and transportation equipment 

SITC 11-": All  commodities" 

Developed countries 

SITC 711, 715; 717-719: Manufacturing equipment proper* 

SITC 712-714: Other'non-electrical machinery 

SITC 71: Total non-electrical machinery 

SITC 72: Electrical  machinery 

SITC 73: Transportation  equipment    

SITC    7: Machinery and transportation equipment   

SITC 0°: All  commodities» 

WorU 

SITC 711, 715; 717-719: Manufacturing equipment proper' 

SITC 712-7H: Other nonelectrical machinery   

SITC 71: Total non-electrical machinery 

SITC 72: Electrical machinery   

SITC 73: Transportation  equipment    

SITC   7: Machinery and transportation equipment 

SITC 0-9: All  commodities*     
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15.1 

89.2 

9.6 

2.5 

12.1 

4.8 

S.9 

25.8 

124.8 

% 

131 

Source: Compiled from United Nations, Commodity Trait Sfattici, and from Organisation for Economic Co 
operation and Development, Statistical Bulletins, Foreign Tmle. One dot (.) indicates that data were not compiled. 

Kote: World exports of machinery and transportation equipment are shipments from the countries of western 
Europe (Common Market and EFTA), Canada, United States, Japan, Australia, New Zealand ami South At rica. 

Exports to the centrally planned economics are included in the exports to the developed countries. 
Under-developed   countries  are as  defined  in  table  I  of  this   appendix. 
• Manufacturing equipment proper includes a few items that could not be segregated, such as construction and 

mining machinery (SITC 718.4), mineral crushing and sorting machinery (SITC 718.5) and »»me other, non- 
manufacturing machinery and parts included in machinery and appliances, nonelectrical, n.c.s.  (SIU.  /19). 

* World exports of all commodities (SITC 0-9) are the imports from all countries excluding the centrally planned 
economies. 
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Choice of Capital Intensity 

in Industrial Planning 

I Ml  HM.I.OWIM,  uri ici i  is a pini of ii scries of studies on capital intensity pub 

it s hai in earlier issues of the Bulk-tin, a list of which was giren in a note pre 

ceding the article on "Choice of Techniques" in the fourth issue i Sales No.: 

Mt.ll.HJ). As indicated in that note, the problem of capital intensity has been 

dealt with, in these studies, on a macro economic or over all national planning 

level, and a micro-economic or industry and plant level, respectively. 

The purpose of this article is to  explore some of the issues involved in 

developing operational criteria for selecting the appropriate capital intensity at 

these two levels, namely, in planning the economy as a whole and the devel 

opinent of its mam sectors, on the one hand, and the construction and opera 

tion phases of specific industrial projects, on the other. 

The article is a revised version of a paper submitted by the United Na 

ttons Secretariat to the United Nations Conference on the Application of Science 

and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas, held at Geneva 

from 4 to 2(1 Fehruarv 1%1. and to the Seminar on Industrial Development 

Programming in the Latin American Region, held in Sao Paulo, Brazil, from 

4 to ÌS March 1<*>i. 

INTRUDI CTION 

IMH.'tTRiMi/..\Ti<)N is A phaie in a country's develop- 
ment in which its more or less stagnant economy is 

transformed into .i sc It-generating, developed economy 
capable ni ensuring high ami rising levels of living to 
the jiopulation. There is geiR-ral agreement among econ- 
omists that the conditions for industrialization are dit 
terent and much less favourable in the under-developed 
countries of Asia, Atrita and Latin America than they 
were in the corresponding phase in the now highly 
developed countries. High rates ot |xipulation growth 
and lower average levels of income, combined with the 
revolution of rising expectations", make the process ol 

industrialization in the under-developed countries mon 
difficult,   is well as more urgent, emphasizing the im 

portance of a greatly accelerated pace ol development. 
Industrialization has three interrelated Inn distinct 

aspects. First, it connotes conscious application ol science 
and technology lo the processes ot production and «listri 
hut ion. making a radical break with cent lines-old pro 
duct ion processes based on ancient empiric,il techni<|ues 
handed down trom one general ion to another. The adop- 
tion ot new production techniques derived trom the 
conscious application ot science .nul technology usually 
entails the acquisition ol new skills and \sork habits 
on the part ot the lalxmr torce. Second, key set tors ol 
the economy are intcr(!c|icndciit ami organically linked 
with one another in the integrated development ot tin- 
whole economy. There is a notable increase in I lie- relative 
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weight oí the industrial sector in the economy in the 
course of its development and it becomes a dynamic 
(orce in modernizing other sectors of the economy In 
providing them with more efficient capital goods. Finally, 
the rales ot domestic saving and capital formation have 
to l>c stcp|>ed up to the levels where they can provide 
for the increase in ¡Herniation, ensure a rise in per 
capita consumption and reduce reliance on foreign grants 
and other "non-commercial" foreign loans. This calls 
tor the present domestic rate of saving of from 4 to S 
per cent ot the national income to he raised to a level 
ot troni 15 to 20 per cent and for a diversification of 
the economy which  would  permit  an improvement in 

the balance of payments |w>sition by expanding the 
potential for exports and promoting import substitution. 

Industrialization in most under-developed countries 
has to take place in conditions of considerable initial 
underemployment, scarcity of capital and acute shortage 
ot torcigli exchange ìesoiirces. In this phase of develop 
ment the problem ot widening work opportunities so as 
to achieve tuli employment is important not only in 
terms of relieving misery, but also in terms of utilizing 
most efficiently the abundant factor of production in 
the form of labour. It is in this context that choice of 
capital intensity in operational planning needs to be 
examined. 

THEORETICAL DISCI SSIONS 

TUKOKKTK AI. DISCI ssiov oi- the subject of capital inten- 
sity reveals two distinct trends, one favouring labour 

intensive techniques and the other capital intensive tech- 
niques.1 Those who prefer labour intensive techniques 
focus attention on the tactor endowment of under devel- 
oped economies in the torm of a relative abundance of 
lalxmr and a scarcity of capital. This preference is ex- 
pressed in two tonus: the rate of turnover criterion" .uni 
the relative social marginal productivity criterion:1 The 
latter aims ,n maximizing the social marginal produc- 
tivity, that is, maximizing the output of the econome 
• is a whole. As there is virtually no loss of alternative 
outputs on account ol the withdrawal of labour from 
agriculture or troni drawing upon the |x>ol of unem- 
ployed, the social opportunity cost of lalxiur is con 
sidered to be nil. This criterion, therefore, implies the 
maximization ot the social marginal productivitv of 
capital and coincides with the rati of turnover criterion. 
Both criteria thus aim al the maximization of immediate 
output and employment through the use of labour 
intensive techniques. 

Another group of economists suggests that the rate 
of investitile surplus created in producing a unit of 
output should be made the basis of the selection of 
capital intensity. Since workers have a high marginal 
propensity to consume, and owners of capital (govern 
ments, corporations and private individuals) have a high 
marginal propensity to save, the employment of capital- 
intensive techniques will result in greater savings and 
investment, ami, consequently, a higher rate of growth 
in subsequent |>eriods of time, than  that obtained bv 

1 The tremi favouring capital intensive techniques emerges .it 
a chronologically later stage than that favouring labour-intensive 
techniques. 

-See J. J. I'olak, "Balance of Payments Problems of Countries 
Reconstructing with the Help of Foreign Loans", Quarterly 
]tmrnal oj Economies (Cambridge, Massachusetts), February 
I'm, and Norman S. Buchanan, International Investment and 
Domestic Wei jare (New York, II. Holt and Company, 1945). 

:t A. F. Kahn. "Investment Criteria in Development Pro 
grammes". Quarterly journal of Economics, February  105], 

employing labour-intensive techniques.4 The higher rates 
ot investment will in the long run result in greater 
volumes ot output and employment than would be 
obtained by employing labour-intensive techniques. 

I.mployment of labour-intensive techniques and the 
consequent maximization of immediate output and em- 
ployment would lead to the maximization of consump- 
tion in the immediate future. The use of capital-intensive 
techniques and consequent maximization of growth rates 
and outputs in subsequent periods would lead to maxi 
iinz.ition ot consumption in the later periods, possibly at 
the expense of consumption in the immediate period. 

I here is, in essence, a conflict liei ween present and futuri 
consumption. However, it is admitted that the quantita- 
tive importance of this conflict varies in relation to the 
degree ot ciTectivc control exercised on the real wage 
rate through taxation, cost price and other direct and 
indirect controls. Attempts have been made to find a wav 
out ot this conflict by using time discount which in- 
evitably involves political value judgements.'"' 

lhere are considerable difficulties in translating these 
theoretical conclusions into operational planning. The 
statistical information required for working out time 
preference tor consumption at different points of time 
is not readily available. The assumption of an invariant 
real wage rate during the time horizon taken into ac 

*Sec Maurice Dobb, "A Note on the So-called Degree ot 
Capital Intensity in Underdeveloped Countries", Economie 
appliquée, vol. VII, No. 1 (Paris) and "Second Thoughts on 
Capital -Intensity of Investment", Review of Economic Studies, 
vol. XXIV (Edinburgh); W. Galenson and H. Leibenstein, 
•Investment Criteria, Productivity and Economic Development", 

Quarterly journal oj Economics, August 1955: K. N. Raj, "Small- 
Scale Industries—Problems of Technological Change, Economie 
Weekly (Bombay), 7 and 14 April 1956 and A. K. Sen, Choice 
oj Techniques—An Aspect oj the Theory oj Planned Economic 
Development (Oxford, Basil Blackwell. 1960). A detailed dis- 
cussion of this type is to be found in "Capital Intensity in 
Industry in Under-developed Countries", Industrialization and 
Productivity Hullctin. No. I (Sales No.: 58.IÍ.B.2), pages Id 
and 11. v * 

*A.   K.   Sen,   Choice  oj  Tcch<iiqiu<, op.   cit.,   chapters   VII 
and VIII. 
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count in working out time discounts is unrealistic, for, 
with the growth of capital accumulation, the relative 
prices of labour and capital are likely to change in favour 
of the former factor. The conclusions are based on the 
assumption that there will be a continuing flow of labour 
from overcrowded agriculture into industry without 
affecting the real wage rate or without incurring con- 
siderable costs in social overhead, such as housing, schmls 

and the like. This assumption is not home out In ex 
perience. The implicit assumption of a high elasticity of 
substitution among factors of production and commodi- 
ties is also not justified. Finally, only two factors of 
production are dealt with—labour and capital. This 
ignores the existence of such scarce factors as skilled 
labour and managerial skills which have also to IK t.iken 
into account. 

ESTIMATION OF CAPITAL INTENSITY 

IT is NECESSARY to distinguish i wo phases of an invest- in social infrastructure. Such expenditure assumes ani- 
ment project, the construction phase and the operating siderable quantitative significance in the case of steel 

phase (or manufacturing phase in industrial projects). A plants, fertilizer factories and other projects which are 
number of alternative techniques involving different built near their sources of raw materials and involve 
combinations of labour and equipment may be available building new towns or settlements. It may become an 
and should be taken into consideration in selecting the important item of total investment once the ¡xiol of 
capital intensity for each phase.6 The collection and unemployed in the urban area is exhausted and iddi 
accessibility of these primary data are indispensable in tional labour has to be drawn from the surrounding 
making the choice of capital intensity in operational rural areas; the larger the number of workers required in 
planning. the operating phase, the greater will be the expenditure 

Two factors should be noted in estimating the capital on social infrastructure. In technical language, the choice 
intensity of projects—investment in social infrastructure of capital intensity in the operating phase of a project 
and trr level of utilization of fixed capital, that is, ma- has to be determined in conjunction with such factors 
chinery and buildings. Efficient operation of enterprises as external economies and dis-economies. 
requires, on the part of the labour force, a minimum of As to utilization of equipment, it is possible to corn- 
skills to operate machinery and equipment, and habits bine different quantities of labour with a machine or a 
of industrial work. This calls for a stable labour force plant, by means of multiple shifts, staffing in each shift, 
conveniently housed near the location of the enterprises, use of incentives, levels of repairs and maintenance, etc.. 
which, in turn, means investment in social infrastructure, to yield different levels of output, 
such as land reclamation, housing, schools, hospitals and The "conservative estimates" made by one expert in 
the like. When calculating and comparing the capital India disclose that, from a given fixed investment, the 
intensities involved in different techniques of produc- output and employment in hand-fed operations can 
tion, it is necessary to take into account not only invest- range from 1.00 to 6.42 and from 1.00 to 5.35, respectively, 
ment in machinery and installations, but also investment depending  on  the pattern of management. In scmi- 
~TZ                          .   .    ,   ,                .       ,         ,   „ automatic operations, the range for output can lie from 

'On i macro-economic level, the construction phases of all inn,   ecc      Jí            i              t          <Vw\       < ,; 
projects taken together constitute the construction sector, while h• l" 5

*\;»
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for cmP^Ym^ f'om !•<» to 4.45. 

other sectors of the economy comprise the operative phases of Table 1 illustrates the range of variation in this area, 
the projects. The figures in the table indicate that, tle|x.'nding upon 

Table 1 

ESTIMATED HANGE OF POSSIBLE OUTPUT AND EMPLOYMENT FROM A MVEN 

QUANTITY OF FIXED CAPITAL IN INDIA 

Hand-fed  operations Semiautomatic operations 

index of Index of index of Inder of 
Patttrns of management production        employment production employment 

Poorly managed with one shift 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Well managed with incentives, conventional 
staffing and one shift 1.5 1.05 1.3 1.0 

Well managed with incentives, intensive staff- 
ing and one shift       1.95 1.36 to 1.53     1.43 to 1.69      1.0 to 1.3 

Well managed with incentives, intensive staff- 
ing and three shifts 5.50        4.08 to 4.59     4.03 to 4.77      3.0 to 3.9 

Well managed with incentives, intensive staff- 
ing, three shifts and a seven-day work week      6.42 4.76 to 5.35     4.70 to 5.56      3.5 to 4.55 
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management, there is ,i «¡ile variation in the "clTectivc" 

capital intensity li»r the same plant .\m) equipment. The 

management element should he taken into account in 

estimating the capital intensity ol a given technique. 

This   element,   in    turn,    has    implications    in    (unis 

ol      training      anil      improving      managerial      skills.' 

"Tin'«' figures also ri'M'.il llic |<iil('iiti.il ol expanding < nit put 
in the n|u T.nine; phases ul esistine; enterprises in nmlcr developed 
cintili cus l>v inipn )\ ill management. On the iii.nt.ijjement aspect. 
,'((• I'tittcd N.ilnnis, \l,/n,n;i ni< 11/ n\ Intimimi! i.i:t< : p.:•; ., in 
I 'iitlcr tit ti ¡opt (I  ('.(iiintnt >   (Sales   Nu.:   ^Ml.l'ö 1. 

UIDE-I INKS KOK  THE CIIOICK 01  CAPITA!. INTENSITY 

Pot K \ M\KIM, M TUONI rus must make decisions l'i 

garding capital intensity lor individual sectors ol the 

ectinomy and lor the economy as a whole, and lhi\ 
rei|uire some working rules or guide lines lor this pul- 

póse; it is in the light ol these guidelines that engineers 

and technologists can select techniques ol production 

lor various projects, redesign or modilv plant and equip 

ment and develop appropriate techniques ol production. 

Some ol  tinsi   guide-lines  are outlined  in  this  section, 

The rational use ol limited resources availahle lor the 

industri,ilization ol a country requires a long-term strat- 

egy ol development. This strategy should he worked out 

on the hasis ol the initial stage ol development with 

relerence to such 1 actors as the social, economic and 

administrative infrastructure, size and growth rate of the 
population, known physical resource endowment and 

the present and prospective importance and structure ol 

foreign trade. For example. India's strategy ol develop- 

ment, with its vast population (large potential market), 

diverse natural resources anil limited potential for ex 
ports, will he dilTerent i rom (hat ol a country with a 

small population, ahundanee in one key exportable 
natural resource—petroleum or natural gas. lor instance— 

and consequent large export potential and favourable 
loreign exchange position. 

A perspective plan with goals ol given increases in per 

capita income and consumption within a spccilied time 
limit (lor example, a 100 per cent incrcasi in per capita 

income and a 75 per cent increase in per capita consump- 
tion within twenty-five years) is elaborated on the basis 

ol the long term strategy of development. This plan will 
also govern the priorities and patterns of investment 

among individual sectors ol the economy. It provides 

the hasis lor the medium-term plans in which the rates 

ol growth and investment are scheduled so that the 

s|Kcilied goals are achieved in the last year of the 

s|xci(ied time horizon. The perspective plan is continual 

ly revised in the light ol experience, achievements and 

changing economic circumstances. At the same time, 

the time horizon of this plan is being extended hv the 

length ol  the compieteli  medium-term plan. 
The long-term strategy of development, the ensuing 

priorities and patterns ol investment in the |ierspectivc 

and medium term plans anil the relationships of inter- 

de|Kiulence among sectors of the economy (for example, 

the relationship between agriculture and the industrial 

sector, and the dependence of manufacturing industries 
on supplies ol raw materials, power, transport and 

trained maii|xiwcr) may often have to be worked out 

independently of immediate employment considerations. 

rhe stage has been set lor selecting capital mtinsities 

once the broad outlines ol the medium term plan an 

determined, including approximate targets ol annual 

growth rates ol national income, consumption and in- 

vestment. The most important point at this stage <>l 

elaborating the medium term plan is to locus attention 

on the number of additional worsen Itinti the total 

number nj leorl^en ¡ that can be employed tlitriiii; the 

plan penntl, rather than on the total number ol existing 

unemployed or undei cmploud workers. Assuming Un- 

availability ol complementary equipment, even in its 
most rudimentary torni (say, spades and baskets), tin- 

most important limiting tactor on expansion ol employ 

meni is the available supply of food and other wage 

goods which determine the real wage rate. The volume 

ol employment is inversely related to the level of the 

minimum real wage rate that is jxiliticallv feasible in a 
given situation. 

Various direct and indirect measures of control, such 

as tax measures (especially commodity taxes, lowering 

the limit ol exemption troni income taxes, land revenue. 

etc.). "sate" limits ol deficit financing (that is. permis- 

sible increases in the general price level), price controls 

and compulsory procurement of food, cloth and the 

like, amount, in essence, to distributing the available 

supply ol consumer goods among the largest possible 

number ol employed persons. Theoretically speaking, the 
ceiling on employment might be full employment of 

the entire labour force if it were possible to achieve a 
sufficiently drastic cut  in the real wage rate. 

'1 he creation ot employment to the level of a "ceiling" 

arrived at by various considerations of an economic anil 

political nature represents the maximum utilization of 
labour (the abundant factor of production) feasible under 

the given circumstances, and represents the key factor 
in determining capital intensity. It should be noted that 

such a ceiling embraces the labour force to be employed 

in all projects and in all sectors of the economy. 

The leasihle maximum number of additional jobs that 

can he created in the plan period is arrived at by sub- 

tracting the existing level of employment from the 

ceiling thus obtained. The planning authorities may find 

two possible situations: the new employment that would 

be created by the use of the most labour-intensive tech- 

niques in every project in the plan may be less than 

or roughly equal to the feasible maximum number of 

additional jobs, or it may exceed it. In the first case, the 

decision on the choice of capital intensity is relatively 

easy, namely, to use the most labour-intensive techniques 
iu every project. 
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Road-building with picl(s und shore!* at Faridabad, near Di/hi. India 

View of the carding machine section in one of the largest fully 
mechanized textile mills in West Hen gal, India 

Worker in a modern small-scale leather factory in the Philippines 
putting a hide through a setting machine 
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However, in most under-developed countries, it is 
possible to undertake simple projects, such as irrigation, 
housing, road building and the like, with the help of 
simple tools. These tools are either already available or 
can easily be manufactured locally; alternatively, they 
can be imported by spending a small amount of foreign 
exchange. Consequently, it should l>e possible to create 
new employment of this type in almost all countries 
unless inadequate organizing or managerial ability 
operates as a bottleneck in the execution of projects. 
Even if such a bottleneck does exist, it is possible to 
overcome it within a short period by training suitable 
personnel. Inability to create new employment in the 
plan period equalling the feasible maximum number of 
additional jobs implies a failure to utilize fully the 
potential resources for realizing the maximum pace of 
development. The first situation, therefore, is likely to 
be, at best, a temporary one and most under-developed 
countries are already likely to be found, or will soon be 
found, in the second situation. 

The choice of capital intensity in the second situation 
is a complex task requiring the selection of differing 
capital intensities for different projects in such a way 
that the new employment created by them is roughly 
equal to the feasible maximum number of additional 
jobs in the plan period. The use of the maximum capital- 
intensive techniques is almost certain not to fulfil this 
condition. It is, therefore, necessary to discover how best 
this possibility of differential capital intensities can be 
utilized in the interests of the economy. 

Historical evidence indicates that the cost of labour 
relative to the cost of capital will increase over time once 
accumulation of capital outruns growth in the labour 
force, that is, the value of equipment per worker begins 
to increase. This trend, in most countries, is reinforced 
by the enactment of minimum wage legislation (reflect- 
ing social conscience and rising expectations), union- 
ization of labour and a steady increase in the opportunity 
cost of the transfer price of labour from agriculture to 
other sectors of the economy.8 

This means that labour costs, that is, operational costs, 
will rise over time. This trend element should be taken 
into account in working out differential capital inten- 
sities for individual projects. A distinction Wis made 
earlier between two phases of an investment project, the 
construction phase and the operating phase (or manu- 
facturing phase in industrial projects). The increase in 
the cost of labour relative to capital over time will affect 
only the operating phase. It is, therefore, preferable to 
use more capital-intensive or less labour-intensive tech- 
niques in the operating phase of projects than in the 
construction phase. In other words, the construction 
activities throughout the economy should receive top 
priority in the use of labour-intensive techniques. 

8 As workers begin to move from overcrowded agriculture 
to other sectors of the economy, average employment and income 
of the labour force retained in agriculture will increase. This, 
in turn, will lead to an increase in the wage rate that will have 
to lie offered to workers in agriculture to induce them to take 
up employment in other sectors of the economy. 

The techniques designed for the operating phase are 
embodied in machinery and equipment. The impact of 
the rise in future operating costs is in proportion to the 
length of time over which the machinery and equip- 
ment will continue to be in service. The relevant time 
horizon comprises (i) a gestation period, or the time 
taken up in the installation of machinery and equip- 
ment, and (ii) the lifetime of the machinery and equip- 
ment. The longer the relevant time horizon (gestation 
period plus the life of the plant), the higher should be 
the capital intensity of the techniques chosen. For 
example, some of the major transport installations, such 
as railways and ports, provide services for a very long 
period (fifty years or more) and should, consequently, 
embody relatively higher capital intensity than others 
with a shorter time horizon. 

A distinction should be made between the production 
operations which can be mechanized without undue 
additional costs at a later stage ; nd processes whose 
subsequent mechanization would involve heavy addi- 
tional costs. The latter should embody relatively more 
capital-intensive techniques than the former. This propo- 
sition is merely a corollary of the preceding proposition 
about a relative time horizon. 

Immediate cost effects of the choice of capital intensity 
cannot be altogether neglected. They have special rele- 
vance in mixed economies. Their maximum impact fal's 
on those enterprises manufacturing important interme- 
diate products, and on those whose time horizon is long. 

To sum up, the following guide-lines should be fol- 
lowed in the choice of differential capital intensities. 
First, to the extent that it is technically and organiza- 
tionally feasible, labour-inttnsive techniques should be 
employed in the construction phase of all projects. Sec- 
ondly, in the operative phase, a system of techniques in 
descending order of capital intensity (progressively less 
capital-intensive or more labour-intensive) should be 
selected in (i) machine manufacturing projects and 
transport installations with a long time horizon (as 
defined earlier) ; (ii) other basic industries projects pro- 
ducing important intermediary products and services; 
also, those with a long time horizon, and (iii) all other 
projects. Special consideration should be given to export 
industries projects facing competition in the world 
market from developed countries. Within this system 
of preference in capital intensities, production operations 
in the operating phase of a project which cannot be 
subsequently mechanized without additional heavy costs 
should embody relatively higher capital-intensive tech- 
niques. The aggregate new employment generated in all 
projects using the above-mentioned scale of capital inten- 
sities should be approximately equal to the feasible maxi- 
mum number of additional jobs in the plan period. 

Application of these guide-lines will enable planning 
authorities, to the extent possible, to select factor propor- 
tions consistent with the maximum use of labour within 
the given institutional and social limitations, prevent an 
uneconomic structure of costs of production and losses 
arising from technological obsolescence and safeguard 
export industries facing foreign competition. 

W 



TECHNOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES FOR LABOUR-INTENSIVE TECHNIQUES 

THERE is A general tendency in under-developed coun- 
tries to employ tht most up-to-date techniques in all 

sectors of the economy and for all types of operations. 
Up-to-date techniques are mostly capital-intensive be- 
cause they are developed in advanced countries and are 
generally aimed at substituting capital for labour because 
of rising wage costs and increasing abundance of capital. 
In the first place, capital-intensive processes are often 
identified with "industrialization" and have a prestige 
appeal. Engineers often have a psychological bias in 
favour of such techniques because of their educational 
background and their conscious or unconscious identifica- 
tion of the latest available techniques with "progress". 
Business managers often prefer them in order to avoid 
irksome labour problems. This constellation of forces 
operates against the use of the economically correct 
factor proportions. It is, therefore, useful to draw atten- 
tion to  areas of industrial activities  which  might be 

Blacksmith trainees at wor{ in the Centrai Training Institute 
in Calcutta 

usefully considered for deploying or developing capital- 
saving and more labour-intensive techniques. 

There is great scope for employing labour-intensive 
techniques in the construction phase of all projects. At 
one extreme will be found almost completely manual 
methods of high labour intensity, including human car- 
riers (or animal power) ; at the other extreme, complete- 
ly mechanized operations of excavation, levelling and 
hauling. A number of alternative techniques involving a 
wide range of different combinations of labour and 
equipment are thus available for construction activity." 
Earth-moving operations, including excavation, hauling, 
filling and compacting, arc particularly adaptable to the 
use of highly labour-intensive techniques. The use of 
such techniques has, by and large, no adverse effect on 

* See "Capital Intensity in Heavy Engineering Construction", 
Industrialization uni Productivity Bulletin, No. I. 

the quality of the end product (houses, f.iaorv buildings, 
dams, canals, roads, etc.).10 

Employment of labour-intensive techniques in the 
construction phase of all projects is also imtxirt.mt be- 
cause the unemployed and under-employed workers m 
under-developed countries form a group of largely un 
skilled workers. A study prepared by the Department of 
Economic and Social Affairs of the Initctl Nations 
Secretariat" reveals that the share of trial construction 
activity in incremental gross fixed capital formation in 
the economy is, on the average, higher in under-«level- 
oped countries than in developed countries and varies in 
the former from 46 per cent to (>l) per cent.IJ "l'ven in 
modem industrial countries constructional activity, which 
lends itself to hand labour, is as much as T<> «>r M) |xr 
cent of gr«)ss fixed investment, so it is not difficult to 
ihink of labour creating capital without using any but 
the simplest tools."13 

Data on cost elements of earth-moving operations l.y 
different techniques are given in table II in the .qipvndix 
to this article. It should be noted that earth-moving 
operations are quite important, even in the construction 
of industrial enterprises. For example, the construction 
of the Rourkela Steel Plant in India (including the 
township and so forth) involved 6.1 million cubic metres 
of earthwork.14 

There are a number of "technologically flexible" in- 
dustries which allow for considerable substitution Ite 
tween labour and capital and which are therefore 
amenable to the use of labour-intensive techniques in the 
manufacturing phase. In weaving cloth, for example, 
there is a spectrum of techniques involving different 
combinations of labour and capital ranging from primi- 
tive throw-shuttle hand looms through fly shuttle hand 
looms, semi automatic hand looms, collage | HI wer looms 
and factory non-automatic power l<x>ms to automatic 
(»wer looms. The case of wood-working technology also 
fall» in the same category.15 Cotton spinning, clothing, 
foodstuffs, leather, rubber products, bricks, roofing tiles, 
certain chemicals, brass utensils and steel furniture are 
other examples of technologically flexible industries. 

Manufacture of a number of goods, such is radios, 
television sets, bicycles and agricultural etiuipmcnt, in- 

10 The pyramids in Egypt and the Taj Mahal in India con- 
clusively demonstrate this fact. 

11 "Capital Intensity in Heavy Engineering Construction", 
op. cit. 

12 Ibid., pag'.' V). See table I in the- appendix lo the present 
article. 

,3W. A. Lewis, "Economic Development with Unlimited 
Supplies of Labour", Manchester School of I'.ionnmu and Social 
Studies, May 1954, page 161. 

14 Government of India, Report of the Ministry of Steel and 
Fuel (Department of Iron and Steel), 1960hl (New Delhi, 
1961), page 14. 

IB(ì. K. Boon, "Choice of Industrial Technology: Tht Case of 
Woodworking", Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin, 
No. 3 (Saks No.: 60.H.B.1). 
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volves production and assembly of components. These 
exar pies also represent technologically flexible industries 
Ix-cause it is possible to organize production of their 
components in accordance with the specifications or the 
îssembly plants by means of labour-intensive techniques 
under sub-contracting arrangements. This method of 
using labour-intensive techniques has been extensively 
employed in Japan. Again, these techniques can be ef- 
iciently employed in the manufacture of accessories for 
vhc automobile industry, for railways, shipping and the 
like. 

The existence of a market for second-hand machines 
which have become obsolescent in advanced countries 
on account of rising costs of labour is, in a way, an index 
of the scope of the technologically flexible industries. 
It may be advantageous to employ second-hand machines 
in several cases: first, because they often represent equip 
rncnt of lower capital intensity and techniques of higher 
labour intensity, and second, because, on account of 
their shorter life, they permit a more flexible equipment 
|K)licy by making it possible to shift to new or different 
equipment at an earlier date in the future than would 
have ken the case with new equipment.1" Alternatively, 
they provide the prototype design of equipment embody 
ing relatively more labour-intensive techniques for manu- 
facture in under-dcvelo|X'd countries. 

There is a clear distinction between ancillary or aux- 
iliary processes and "core" operations in industrial enter- 
prises. The former consist of materials handling, ware 
housing, packaging, flying squads and maintenance shops 
tor core operations, tool maintenance and tool making 
rooms, utilities and the like. It is possible to use labour- 
intensive techniques in some of these ancillary processes 
even in technologically inflexible industries where it is 
difficult to replace capital by lak>ur in the core operations. 

The attention of engineers, scientists and technicians 
should k drawn to the possibilities of selecting capital 
saving techniques in the core  operations of the   tech 
nologically inflexible industries.  Research and develop 
ment of such techniques should IK- undertaken  where 
they do not exist. This can sometimes be done by design- 
ing the equipment on the basis of the process layout 
instead  of the   product  or  line   layout, especially   in 
engineering industries. There exists great scope for re 
search in designing equipment and developing processes 
to reduce the scale of operations with a minimum in 
crease in operating costs. (In technical terms, this would 
amount to reducing the slope of the curve of the eco- 
nomies of scale.) This type of research has considerable 
importance Ix-cause in many under-devjioped countries 
the size not only of the present market, but also of the 
potential market in the foreseeable future, is likely to be 
relatively small. 

Recent developments in the technology for ammonia 
production illustrate this point. While the average plant 

'" Netherlands Economic Institute, Second hand Machines and 
Economic Development. Publication No. H 5« (Rotterdam 
M.tv l'«Si. 
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for ammonia production has a capacity of from 250 to 
iOO tons (ter day, a recently developed "packaged" plant 
has a capacity of only sixty tons per day. This plant is 
made up of separate sections mounted on, skids. Kach 
section can be transported by truck or by rail. Installing 
the plant is easy ami takes less than thirty days. After 
the cement pad has been prepared, the sections are 
bolted to it, akut MX) pipe connexions are made, and 
the plant is ready to start production. The production 
cost ol liquid anhydrous ammonia in this plant has 
been estimated at al>out %Mi a short ton compared with 
%.U a short ton for a plant with a capacity of WO tons 
a day. Packaged plants are also king developed for the 
preparation of compound fertilizers—ammonium nitrates, 
ammonium sulphates, urea and various ammonium solu- 
tions—from liquid anhydrous ammonia. 

The petroleum industry has made new strides in oil 
refining and has developed midget refineries with capa- 
cities up to 10,(KK) barrels per day, although previous 
concepts of refinery design had set the minimum eco 
nomic capacity at over 25,000 barrels per day. More than 
a dozen midget refineries, including four with a capacity 
of 5,(XK) barrels per day each, are under construction at 
present, most of them in newly developing countries. 
The reduction in the minimum economic capacity of 
refineries has been made possible by a simplified flow 
scheme and the fact that each processing unit serves at 
least two important functions instead of one as in the 
case of the large unit. The construction of improved 
small-scale vertical kilns for cement manufacture and 
substitution of multi-purpose equipment for single-pur- 
pose machinery in a variety of industries are other 
examples of technological developments aimed at reduc- 
ing the scale of operations with a minimum increase in 
operating costs." 

The advantage of large-scale production over small 
scale production in unit costs is derived in part from 
purely technological economies of scale and in part 
from the facilities of economic "overheads", such as 
research, bulk buying and selling, cheaper and easier 
credit facilities, advertising, standardization of products, 
socialized facilities for tooling and repairs, organization 
of specialized maintenance staff, facilities for specialists' 
advice and so forth. The latter facilities—«f economic 
overheads-can be provided to small production units by 
surrounding them with appropriate agencies—private, 
co-operative or statutory -which can take over the func- 
tions of economic overheads and perform them as com- 
mon services to small units. Important among these 
agencies are state-sponsored industrial finance corpora- 
tions, industrial extension services, sale and purchase 
co-operatives, industrial research institutions, corpora- 
tions supplying machines on a hire-purchase basis, firms 
spcci.il.zing in tooling, repairs and the like, credit co- 
operatives, and so on. The chief advantage of industrial 

"For details about the use of small scale vertical kilns and 
multi-purjw machinery, see "Adaptatif« of Procesie«, Equip- 
ment and Products" in Industrial,*«,• and ProJuctwúy Bul- 
let,,,, No. i, (S,ks N„.: fiUi.RI ). pJges 17 a„d 18. 



estates consists in the incorporated common services |Kr 
forming many oí these functions of economic overheads. 
Failure by engineers and technicians to distinguish be- 
tween unit cost advantages arising from purely technical 
economies and those from other economies not infre- 
quently results in adoption of more capital-intensive 
technique» than can In- justified initier the circumstances. 

It should lv recalled thai research in and application 
of labour-intensive techniques should be oig.mi/cd ,n 
accordance with the guide-lines on dilTeremial capital 
intensities in individual sectors within the framework 
of the average capital intensity for the economy arrived 
at by the planned volume of investment and the ceiling 
on employment. 
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Seminar on Industrial Development Programming 
in the Latin American Region 

AsKMiNAR ON IYDI'STRIAL Development Programming 
in the Latin American Region was held in Sâo 

Paulo, Brazil, from 4 to 15 March l%i. It was organized 
jointly by the United Nations Economic Commission 
for Latin America (ECLA) and the Outre for In- 
dustrial Development in co-opcrution with the Bureau 
of Technical Assistance Operations (BTAO) of the 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the 
United Nations Secretariat and was sponsored localiv 
l>v the Executive (îroups of the Brazilian Industry 
((¡EIA, (¡EIN, GEIMAPE, GEIMAR and GEIMET), 
the National Confederation of Industries of Brazil and 
the Federation of Industries of the State of Sao Paulo. 
The Seminar was attended by sixty nine participants and 
observers from eleven countries of the region, four coun- 
tries outside the region, and the United Nations and 
other international organizations. 

There has been increasing recognition in Latin Amer- 
ica ol the need tor economic planning and, in particular, 
tor planning of industrial development, as evidenced bv 
the tact that most of the Governments in the region 
have by now organized planning agencies to deal with 
these problems. It is considered that industrialization is 
.1 key element in the process of rapid economic growtli 
of the under develoind countries. However, only in ex- 
ceptional cases can the required tempo of industrial 
development be achieved through the autonomous opera- 
tions of the market mechanism, particularly if industrial- 
ization is to IK- compatible with the social and political 
objectives of economic development currently sought by 
Governments. Planning and programming of industrial 
development have of late lieen increasingly recognized 
as a basic prerequisite for a consistent policy of industrial- 
ization and the optimal use of national resources. This 
calls not only for the development of etlective planning 
techniques taking into account the particular conditions 
of under-developed countries, but also for the establish- 
ment of additional machinery for the formulation and 
implementation of industrial plans and programmes. 

The purpose of the Seminar was to stimulate an ex- 
change of views on their experiences in industrial plan- 
ning among a group of specialists in this field represent- 
ing the various aspects involved in the planning process. 
The participants were selected from among general 
economists, industrial economists, engineers and ;idus- 
trialists within and outside the Latin American region, 
in an endeavour to promote a mutual understanding of 
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the problems faced in the planning process. An attempt 
was thus made to build a bridge between planning and 
policy making and the actual establishment and opera- 
tion of industry. Moreover, some of the participants from 
countries outside the Latin American region, namely, 
France, India, Japan, Poland and the United States, 
represented areas at different stages of economic develop- 
ment and with different economic systems. The con- 
frontation of the experience of these countries with that 
of Latin America proved to l>e extremely fruitful in 
stimulating the thinking of the Latin American partici- 
pants on problems in their own areas. 

Extensive documentation in the form of research 
studies was presented to the Seminar by the two organiz- 
ing Ixtdies, the Centre for Industrial Development at 
Uniteti Nations Headquarters and the Industrial De- 
velopment Division of the secretariat of the Economic 
Commission tor Latin America. A wide range of prob- 
lems relating to planning and programming of industrial 
development, economic characteristics of industries and 
evaluation of industrial projects was reviewed in the 
Seminar. A consistent elTort was made to orient the 
discussions towards a search for practical solutions which 
would be of immediate use to Governments faced with 
the problem of developing realistic policies and measures 
to promote industrial development in their countries. 
Among other results of the meeting, a number of areas 
were mapped out for further investigation. 

The Seminar divided the discussion items into two 
mam areas: programming of industrial development at 
the country level, and programming at the sector and 
project levels. The first was subdivided into the follow- 
ing topics: methodology of industrial programming 
within the general economic programming; structural 
changes in production and demand; selection of tech- 
niques and economies of scale, and experiences of Latin 
American countries and a few others in industrial pro- 
gramming. The main topics of discussion in the second 
area were: basic data and criteria for programming of a 
number of industries (steel making and transforming, 
chemicals, pulp and paper, textiles, cement, aluminium 
and industrial construction); evaluation of industrial 
projects and preparation of feasibility studies; formula- 
tion of sectoral industrial programmes for both dynamic 
and traditional industries, and implementation arid other 
aspects of industry programming with particular refer- 
ence to the private sector. 



In discussing over-all planning and its relation to 
sectoral planning of industry in general and planning of 
individual industrial branches, the need for formulating 
a general national plan was explicitly recognized. It 
was realized that countries were facing considerable 
difficulties in this respect, particularly as regards statistical 
data and availability of programming personnel, but 
these difficulties were not considered to be insurmount- 
able. However, at the present time many countries 
in the region were lagging in the area of overall plan- 
ning and the question arose as to what extent limited 
planning on a sectoral basis, which was being carried 
out in some of the countries of the region (Mexico and 
Brazil, tor example), could lie effective in the absence 
of a comprehensive over-all plan. The consensus was 
that countries were well advised to proceed with partial 
planning of their strategic or bottleneck sectors, even 
kfore they were in a position to produce an adequate 
over-all plan. As an example, it was mentioned that even 
in the case of a centrally planned economy such as Po- 
land, in the early stages of planning a major effort had 
ken concentrated on the bottleneck sectors, namely, 
those which had suffered a major dislocation as a result 
of war. 

The Seminar gave its attention to the absorption of 
unemployment, a major factor in planning in the devel- 
oping countries of the region in view of the existing 
high level of structural unemployment which is being 
aggravated by the rapid growth of the labour force. In 
this connexion, the possibilities of capital-labour sub- 
stitution in industry were discussed, but these were 
generally found to be of limited scope because of the 
technological characteristics of modern industry. It was 
considered that a serious effort should be made to 
promote systematic technological research to explore the 
possibilities of increasing the flexibility of industrial 
processes in regard to the substitution of capital by 
labour. It was envisaged, however, that the manufactur- 
ing sector as a whole could be expected to have a 
relatively limited absorptive capacity for manpower, and 
that significant progress in absorbing unemployment 
could be made only by an over-all development dort. 

The factor of economies of scale in industrial planning 
gave rise to a thorough discussion, since most countries 
in Latin America offered limited markets for manu- 
factured goods. This limitation results either in an in- 
ability to establish industries whose minimum economic 
scale is above the capacity of the national markets, or, if 
such industries are established, in chronic under-utiliza- 
tion of capacity. In this connexion, the Seminar drew 
attention to the possibilities offered by regional integra- 
tion whereby national markets would be pooled so as 
to permit the establishment of large-size plants which 
would benefit from economies of scale. 

In this connexion, the question was raised of export 
markets for goods manufactured in the region. There 
were two reasons why under-developed countries should 
seek to expand their exports of manufactured goods. In 
the first place, foreign demand would in manv cases be 
a welcome supplement to the limited domestic demand 

and would enable countries to engage ,„ mdust, ,cs where 
the cost-scale lactor  is a  leading consideration.  In  the 
second   place,  promotion   ,.!   exports  (,|   manufactured 
goods would result  in d.vers.fving the structure „I es 
ports ol countries whose foreign trade is at the present 
time concentrated on exports of  pnmarv commodities- 
such diversification would contribute towards reducing 
the impact on the economies „f the developing eountries 
of the  fluctuations   in  demand and  prices  of  primais 
commodities. A number of factors nere reviewed In the 
Seminar, which at the present time were handicappi,,« 
the expansion of exports of manufactured goods  These 
were, in  particular, inertia  on the part  ol   the entre 
preneurs in the traditional  industries, .gnormee of ex 
port practices and markets, and, as one of the major 
factors, lack of credit facilities to finance export oneri 
lions. ' 

Following the   discussion  of  the general   assets „I 
planning, the Seminar went on to examine the exper 
lence of individual countries in general and industrial 
planning. A review was made in particular of the ex 
penence in a number of Latin American countries of 
the hGLA  BTAO Advisory Groups, which have ken 
an effective instrument develop bv lvCLA for assist 
ance to Governments in this lield. À presentation was 
also made of the experience of certain countries of the 
region in sectoral programming of S|)ecific  industrial 
sectors. This applies, in particular, to the work on pro 
gramming of mechanical industries in Peru which hid 
ken carried out by an FCLA team, and to the exper 
îence of Brazil in certain industrial sectors (for example 
the establishment of an  integrated  industry  of  auto- 
mobile parts and the development of heavy mechanical 
construction and naval construction industries) through 
the device of the so-called F.xecutive (¡roups. Under the 
latter, special ad hoc authorities in charge of program 
ming and   the execution   of  the  programmes  of  the 
respective sectors were established, in cooperation with 
the private industrial groups concerned. 

In this context, the Seminar also benefited from the 
contribution made by the participants from outside the 
region who presented and analysed the experience in 
industry planning of certain countries, namely, France, 
India and Japan. These three countries shared the com 
mon feature of active participation of the private sector 
in the elaboration and implementation of industrial 
planning, under the leadership of the public authorities, 
which provided the basic framework of objectives, goals 
and targets, although the "intensity" of the planning 
process itself varied from country to country. Thus, 
broadly speaking, in Frunce and Japan only the general 
objectives and over-all targets were spelled out by the 
Government, while implementation was largely left to 
the operation of the market and price mechanism; in 
India, government intervention in planning and im 
plementation was of a much wider scope. 

The discussion proceeded to the problem of evaluation 
of individual projects in connexion with the process of 
screening and selection. Selection of projects for imple 
mentation—or approval, in the case of projects imple- 
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Dcvilupmint ,mil tin Inter Ami man Development 

ll.ink, in evaluating industrial projects u.is presentili 

to the meeting, p.irlieul.irly .is reg.nils the criteria used. 

The killer were primarily ol the mnveiiiKui.il kinking 

type, .ilthough some lonsider.ition u.is given tu 

broader .ispeéis ol ,1 soei.il .11 it 1 cconoinii n.ituri. It 

was stressed in (his context lh.it diere u.is need Ini 

impressing under developed muntries with iln impoi 

1.une ol having properly prepared projects; it had kin 

1 he experience ol hanking institutions that main projects 

submitted lor linancing tailed to meet normal hanking 

standards as regañís technical and Imano.il requirements. 

The problem ol preparation ol pre invest meni studies, 

with a view to their being used in both screening and 

evaluation procedures anil the preparation ol "bankable" 

projects, led to consideration ol the need lor the so-called 

pre investment or planning dala. These dala are the 

basic lechnologic.il and economic chai.tctcristics nl in 

dustries used in the preparation ol pn'-investment si tidies; 

the participants were caretul lo point out that the latter 

should noi Ix- contused with the more detailed and much 

more costly engineering studies which are undertaken 

at a later stage lor projects whose implementation has 

already bien decided upon. The documentation on pre 

investment data presented by the KCl,A secret.1ri.1t .[m\ 

the (lenire for Industrial Development for a certain 

number ol industries (steel making and transforming, 

chemicals, pulp ami paper, cement, fertilizers based on 

natural gas, aluminium, etc.) were considered to be a 

highly valuable pioneering effort, and it was suggested 

lll.it   ,1   minpii liillsiu   .nid   m didlll.lled  illoil   In    nudi 

In   1 ( »lint 1 n s and   111i1iu.1t11u1.il  organizations  to  mllni 

and anabse in .1 s\ sinuata   u.i\ imiuunu  and tnhnii.il 

d.U.1 di nvul I n un .11 tuai npi 1 at nui ni intinsi 1 M S 111 11 ni li 1 

developed milium s. 

Also pn sentid m tin Si 111 in.11 In tin II I. \ M •. 11 tai i.ii 

uni si in I n s dialing unii iln di M lupini m m I.aim 

Aninii.i ni spendi 1udust11.il bi.uiiliis. in both iln 

tiaditMui.il and tin ihnuniii suini-., tin Inrnin IHMMIIL
1 

l.lliU'K lotlMimtl gonds llldlisli lis, sili II as uMilis. iln 

latin, mdiistiics uliosi establishment muid In ixpnltd 

in nsiilt in .1 inori genera! ladiatuig illni in tin in> 

mum luv mid tin 11 nun spinn. Im ixanipli. sinl, 111.1 

ihini building, hiavv iliiniii.ils. In tin i.isi ol tin 

ii.iditmii.il indiistriis. ibi disiin.sioii tumid aioimd ilu 

problim ol iln degni nl mndiini/.ii 1011 ni 1I1111 n|iup 

mini which would be appropriali' in tin light ol tin 

mnditioiis 111 tin ri'gion. It u.is miisidiiid In sunn 

participants that a too tar n aching model ni/.umn nl 

tinnì and the miisiijuitit Hurí-ase m produit ivitv might 

li,id lo an aggravation nl iln unemploMiient prnhlcnt 

in releasing manpower .11 present nnploMil and thai 

tin pun h teihnologii.il lineria ol engineering elimini \ 

should In wiiglied against the licavx social mst involved. 

Finalh. tin problem ol implementation ol planning 

was discussed, in particular as regards tin integration 

ol the private sector in planning. It is clear that. 111 

iln mixed eioiiomns. a predominant part ol investment 

A\U\ production in intinsirv was necessariK carried out 

by the pinate sector; realistic planning should lake into 

account 1 he lad that the implementation ol the targets 

provided 111 the plan could be carried out elTectivelv onl\ 

il appropriate incentives wen provided to privati' inter 

prise in terms ot normal cntrepreiuuri.il motivation to 

induci 11 to engage 111 these activities. It u.is nccessarv 

on lilt other hand lo reconcile private entrepreneurial 

motivation with the general social and economic ob 

neuves ol the government development policies; the 

two did not necessariK coincide in all cases. This meant 

thai planning in a mixed economy implied the nécessite 

ol developing a consistent and integrated network of 

measures and policies destined to guide the industrializa 

lion process in the private sector in accordance with 

the stateti objectives and targets of the plan. It was 

mentioned earlier that the experience of France, India 

and Japan presented to the Seminar olTcrcd certain 

lessons in this respect; in particular, the experience of 

France was considered relevant in view of the fact that 

in that country a particularly e (Tetti ve machinerv has 

been developed lor the collaboration of the public plan- 

ning authorities with the private sector in the formula 

tion \ìH\ implementation of planning. It was considered 

that additional case studies by the United Nations are 

indicateti 111 this field. It was also suggested that as a 

lollow-up ot the discussion, a seminar especially devoted 

to this problem should be convened. 
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StaiukmlizatUm in a Developing Econom v 
nv I.AI.C VKHMAN 

SI WI'VRIM/MloX,   WIIKll.    \s   all   organized   movement 

is  .1   predominant   teatine  ol   present «lav  industrial 
civilization,  h,is  existai   in   some   form <>t   other  in   .ill 

lumi,in societies since prehistoric times. Primitive man's 

stone   tools,  lor ex;imple,  exhibit   striking  similarity   in 

ni.iteri.ils, shapes .nul even dimensions. The s.ime is true 

ni el.iv   bricks, (lottery, e.uthen se.ils and other product«, 

made in large numbers in liabvlonia and Mohenjo I ).uo 

as early as SIKH) to 4000 W.V. The history of the develop 

ment ot standard weights ami measures goes equally  far 
back.  As a regulatory  lorce and  an  instrument  of eco 

nomic   planning, however,  standardization  is of  rece tit 
origin. 

There is an intimate and lo some extent unique rela- 

tionship between standardization and industrial growth. 

Standardization is at once a cause and an elTect of the 

phenomenal expansion oí industry witnessed in modern 

limes, l-.ver since  the .ixccnd.incv   of the  faeton   s\siem 

ol mechanical  production, standardization has been lus 

torically An important tactor in the .ulv.mci nient ni tin 

sen nee and  art   of production, leading  to  mass proihu 
Hon techniques and automation. 

liiere is no doubt that countries which an planning 

large scale économie expansion as a me.ins ol raising 

the standard of living ol their peoples will |md stanti 

artlizaiioii an essential condition loi the lullihncnt ol 

their plans. To what extent the experience ol developed 

countries coniti be ol use to the developing countries 

and the theory .\nd piaci i .• of siand.irdizatioii as his 

torically evolved elsewhere could be transferred to tin 

latter are questions of great importance which art 

examined in this article against the background 

ot the Indian experience in the past fifteen 
vcars. 

STANDARDIZATION IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

A\ ACCOI'NT oh the evolution of the concept of .stand- 
ardization to its current status in industrially de- 

veloped countries will lx- useful at the outset. The 
modern phase ol standardization began when the in 
duslrial revolution brought about the factory system of 
production. One ol the most significant changes caused 
by the revolution was in the status of the worker vis-.', 
vis the machine. In earlier times, the skill résidai mainlv 
in the worker who used the machine as a tool. Gradual- 
ly the skill passed to the machine and the worker tended 
to become its tool, a development which paved the way 
tor important economic and social changes, and to which 
may he traced, in particular, the beginning of industrial 
standardization. 

A machine is a means of performing similar motions 
repetitively. Designed to perform a task, it performs no 

DR. VERMAN, Director Indian Standards Institution, 
New Delhi, and Honorai y Adviser on Standardization 
to Government of India, has participated, as representa- 
tive of India or observer for the International Organiza- 
tion for Standardization, in many conferences organized 
by the United Nations, the Economic Commission for 
Atta and the Far East and specialized agencies of the 
United Nations, 

other. It operates under invariable conditions of service, 

which  means  that   the products of a   macinili   Income 

standardized  ami  the material  it   works upon and  tlu 

process ot   its operation must  IK- held  within  precider 
mined limits of variation. 

In the beginning, little conscious thought was given 

to this very close link between mechanized production 

and standardization of processes, materials and products. 

As scales ot production increased and products of in 

dustries reached consumers in large numlxrs, lack of 

dimensional interchangeahilily liecamc a source of con 

fusion and wastage, which forced attention to the need 

for standardization anil co-ordination l>ctwccii industriis. 

A classical example was (he lack of ink rchangiabilitv 

of electrical plugs anil sockets of different makes, not 
only among different countries but sometimes even 

among the regions ot the same country. In the United 

States, the existence ol many different track gauges and 

siz.es of rolling stock in the early period of railroad 

development led to one ol the earliest attempts to evolve 

standards on a national scale. 

The advent of mass production techniques lirmlv 
established the importance of interchangeahilily through 

standardization. The experience of lili Whitney, who 

is considered to IK the originator of mass production 
techniques in the  United States,  is of interest in this 
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connexion. Whitney liega n his experiments in 179.') when 
the Government gave him a contract ior 10,000 stands 
ot arms. He had to liegin from scratch, as he had no 
plant lor manufacture. Before his time, arms were made 
In highly skilled workers, each of whom produced by 
himself all parts of a musket and assembled therefrom 
a distinctive instrument. Whitney's plan was to make a 
factory which would work like a single machine with 
each job divided into operational parts so that it could 
IK executed precisely hut with little skill. Various tasks 
were subdivided and a group of workers was kept busy 
at each operation. Tools tor drilling, filing and milling 
nere standardized. "From first to last a model musket 
was copied with precision so that every lock, tor example, 
was exactly like every other, among thousands. When 
all the parts needed to form a weapon were assembled, 
they united much superior to a musket formed on am 
other plan. In case of repair, a new part exactly fitted 
the place ot the old part and at a trifling cost."(l)' 

In this way, men ot determination and enterprise 
startet! to standardize products and processes of industry. 
H> the time the First World War broke out, standardiza- 
tion had been well recognized as an industrial process 
capable ot ensuring interchangeability not only within 
a given factory but also from one factory to another, and 
the importance of creating industry-wide standards and 
national standards was realized. Also, an international 
standardization movement began to develop early in 
the twentieth century. The experience of the First World 
W.ir revealed further potentialities of standardization. 
Owing to the acute shortage of materials and technical 
manpower, conservation in every respect became a matter 
of strategic necessity. In the United States, the War 
Industries Board achieved conspicuous results through a 
process ot severe standardization. Kntorced restrictions 
on vanity brought about a substantial increase in pro- 
ductive capacity. 

With the cessation ot hostilities, industries tended to 
revert to the traditional freedom ot variety but. in the 
United States, the trend was checked by the publication, 
in W21. of the Report ot the Committee on Elimination 
of Wastage in Industry ap|>oinled bv Mr. Herbert 
Hoover. The Committee inquired into the conditions of 
a large number of typical industries and came to the 
conclusion that the overall productivity in American 
industries was not more than 50 per cent of the possible 
maximum. The Committee's report received wide pub- 
licity in the United States, particularly in the technical 
press and in discussions in engineering societies and 
associations. A nationwide movemeir for simplification 
in industri was started through the agenev of the Sim 
pi i tied Practice Division ot the United States Depart 
ment ot Commerce. In many cases reduction in variety 
ranging tmm 24 to lW |XT cent was brought about. To 
cite a tew random examples. ìì different lengths and 44 
différent heights of hospital lieds were replaced by ì 
types of beds of standard length and height: 4e) dirft it 
varieties of milk Uittles were reduced to 4 and 715,2l> 

1 Ki^un* m purcnibeso rrl.ite to t!ic retercnies at the enti of 
this .irtulc 

s<* 

varieties of grinding wheels to 255,H(X).(2) Thus, stand- 
ardization—which began merely as an associate of the 
machine process—developed into a means of ensuring 
interchangeability and later emerged as a technique of 
simplification for the conservation of resources and pro- 
ductive capacity. 

The Second World War brought the urgency of inter 
national standardization to the forefront. The supply 
Atu\ maintenance facilities of the Allies were severely 
strained because of differences in standards which pre 
vented interchangeable use of tools and even of common 
engineering stores. Spares tor American equipment had 
to be brought from the United States, which involved 
considerable loss of war elTort at a critical time. Supply 
management during the war also re-emphasized the 
importance of standardization and variety reduction of 
materials and products and brought about the evolution 
of many new techniques, including operations research, 
value analysis, linear programming, and so on. 

In the United Kingdom, a committee similar to the 
Hoover Committee was constitute«! in 1948 under the 
chairmanship of Sir Ernest Lemon with the following 
terms ot relerence: 

"To  investigate,  in   consultation   with   the   British 
Standards Institution  and  appropriate organizations, 
the   methods by which  manufacturers and users of 
engineering products determine whether any reduct' >n 
in the variety of products manufactured is desirable in 
the light of technical, commercial and other considera 
tions; to report whether these methods are adequate 
nul  what, if any, further measures should be taken 
bv industry or by the Government to ensure that such 
simplifications as are determined are put intocffect."(i) 

The Committee came to the conclusion that in many 
branches of engineering industry, variety could be re- 
duced   with great benefit   to the   industry,  trade   and 
general  consumers. Its observation  on  economies that 
could lie secured through standardization is worth repro- 
ducing: 

"There can be no question that unnecessary variety 
of product at any stage of manufacture lowers effi- 
ciency. The loss is not confined to any one stage of 
manufacture, but extends to the supply of raw ma- 
terials and components. It also applies to all phases 
ot distribution and to the ultimate user. The latter 
is not only faced with the resulting higher prices but 
often with related problems of non-interchangeability, 
delay in obtaining non-standard spare parts, increased 
stocks and unnecessary design and administrative 
work. Because the technical and economic problems 
of standardization and reduction of variety arc com- 
plex, it is often not realized how large are the over-all 
savings which can be made by increasing the length 
of production runs as a result of eliminating or reduc- 
ing the manufacture of specials or small batches." 
About the same time as the Lemon Committee in- 

vestigated the conditions of British industries, another 
group ot experts was sent to the United States by the 
Anglo-American Council on Productivity "to secure 
detailed practical evidence of the benefits which Amer- 



ican producers ami consumers liad derived from a policy 
of deliberate reduction in variety in manufactured prod- 
ucts, whether materials, intermediate components or 
parts, or end products". In its report, "Simplification in 
Imlustrv",(4) the group summarized the advantages of 
standardization in the following terms: 

"To the producer: 

"(i) Longer runs with fewer changes on the pro- 
duction line: 

"(u) Reduced tooling and set up time; 

"(lii) Possibilities   of   increased   mechanization 
special-purpose plant: 

"(iv) Lasier training of operatives; 
"(v) Simpler and cheaper inspection; 

"(vi) Less capital  invested  in idle plant, tools 
space; 

"(vii) Reduction of stocks of materials, components 
and end-products; 

and 

and 

"(vin) 

"(ix) 
"(x) 
"(M) 

"(sii) 

"To 

"(i) 

"(ii) 

"(iii) 
"(IV) 

Reduced call on drawing „Hice and design stalT 
tor sptvi.il orders, leaving them free for work 
on new designs or improvements; 

Simpler clerical and administrative work: 

Lasier service ami maintenance; 

Concentration  of  sales and  adven,sing elTort 
on a narrower range; 

And hence, increased productivity leading to 
reduction in est and prices and to iiuicascd 
sales. 

the user: 

Low 
ance; 

er  price  tor  a given  quality or  perform 

Reduced variety ami level of slocks at all dis- 
tribution points; 

Readier availability; 

Improved service and  maintenance facilities." 

APPLICABILITY OF STANDARDIZATION IN DEVKLOPIM; ECONOMIC 

HISTORICALLY, STAMI\Rm/.ATto\ WAS evolved in coun- 
tries with a fairly high degree of industrialization.- 

This might give the impression that it could IK- in- 
troduced only where developed industries exist, for 
which it would perform the very useful functions of 
co-ordination and consolidation. If so, would not the 
introduction ot standardization in a developing economy 
lie tantamount to putting the cart before the horse5 

There is no doubt that in most of the industrially 
developed countries .standardization followed industrial- 
ization and grew out of the need to co-ordinate, adjust 
and bring about economy and harmony in the existing 
pattern of industries. However, in these countries, in- 
dustry was built up in economic conditions basically 
different trom those with which developing countries are 
faced today. The creation of a dynamic society from 
limited resources and often under severe population 
pressure usually involves national planning, direction ami 
control to an extent hardly compatible with the laissez- 
faire economy of the last century. It is in the context 
of such planned development that the role of standard- 
ization in a developing economy has to lie evaluated. 

Standards come into phi" whenever there is transition 
from production to consumption, since they establish a 
link between the two. The transition from production 
to consumption occurs not only at the ultimate point 
of use. but also at a number of intermediary stages, both 
in industry and trade. The growth of industry in any 
country is marked by a corresponding rise in the inter 

2 Organized industrial standardization is barely more than 
sixty years old. The British Standards Institution, the first of 
its kind in the world, was founded in 1901, and its counterpart 
in the United States, the American Standards Association, in 
1918. Of the two international standards organizations, the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the 
International Ekctrotechntcal Commission (IEC), the latter and 
the older of the two was established in 1904. 

dependence of the different productive sedors. L.uh has 
to look to others for the supply ,,f raw materials, ma 
chincry, components and services and each, in turn, 
provides similar facilities to others. The resulting cm 
plex relationship cannot Iv sustained unless adequale 
understanding of the products and processes involved is 
achieved at the innumerable contact points n wlmh 
products pass from one hand to another, IK II within ., 
plant, or from one plant to another, or from store to 
householder, or for that matter from one country to 
anothci. One of the main functions of standards is to 
facilitate the How of products through these transition 
points.(5) (ti) 

Apart from helping coinmcrual movement and HI 

dustrial exchanges in this manner, standards, as has Uen 
pointed out earlier, also conserve productive effort by 
reducing unnecessary variety, by ensuring interchange 
ability and making mass production |n>ssiblc. Thus, 
standards lead to the liest utilization of the human and 
material resources of a country, l'or a developing conn 
try, the conservation of resources and achievement of a 
high level of productivity are of obvious importance. .So 
is the need to expand exports to earn foreign exchange 
with which to provide for the growing needs of ini|xiri 
ing capital equipment, so essential at the initial stages 
of development. 

In a developing economy, industrial development is 
often dependent on outside assistance in the form of 
technical personnel, industrial know how, capital equip- 
ment, and so on, which may be extended by different 
industrial groups in different countries. Thus, produc- 
tion units in a developing country may tend to ado|>t 
and follow the pattern of standardization of the dif 
ferent collaborating organizations abroad. This is the 
lime when national standards are most urgently needed 
and when, more often than not, they are conspicuous 
by their absence. Hence the prime need for a developing 
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country is to bring into being a system of national 
standards, which could help industries from the earliest 

Mage ol planning and design, through erection, produc- 

tion and distribution. It is through such an approach 

that the usually limited financial resources of a develop 

ing country and its indigenous materials and manpower 
could most ellectively be put to work. 

Il was fortunate that in India the Indian Standards 
Institution (ISI) was established in the very year of the 

country's independence. By the time national planning 
was started, the Institution had already done most oí 

the spade-work required for laying a foundation for a 
strong industrial base. As the country went from OIK 

five year plan to the next and the demand for standards 

grew, ii was possible to pre-plan the development of 

standards. Today the Indian Standards Institution is in 

a position not only to guide existing industries in their 

elTorts to rationalize their production and institute «pialitv 

control but also to help in planning future industries 
and in organizing export promotion measures. 

As an example ol the value of pre-planning of stand 

ardi/.ation. the experience ol the steel economv project 

of the Indian Standards Institution may be cited. The 

aim ol this project was to achieve economy in the use 

ol structural steel by adopting standards from the stage 

ol production ol structurais through designing, fabricat- 
ing and erecting to the maintenance of structures. In 

production, considerable emphasis was laid on rational 
iz.ation of shapes and sizes of sections, whose designs 

had been frozen years ago. The development of new 

standard sections by the Institution permitted saving 

alxiut Id |K-r cent on steel. All new mills installed in 

recent years in India or to be installed in the future 

are to produce these new sections, ('old formed sections 

made from strip are now l>eing standardized; it is est i 
mated thai this will permit saving up to 40 per cent of 

the material. Standards for welding equipment and ac- 
cessories and codes lor welding practices have l>een 

develo|)ed to provide further economies on steel In 

eliminating the wasteful process of fabrication involved 

in riveting. Similarly, improved design codes lor steel 
structures now enable Indian engineers to use more 

rational safety factors and loading criteria and permit 

the use ol more economical and up-to-date formulae 
tor design. 

It is conservatively estimated that about 20 per cent 
of steel might l>e savtd if all similar measures now avail 

able to the engineer were fully implemented. In the 
context of a production of steel of ten million tons a 

year, an appreciable quantity of which is used for struc 

turai purposes, a reduction of even one million tons per 
year would yield a recurring saving of well over 100 

million dollars, let alone all the investments, costs and 

efïnrt involved in the production of such extra quantity. 

A part ol the steel economy project was concerned 

with the rationalization of the varieties of alloy and 

s|K"cial steels required for miscellaneous industrial uses. 

The import to India of equipment and expert knowledge 

from all parts of the world had generated a demand 

tor well  over one thousand  types of allov and  special 

4!) 

steels, including tool steels. This was not only wasteful, 

but also precluded the possibility of developing indi- 

genous production, which would be extremely uneco- 

nomical in view ol the limited demand for each tvpe 

of steel. Alter an extensive study, it proved possible to 
reduce varieties to some 1 i0 types, to minimize the use 

of imported alloying elements, such as nickel and 

molybdenum, and to encourage the use of indigenously 
available alloying elements such as manganese and 

chromium. The project made it possible to plan the 

establishment ol several new alloy steel plants, a number 

ol which are currently under construction.'' 

The question may be raised why national standards 

should be developed instead of adopting international 

standards or those evolved in other countries. Hefore 

answering this question, it should be pointed out that 

standards, whether at a national or other level, need 

only be developed il they serve a common need and are 

likely to contribute to the overall economy of the nation 

or other group or sector concerned. Once this condition 

is fulfilled, the answer to the question becomes obvious, 

namely, it an available international standard or one 

developed in another country may serve the interest of 

a particular nation, then there should be no hesitation 

in adopting that standard, lor in the long run it is going 

io lacilitate international co-ordination of standards and 

save a great ileal of unnecessary duplication of effort. 

However, in adopting an outside standard, it may be- 
come necessary to make one or more minor or major 

variations dictated by the special conditions under which 

the national economy concerned operates. On the other 

hand, there are many cases in which neither national 
nor overseas standards exist or, even if they do exist, 

mav be considered inadequate for the intended purpose. 

In either case, it becomes necessary to evolve independent 
national standards. 

This point may be illustrated by a few examples from 

the Indian experience. Mefore the Indian Standards In- 

stitution came into being, the prevailing industrial prac- 

tices in certain well-established industries such as cement, 

steel   and   non ferrous   metals,   were   largely   based   on 

•'The Latin American countries took particular interest in the 
work tlone in India with regard to standardization of steel 
products. A meeting of experts on steel making and transform- 
ing industries, organized by the Kconomic Commission for Latin 
America in October 1956 at S.io Paulo, resolved that a similar 
project should lie undertaken in Latin America. The Pan Amer- 
ican Standards Committee, the Latin American Iron and Steel 
Institute and the Organization of American States co-operated 
to implement the project, which began in 1961 with the training 
of standards engineers. For unification and simplification of steel 
product standards, three seminars were held under the sponsor- 
ship of these organizations in Buenos Aires (May to July 1962), 
Santiago (September to October 1962) and Mexico City (Novem- 
ber to Decemlier 1962). Assistance of the Indian Standards Insti- 
tution was sought in organizing these seminars, md an officer 
u as deputed for the Santiago Seminar on Steel Products Specifica- 
tion and Simplification. Lleven draft recommendations for semi- 
finished steel products and structural steel bars were formulated 
at this seminar. Another seminar is being planned to evolve 
rational standards for steel sections. The Latin American coun- 
tries are also considering standardization and rationalization of 
carbon, alloy and t««»I steels along the lines of what has been 
«lone in  India. 



British standards. Though, by and large, the British 
standards covered India's needs, it became apparent that 
these standards should he amended in order to meet 
certain specific needs of the country, in particular in 
respect oí indigenous raw material resources. Thus, in 
the case of steel used for statically loaded structures, the 
content of sulphur and phosphorus impurities had to be 
relaxed so that, given the available resources of coking 
coal, production ot steel in the country could be stepped 
up to meet the ever-increasing demand. In the case of 
Portland cement, the existing specifications had to be 
liberalized in respect of magnesia content so that a large 
number of limestone deposits in the country could be 
economically exploited for the manufacture of cement. 
Before these decisions were taken, experimental investiga- 
tions and a search of overseas standards were under- 
taken to ensure that such liberalizations would not in 
any way affect the basic qualities required in the 
products. 

On the other hand, original Indian standards li.nl to 
be develo|K'd for a large number of other items, among 
which were glass-making, cement testing, fotiiuh v sands, 
timber, indigenous natural products including spues .mil 
condiments, refractories, sports goods, building stones, 
and so on. In a few cases. India broke original ground 
and produced standards which had been found diilieuli 
to establish in industrially advanced countries: an mil 
standing example is the Indian standard meih.nl f.»i 
olfactory assessment of natural and synthetic perfumen 
materials. 

As a rule, every item taken up lor standardization 
presents its own peculiar problems which have to lie 
individually examined and solved. Whether a standard 
is originally developed or adapted, the intention should 
be to produce a national standard suited to the special 
requirements (if the country, keeping an eye on the need 
for immediate or ultimate international coordination 
of standards. 

FIELD AND AIMS OF STANDARDIZATION 

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES and purposes of standardization 
remain the same whether standardization is intro- 

duced in a developed country or in a developing one. 
The following definitions accepted by the International 
Organization for Standardization(7) make this point 
evident : 

(a) STANDARDIZATION—standardization is the process of 
formulating and applying rules for an orderly approach 
to a specific activity for the benefit and with the co- 
operation  of all  concerned, and  in particular for the 
promotion of optimum over-all economy taking due ac- 
count of functional conditions and safety requirements. 

It is based on the consolidated results of science, tech- 
nology and experience. It determines not only the basis 
for present  but  also for  future  development,  and   it 
should keep pace with advances. 

Some particular applications are: 
(i) Units of measurement; 

(ii) Terminology and symbolic representation; 
(iii) Products and processes (definition and selection 

of characteristics of products, testing and measur- 
ing methods, specification  of characteristics of 
products for defining their quality, regulation of 
variety, interchangeability, etc.); 

(iv) Safety of persons and goods. 

(b) STANDARD—a standard is the result of a particular 
standardization  effort,  approved  by  a recognized  au- 
thority. 

It may take the form of: 
(i) A document containing a set of conditions to be 

fulfilled; 
(ii) A fundamental  unit or physical  constant—ex- 

amples: ampere, absolute zero (Kelvin); 
(iii) An  object   for  physical   comparison—example: 

metre. 
The field of standardization is represented in figure 1 

by a hy|X)thetical standardization space.(N) (<>) The three 
dimensions of this space are "subject", "aspect" and 
"level". 

(a) Standardization subject: standardization subjects 
are material things, abstract notions, formal symlmls, etc., 
which are suitable for king standardized, for instance, 
screw threads, limits and fits, graphical symbols. A group 
ol relatetl subjects in a certain branch of economic or 
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culi unii activity is considered as a standardization 
domain. Such ¿-roups may be constituted in different 
ways in regard Iniih to ilie guiding principles to be 
followed and the extent of the domain to I* defined. 
Some examples of standardization domains are: en- 
gineering transport, housing and building, food, agri- 
culture, iorcstry, textiles, chemicals, industry, commerce, 
science and education. Since there are m.mv standardiza- 
tion subjeiis tor each standardization domain, for the 
sake ol convenience only standardization domains are 
indicated on the X axis of ligure 1. 

(b) Standardization aspect: a standardization aspect is 
a group ol  similar ami related requirements of a stand- 
ardization subject which arc dealt with in a given stand 
ani. l'.xamplis of standardization aspects are: 

(i)  A set ol nomenclature or definitions of terms; 
(ii)  A   scheme   tor   limitation   of   variety   of   sizes, 

shapes, grades or other parameters, designed to 
meet  most  economically the  needs of the  con 
sinner (also including dimensional freezing of 
component   designs  to   ensure   iniercliangeahil 
¡iy): 

(iii) Construction details; 
(iv) A specification for quality, composition or per- 

formance ot a material, an instrument, a ma- 
chine or a structure; 

(v) A method of sampling or inspection to deter- 
mine conformity to a s|Hcilicd requirement of 
a large batch or lot of material or products by 
inspection of a sample; 

(vi)  A method of test or analysis to evaluate specified 
characteristics of a material or chemical; 

(vu) A method of grading and grade definitions for 
natural products, such as timlxr, minerals, etc.; 

(viu) A code of practice dealing with design, construc- 
tion, operatimi, safety, maintenance of a build 
ing, an installation, or a machine; 

(ix) A ci nie of practice for packaging, conservation 
or transportation of materials and products, 

(c) Standardization level: a standardization level de 
tines a group of persons who are to use the standard. 
Standards corresponding to the more  important levels 
incurring in contemporary practice may be classified as 
follows: 

(i) A company standard, prepared by common agree- 
ment between various departments of a company 
or production unit for guiding its purchase, 
manufacture, sales, and other operations; 

(ii) An association or trade standard prepared by a 
group of related interests in a given industry or 
within a given profession; 

(l«i) A national standard promulgated after consult- 
ing all interests concerned, however remotely, 
with the subject in a country, through a national 
standards organization which may be a govern- 
mental, a nongovernmental, or a quasi-govern- 
mental body; 

(iv) An international recommendation or standard, 
such as those of the International Organization 
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for Standardization and the International Electro- 
technical Commission, resulting from an inter- 
national agreement between independent sover- 
eign nations having common interests. 

It is obvious that the standardization space described 
above is not a mathematical space of either continuous 
or discrete variables. It is to Ix-  regarded merely as a 
convenient  device to illustrate the various attributes of 
standardization, which are in the nature of independent 
variables. 

In addition to the three above-mentioned attributes, 
standards may also have a fourth one. The fundamental 
standards of science, those of weights and measures for 
example, are not expected to Ix' changed from time to 
time, though refinements are often made in defining 
and maintaining them. On the other hand, industrial 
standards arc more temporary in character, being subject 
to revision with the development of science and progress 
of technology. In this context, standardization space may 
lie considered to have a fourth dimension in time. 

For a given standardization problem, it is possible to 
establish the specific aims of standardization by deter- 
mining its position in the standardization space. How- 
ever, there is no hard and fast division between the aims 
of standardization at, say, the national level as distinct 
from the association level. The ultimate aims of stand- 
ardization are applicable to all levels, though a distinct 
functional character may be ascribed to standards at 
each specific level. 

The aims of standardization in general, applicable to 
all levels, arc to achieve:(9) (a) over-all economy, (r>) 
protection of consumers' interests, and (c) safety and 
protection of health and life. 

(a) Over-all economy: over-all economy comprises 
economy of human effort, materials and machines, power 
and energy, on the one hand, and the combined economy 
of the producer and the consumer on the other. The 
attainment of over-all economy creates maximum pro- 
ductivity for the country as a whole, though the eco- 
nomy of each individual unit or component of production 
may not Iv at an optimum level. For example, greatest 
economy in material may preclude greatest economy 
in labour. The pursuit of over-all economy results in 
simplification and reduction of variety of products and 
components and elimination of avoidable wastage during 
handling of materials, processing, transport and, in gen- 
eral, exchange of goods and services. Sometimes, it 
involves saving of essential materials by substitution with 
more readily available materials which may or may not 
lead to immediate or apparent saving in cost or human 
effort but which, in the national economy, may be es- 
sential for other important reasons. 

(h) Protection of consumers' interests: Protection of 
consumers' interests is ensured through adequate and 
consistent quality of goods and services. The notion of 
quality of service covers not only material services such 
as the attainment of higher quality or performance or 
functional intcrchangcability of consumer articles, but 
also non-material services and conveniences, such as 
ready availability of standard goods from stock, sim- 



plicity coupled with serviceability oí consumer equip- 
ment, and generally such things as make man's life and 
work easier, more effective and pleasant. 

(c) Safety and protection of health and life: Standards 
providing for safety and protection of health and life 
may concern goods in general use or materials or proc- 
esses during production. Examples are standards for 
limiting impurities in foodstuffs, standards for storage 
of radio-active materials and regulations for earthing of 
electrical wiring and equipment. 

To achieve these aims is, in a way, to introduce order 
in industry, trade and commerce and in human relation- 
ships generally. An eminent Indian thinker said th.it 
standardization is to industry and commerce what enl 
ture is to society. In other word.-;, just as rules of civilized 
behaviour regulate the social intercourse of man and his 
appreciation of cultural values, so does standardization 
help to regulate the conduct of commerce and trade in 
a smooth and efficient manner, and assist in improving 
productivity and efficiency of man and machine. 

ORGANIZATION OF STANDARDIZATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL 

THE AIMS OF standardization imply that standards 
should fulfil the interests of both producers and 

consumers. This has given rise to a more or less uni- 
versal procedure of formulating standards through in- 
tensive consultation among the interests concerned. The 
extent and details of such consultation may vary from 
country to country but rarely arc standards laid down 
arbitrarily by a superior authority without consideration 
of the views of those who would have to implement or 
observe them or those who possess the necessary tech- 
nological background. 

The national standards body of a country provides 
the forum for consultation among the national group 
interests. The normal procedure is to form expert com- 
mittees with representatives from producers, consumers 
and technologists to prepare draft standards on the basis 
of common agreement. The drafts are then widely 
circulated to every important interest concerned with 
the subject matter. Comments thus received are placed 
for further consideration by the expert committee, which 
takes final decisions and ensures that in the final form 
the standard represents the largest possible consensus of 
opinion within the country. It will be appreciated how 
a standard emerging out of such a procedure tends auto- 
matically to ensure the widest possible acceptability. 

The organization of the national standards body 
should obviously be such as to facilitate the bringing 
together of the diverse interests in its forum. The status 
and pattern of national standards bodies in different 
countries vary from purely official to purely non-official 
depending on the socio-economic structure. In a devel- 
oping country with a basically free economy, where 
official planning and direction coexist with private entre- 
preneurial initiative, a national standards body sponsored 
and supported by the government but working under 
an autonomous council of official and non-official repre- 
sentatives would seem to be a good pattern. 

The constitution of the Indian Standards Institution 
is illustrative of this approach and the rapid growth of 
the Institution in the short span of fifteen years is 
ample testimony to the soundness of this principle. The 
Institution was set up by the Government of India in 
1947 with the active support of industrial, business, 
scientific and technical organizations in the country (see 

figure 2). The over-all control of the Institution rests 
with   its  General  Council, on   which  are  represented 
industry, central and state governments, scientific organi 
zations, subscribing members and the Division Councils 
of the Institution. An Executive Committee is responsible 
for the management of the day-to-day affairs of the In 
stitution, which seeks advice on financial matters troni 
a Finance Committee. The income of the Institution is 
derived  from grants-in-aid from  the  Central  (iovern- 
ment, subscriptions from members (including state gov 
ernments), sale of Indian standards and fees for certifica- 
tion marking. 

In the preparation of Indian standards, the Institution 
functions through a large number of committees of ex- 
perts called sectional committees,  sub-committees and 
panels consisting of scientists, technologists and  repre- 
sentatives drawn from industrial organizations, govern 
ment departments, producers and consumers. These com- 
mittees are appointed by the Executive Committee or 
by the seven Division Councils, which are responsible 
for the preparation of Indian standards for their respec- 
tive spheres of interest, (i) Agricultural and Food Frinì 
ucts Division Council; (ii) Building Division Council; 
(iii) Chemical Division Council;  (iv) Electrotechnical 
Division  Council;  (v)  F,ngineering Division Council; 
(vi) Structural and Metals Division Council; (vii) Tex 
tile. Division Council. 

A period of one to three years may elapse from the 
time that an item is proposed for standardization to the 
time when the standard is finally printed. S> far, alxiut 
2,200 Indian standards have been published, covering a 
wide range of fields including engineering, building, 
textiles, chemicals, agriculture and food products, struc- 
turais, metals, electrical technology, documentation, and 
so on. Currently, about 400 standards are being prepared 
and published annually. Necessarily, priorities had to he 
established for effective utilization of the available re- 
sources. The development of standards for industrial raw 
materials and primary products received the highest 
priority since they formed the basis of all prf>duction 
and many of them were being imported. Such a situa- 
tion is likely to be met with in most developing coun- 
tries. Another important assignment of priority was for 
agricultural products, which again reflects conditions 
normally prevalent in a developing economy. The priori- 
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li« in the field of industry were assigned in accordance 
with the provisions of the national plans. A trenti which 
in now gradually taking shape suggests that consumer 
g«aiils may begin to receive greater attention. From the 
point of VH-w of the common man, standards for con- 
turner articles are of obvious importance and are likelv 

to feature prominently in the standards programme not 
only of India but of many other countries. A recom- 
mendation of great importance which the Institution 
made to the (ìovernment during the very first few years 
of its existence led to the adoption of the metric system 
of weights and measures in India. 

STANDARDIZATION AT THE INTERNATIONA!. LEVEL 

Tin IW.\KI.<H>\I»AT OF iiHern.ition.il standard* follows 
the »aim- general principles ami }>rocedurcs is tor 

national standards. The lntern.iiKm.il Organ i/.at M m for 
St.iiMlardi/.ilHMi ami the InternaiMm.il Flectrotcchnical 
t'<-mmission are the principal agencies for intcrnatmn.il 
standardization. The ol>iective of ISO is to promote the 
development ut staiMlards in the work! with a view to 
Luilil.Ming inurn.ition.il exchange of goods .nul services 
nul losiering mutual mO(Hration in the sphere ot miel 

lectual, scientific, technological and economic activity 
(see figure 1). As means to this end, it may: 

(</) Take action to facilitate co-ordination and unifica- 
tion of national standards and issue necessary recom- 
mendations to member bodies for this purpose; 

(f>) Set up international standards provided, in each 
c.isc. no member hotly dissents; 

(c) Kncourage and facilitate, as occasion demands, the 
development of new standards having common rcquire- 
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ments for use in the national or inttmation.il sphere; 
(ii) Arrange for exchange of information regarding 

work of its memher bodies and of its technical com- 
mittees; 

(e) Co-operate with other international organizations 
interested in related matters, particularly by undertaking 
at their request studies relating to standardization 
projects. (10) 

ISO membership is ojien to all national standards 
btxlies. Its work is conducted through technical com- 
mittees composed of delegations from member bodies 
wishing to take part in it. 

The elective» and operations of ¡EC which, t'iough 
organizationally distinct, functions as an electrical divi- 
sion of ISO, are similar to those of the latter. The scope 
of its work is, however, confined to electrical technology 
and may be described under the following two general 
categories : 

(a) Work aimed at improving understanding between 
electrical engineers of all countries by drawing up com 
mon means of expression; unification of nomenclature; 
agreement on quantities and units, their symbols and 
abbreviations; standardization of systems of units; and 
graphical symbols for diagrams; 

(*) Standardization of electrical equipment, involving 
the study of problems of the electrical properties of 
material« used in electrical equipment; standardization 
of guarantees to he given for certain equipment as to 
its characteristics, methods of test, quality, safety and 
dimensions controlling intcrchangeability.(U) 

ISO was created at a conference of the United Nations 
Standards Giordinating Committee in October 1946. 
It maintains liaison with organs of the United Nations, 
the regional economic commissions, most of the special 
ized agencies, and a large number of international tech- 
nical ionizations interested in the devebpment of 
international standards. 

MOM of these agencies actively promote the devekxp- 
ment of the less dcvck>ped countries, especially in the 
form of technical assistance. The devefoping countries 
may find it profitable to take part in international stand- 
ardization through ISO and ¡EC, in particular, by 
participating in the committees of these organizations, 
which may make more effective certain forms of assist- 
ance which they receive from international organizations. 

International standardization through ISO and Hit: 
is also of considerable importance in promoting external 
trade. The advantages to trade and industry to he able 
to import and export on the basis of the same interna- 
tional specifications for all countries are obvious. For 
this reason, the Indian Standards Institution has taken 
an active interest in ISO and ¡Et: from its very incep- 
tion. It participates in seventy-three ISO and all ¡EC 
committees, and serves as the secretariat of several of 
these committees. 

A developing country has to safeguard its interests in 
international standardization as much as any other coun- 
try. Special requirements to suit its state of industrial 
development, climatic conditions, raw material resources, 
and so on, need to be built into international recom- 
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mend.itions through the action of the relevant com 
mittecs. An example is provided in the recently devel 
oped tropical and subtropical standard atmospheres for 
testing, so often used for conditioning samples of ma 
terials prior to the spécification tests applied for proving 
their compliance. In the beginning, the atmosphères con- 
sidered for adoption by ISO and ¡EC were those widely 
used in Europe and the United States. These were 
unsuitable for tropical and subtropical regions when 
lcm|>eraturcs are much higher during most of the vear. 
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If European standards were adopted in these regions, 
testing laboratories would have to maintain costly instal- 
lations for air conditioning. The Indian Standards In- 
stitution proposed a third atmosphere for tropical condi- 
tions which has been accepted by ISO and IKC. This 
step is of importance for ill countries of the region, 
since it enables all materials and commodities for tropical 
use and export from the tropics to be tested in all coun- 
tries under the most suitable internationally recognized 
set of atmospheric conditions. 

Another example from the Indian experience mav In- 
cited. L.ke other developing countries, India imports a 
large number of machines from all over the world, many 
of which are equipped with electric motors. Users in 
India found that, because of lack of interchangeabilitv. 
a motor made in one country could not be replaced 
by one made in another country. IKC had been engaged 
on this problem for several years, but could not resolve 
the differences between countries using the metric system 
and those using inch measurements. India proposed a 
compromise solution based on its own experience as a 
user country, which in due course paved the way for 
a single series of interchangeable dimensions adopted bv 
IEC. Many examples coiild be cited where the needs 
of the developing countries and their knowledge and 
experience could facilitate the solution of difficult inter- 
national standardization problems. 

While ISO and IEC are world-wide institutions in 
which all countries with organized standardization facil- 
ities may co-operate, a number of consultative forums 
have been set up by groups of countries with common 
economic interests. These agencies implement standards 
within this group, and contribute to the over all inter- 
national standardization effort by resolving many dif- 
iéreme* that might exist among their members; their 
work often represents initial stages of international stand- 

ardization, and enables them to make useful contribu- 
tions to international deliberations. Some of these 
agencies carry on their activities through periodical con- 
ferences, meetings of technical committees and working 
groups, while others have established central secretariats 
and even institutes for research and testing. Among 
these organizations are: the Commonwealth Standards 
(inference; the European Standards Co-ordinating 
(Committee, whose principal members are the six coun- 
tries of the European Economic Community and the 
seven countries of the European Free Trade Associa- 
tion; the "ABC" conferences between Canada, the 
United Kingdom and the United States, which origi- 
nated during the Second World War from an attempt 
to reconcile differences in the exchange of war equip- 
ment; the International Commission on Rules for Ap- 
proval of Electrical Equipment, grouping fifteen Euro- 
pean countries; and the Pan-American Standards Com- 
mittee, whose members are seven Latin American coun- 
tries, six Central American countries—represented by the 
Instituto Centroamericano de Investigación y Tecnología 
Industrial (ICAITI), which, besides its work on research 
and testing, extends advice on standardization matters— 
and the United States. 

As long as the regional and sectional organizations 
created either by industrially developed countries or bv 
developing countries serve the specific purpose for which 
they are intended and align their activities with the 
international work of standardization on a world-wide 
basis, they should be considered as welcome instruments 
for furthering the cause of industrial development. 
Among the developing countries of the world such a 
movement may deserve encouragement, particularly 
where resources for organizing independent national 
standards bodies are limited and where common eco- 
nomic interests exist. 

COMPANY STANDARDIZATION PRACTICE 

STANDARDIZATION AT ioTH the national and international 
levels lays down optimum quality or performance 

spécifications and determines the minimum variety of 
products and materials required for meeting the dem anils 
of all economic sectors concerned. To ensure that the 
desired quality is attained in practice, standards for raw 
materials, designs, equipment and processes should often 
he developed at the level of the enterprise. The develop- 
ment of a system of standards for in-plant use is not 
necessarily restricted to technical issues and is frequently 
extended to administrative policies and procedures. The 
central idea is to simplify, rationalize and standardize 
company practices, whether in respect of products, raw 
materials, or scope of variety, or in respect of organiza- 
tional matters, methods and procedures which have to 
be followed repeatedly. 

Reference has been made to the investigations of the 
Hoover and the Lemon committees and the Productivity 
Group of the Anglo-American Council on Productivity 
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on the economic and technical implications of excessive 
variety and the advantages which follow simplification 
and standardization. Company standardization practice 
provides an organizational means by which the variety 
of products and parts may be kept within limits without 
sacrificing the competitive status of the company. In 
developing economies, the need for variety reduction is 
even more acute than in the advanced countries, in 
particular because many of the latter are involved in 
promoting tlv industrial development of the former. 
The transfer of technical knowledge from the industrial- 
ly developed countries brings with it a variety of in- 
dustrial standards and practices requiring large numbers 
of materials, parts and tools which have to be con- 
tinuously imported to keep up production. If the scope 
of variety is not reduced by standardization, industrial 
growth may be slowed down and a large proportion 
of the foreign exchange earnings of the country may 
be absorbed by maintenance imports. 
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Company standardization practice is an activity which 
strengthens, stimulates and complements national stand 
ardization. Standards developed for company use rep- 
resent more realistically the process capabilities of exist 
ing production methods and provide readily available 
material on which national standards can be based. Con- 
versely, wherever national standards have been issued, 
they furnish the model for fashioning and revising, if 
need be, existing company standards. This two-way 
traffic between national standardization and company 
standardization keeps standards alive and abreast of 
technological advancement and enables industries to 
derive the utmost advantage from standardization. 

Company standardization practice as a formalized ac- 
tivity is comparatively new even in some industrially 
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advanced countries. In a developing countr\, a great 
deal of promotional work is required in the k-ginmng 
to create appropriate consciousness of its productivity 
potential, but there can be no doubt thai any . IT...1 spent 
in this direction will IK- mou than repaid bv the gams 
to be achieved in industrial development. Specialized 
experience and knowledge to promote company stand- 
ardization activity may not always IK- available within a 
developing country, technical assistance from outside 
will IK particularly fruitful in this area and in fact may 
k essential if a consciousness on the part of company 
management is to be brought akut. India has already 
recognized this need aiul ISI is .it (»resent engaged in a 
special programme to propagate the idea through or- 
ganized surveys and training courses. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF STANDARDS 

F vu. BENEFITS CAN he provided by standardization only 
if standard»  are   widely adopted  and  used in  all 

walks of economic life of a nation, wherever they are 
applicable. Standards may be implemented either volun- 
tarily or under obligation arising from existing legisla- 
tion or orders of higher authority. In a developed country, 
where participation in standardization activity is wide- 
spread and its benefits are generally appreciated, voluntary 
adoption of  standards presents little difficulty, but in 
a developing country it is often a matter of deliberately 
creating a consciousness and spreading the knowledge 
among those who stand to gain. As a rule, the social 
and economic structure of a country will largely deter 
mine whether emphasis should be laid on mandatory 
enforcement or   on voluntary adoption. In a country 
with a  completely controlled economy, there is little 
difficulty in making the adoption of standards obligatory 
on the part of every production unit. In a comparatively 
free economy, standards are, by and large, expected to 
be used without compulsion, except perhaps in certain 
limited spheres. 

The principle of voluntary implementation of standards 

is derived from the fact that standards are formulated 
by common consent of all  intereste«! parties to  satisfy 
an existing need   and, therefore, command   ready at 
ceptance without legal pressure. Though this statement 
is generally true, it overlooks certain important factors. 
Since standards are developed to satisfy the  objective 
of over-all economy, the economy of a particular use 
or an individual user may at times have to IK- sacrificed 
to some extent. (Compromise ktween individual and 
over-all economy is a normal feature of standardization 
and it may k generally expected that implementation 
of standards may initially cause some hardship at some 
txiint. Besides, a better understanding of the  ultimate 
benefits of standardization grows only with the growth 
of industries and then again not without a considerable 
effort to promote such understanding. The implementa- 
tion of standards may sometimes involve a change in 
the existing production pattern and procedure, and the 
additional expenses and effort thus involved may seem 
at first sight unremunerative to the entrepreneur. Long- 
term gains and national interest should k emphasized 
in such cases. 
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In general, a great deal of persuasion and promotional 
work is necessary to secure the voluntary implementa- 
tion or' standards in the developing countries, and this 
phase of activity is of particular importance for the 
national standardization bodies of these countries. Tbc 
Indian Standards Institution is perhaps the first such 
body which has organized an elaborate plan of publicity 
through paid advertisements in the press, exhibitions 
and fairs, films and slides, press notes, informative ar- 
ticles and standards conferences and conventions, held 
annually at different industrial centres of the country. 
Over the past nine years, seven such conventions have 
attracted large numbers of participants from all walks 
of the industrial and economic life of the country. 

However, there are spheres of public life where the 
observance of standards cannot l>e left to voluntary 
action, for example, where public health or public safety 
are concerned. Standards oí purity of drugs and food- 
stuffs or rules of safety for protection against electrical 
hazards are examples of this category. With the develop- 
ment of industries and the growth of the use of electric- 
ity in industry and home, there is need to be vigilant 
about safety to health and property. In a less developed 
country, this aspect is likely to be overlooked in the 
initial stages of development, though it deserves much 
more serious attention than in a developed country. 

In any country, organized consumers can set the pace 
for the implementation of standards. If demand for 
standard items were large enough, producers would 
adjust their production accordingly. Large-sai I e produc- 
tion of standard items would make it uneconomical 
to supply non-standard or special products to cater to 
the needs of small purchasers. Thus, a cycle of demand 
and supply of standard goods conforming to national 
standards could develop. 

In less developed countries, government departments 
and their attached or associated organizations frequently 
constitute the largest body of organized consumers. It 
is fitting tor these organizations to purchase according 
to national standards, but a policy directive from the 
highest governmental authority is necessary to crystallize 
action and give necessary clearance to purchasing of- 
ficials. Once the government lakes a firm decision, it 
liecomes possible to [KTsuade other organized consumers 
in public or privale enterprises to follow the lead. In 
India, the Outrai Government has given such a lead, 
which is being taken up by the state governments and 
more gradually by local authorities as well. This has 
largely been brought about by insisting that all govern- 
ment consumer departments such as railways, defence, 
and post and telegraph, participate actively in the formu- 
lation of Indian standards from the very beginning. 

CERTIFICATION MARKING 

ANoTiiKR KH-ECTIVE MKAXs to implement standards and 
to bring to the door of the housewife and the 

common consumer all the advantages of standardization 
is to provide certification marking facilities for goods 
conforming to accepted standards. A certification mark 
is a third-party guarantee to the purchaser that the 
goods have been inspected, tested and certitud by or 
under the supervision of a competent agencv and may 
IK- purchased with a reasonable assurance of quality. 
The primary purpose that certification marks serve is 
to convey this assurance when the purchaser has no 
readily available facility, knowledge and skill for inspec- 
tion and testing or when such testing is clearly un- 
economical, as is the case when the volume of purchase 
is small. 

The principles on which certification marking 
schemes are formulated are twofold. First, the organiza- 
tion operating; the scheme must be an independent 
and technically competent body with no business inter- 
est connected with the production, distribution or supply 
ot goods. Secondly, the operating organization must be 
satisfied that the manufacturing equipment, system of 
inspection and method of quality control available in 
the factory where the goods to lie certified are manufac- 
tured are adequate to ensure conformity with the ac- 
cepted standards. In addition to this introduction control, 
an independent vigilance and a continuous check on 
quality is maintained by drawing samples of raw 
materials and   finished   products   from the   production 
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line, stocks and the open market for tests to be conducted 
either by the operating organization itself or at its 
instance by independent agencies. 

The national standards body of a country is un- 
doubtedly the best suited agency to ojierate certification 
marking schemes, and many of them have extended 
their functions to this activity. The authority for operat- 
ing such schemes is sometimes derived from existing 
legislation, which may permit the registration and opera- 
tion of certification marks, or from special legislation 
enacted for the purpose. The latter approach may be 
found best suited for developing economies. In India, 
a special legislation exists, The Indian Standards Institu- 
tion (Certification Marks) Act, 1952, which empowers 
ISI to: 

(a) Establish and publish, in such manner as may be 
prescribed, the Indian standard in relation to any article 
or process; 

{b) Specify a standard mark, to he called the Indian 
Standard Institution Certification Mark, which shall he 
of such design and contain such particulars as may be 
prescribed  to represent a particular Indian standard; 

(f) Grant, renew, suspend or cancel, in such manner 
as may IK prescribed, a licence for the use of the standard 
mark; 

(</) Levy such fees for the grant or renewal of any 
licence as may be prescribed; 

(e) Make such inspection and take such samples of 
any material or substance as may be necessary to see 



whether any article ..r process in rel.ition to which the 

M.iridarci mark has hecn used conforms to the Indian 

standard, or whether the standard mark lias hecn im- 

properly used in relation lo any article or process with 
or without  licence. 

Under this legislation ISI has so far issued over 500 

licences to some 270 production units. The licences relate 

io some ló() Indian standards covering as manv products. 

It is estimated that the total annual production multi 

these licenses will reich in the near future the equiva- 
lent of some US S475 million. 

Under another Indian legislative enactment, agricul- 
tural products, including a good many export com- 

modities, are graded and certified. This scheme, known 

as the "Agmark Grading Scheme", is controlled hv the 

C'entrai Government under authority derived from 

the Agricultural Produce Grading and Marking Act, 

I(M7. Initial gradin« and labelling with Agmark lahels 

are done by licensed packers subject to control exercised 

by marketing officers of the inspection stalT of the 

central  and  state governments.  Official control labora- 

tories m.untain continuous  supervision ove,   the  „,,rk 

>"g "I the grading laboratories   .,,u| test  check samples 
I rom time to time. 

For export commodities, the Central Government has 

created  Us own grading  facilities.   A  self contained  in 

spectoratc stalT and a chain of lab,„atones arc maintained 
t<> carry out inspection of quality More packing To 

eliminate a:n .iccidcntal error. ., super check ,s exercised 
through testing ol check samples and on tin- s,,„, r.uulnm 
examination ol various lots. 

A total annual production ,,f some US Slit) million 
is already covered under the Agmark scheme. An 

Agmark or ISI certilicat.on mark is also i.l»liK;ii,.rv 
tor certa,,, export g.,ods such as: (,) aluminium utensils; 
(ii) tea-chests l„r (lacking tea: (,„) tobacco; (,v) san 

dalwoodoil; (v) lemon grass oil; (vi) raw wool; (vii) 
sun hemp; and (viii) bristles. 

Consideration is const mtly given to bringing other 

products under similar coverage. Increased demand from 
overseas purchasers ,s bound to accelerate ' 
process. 

this 

QUALITY CONTROL FOR EXPORT 

OBMt.ATORV CEKTIUCATION MAKKIXC; of the export prod- 

ucts referred to above is one of a number of meas- 

ures now being taken in India to promote and stabilize 

export trade. Ot these other measures, pre-shipment 

inspection schemes for control of quality for export will 
be ot general interest to developing countries. 

Impaling un enamelling plant producing high conductivity 
annealed round copper wire with a view to ascertaining whether 
the factory could be licensed ¡or certification marking 

Prc-shipment inspection schemes are, of course, not 

an innovation, but their integration into a comprehensive 

centralized system for assurance of quality has not been 
attempted in all countries. Japan is known to have at- 

tained conspicuous success in such schemes for rebuilding 

its export trade alter the Second World War. India has 

taken particular note of the success of these schemes in 

japan and, in spite of the di (Terences existing in indus 

trial conditions, much of the system described in the 

subsequent paragraphs will be found valid for develop 
inn countries. 

In 1(HS the Japanese Government enacted the "T.x 
port Inspection Law" which was amended in Yñl. 

Under this law, a number of agencies were established 

to conduct compulsory [ire shipment inspection of certain 
commodities designated under the act. A total of 145 

important export items has been designated so far, con 

stituting more than 40 per cent of Japan's total export. 

Kxport inspection is classified under this arrangement 

in three categories, namely, (a) inspection of quality, 

(b) inspection ol (lacking conditions, and (c) inspection 

ot materials and manufacturing processes. The type 

and extent of inspection applicable lo a particular com 

modity is determined with reference to the nature of 

the commodity, its end use and other factors. The inspec- 

tion agencies include six official organs and thirty-nine 

private organs. Government authorities have the |H>wcr 

to inspect their conduct of business and financial con 
ditions at any time. Their business rules, business plans, 

receipt and •expenditure budgets and rules relating to 

the appointment and dismissal of officers are subject to 

government sanction. The Japanese act also provides for 

the setting up of an Kxport Inspection Council to 

consider all important matters relating to export in.spec 
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tion, such as the «lesi);nation of new commodities tor 
compulsory inspection. 

Standards of quality, such as appearance, structure 
and size of the commodities, as well as methods of in- 
spection, are laid down by the Government. When goods 
arc found to conform to the standards prescribed, thev 
are marked as "passed". In certain cases, the quality 
standards designate different grades, and marks denoting 
these grades are applied on the goods. 

In   respect   of   certain   commodities   which   are   not 
amenable   to   inspection  on the  above-described   basis, 
provision has been made to entrust cx]x>rtcrs anil manu 
facturers themselves to indicate that the goods satisfy 
export specifications by marking them as "export stand 
ard". There is provision for spot inspection bv govern- 
ment  agencies for  such  gentils. Persons exporting  any 
of the specified  commodities in  violation of  the   pro 
visions of the law are liable to a line or imprisonment. 

In India, quality control and pre shipment inspection 
schemes for certain commodities are provided for b\ 
statutory regulations. Many schemes are administered b\ 
the I'.xport Promotion Councils tor various industries, 
set tip in the past few years to meet the increasingb 
urgent need of promoting exports for the fulfilment of 
the national plans. A new ministry known as the Mm 
istry of International Trade has been creatili in the 
Central Government to ensure proper planning and 
direction of all export effort. 

Recently, an official committee under the chairman 
ship of the author was constituted to review the existing 
facilities for compulsory and voluntary quality control 
and pre shipment inspection and recommend policies. 
methods and further measures necessary to augment 
trade relations and publicize Indian goods in foreign 
markets. This committee made, .nnong others. t!ie fol 
lowing recommendations: 

(i) '1 here should k prohibition on export oí artilles 
intended lor human consumption or application as well 
as those affecting the health and safety of persons, 
unless they conform to rigid quality standards. Items 
which tall within this category are drugs, medicines, 
toilet articles, articles of lood, poisonous substances, ex 

plosives and such other articles which arc prohibited 
from king imported by consuming countries under 
their own laws and regulations. 

(ii) Where a buver stipulates certain specifications for 
goods, provision should be made to prevent the export 
of articles which are not certified by an inspection agency 
as conforming to those specifications. This would require 
official recognition of many private and public sector 
agencies which are in a position to issue test certificates 
and survey reports for miscellaneous commodities. 

(iii) Goods which are considered important for ex- 
|H>rt markets and for which standard specifications have 
ken or could be laid down should lie required to be 
inspected and certified before export, through appro- 
priate agencies at the time of manufacture or packaging, 

(iv) For other commodities where standard specifica- 
tions may not exist or where it may not be advisable 
to formulate such specifications, it would be useful to 
introduce tactual inspection for issuing a report regard- 
ing the actual condition of the goods so that the overseas 
importers may be made aware of the nature of the con- 
signment. Factual inspection for goods where standard 
specilli.itions exist should he discouraged and replaced 
with compulsory certification.(12) 

The committee found that the existing statutory 
|x>wers were not adequate to enable the Government to 
institute compulsory quality control and inspection of 
the ty|K' envisaged in the recommendations listed above. 
Enabling legislation is expected to lie introduced in the 
Indian Parliament in the near future. The committee 
recommended the formation of an J.\iK»rt Inspection 
Advisory Council of official and unofficial represent- 
atives to advise the Government on related matters and 
the setting up of a Quality Control Directorate to serve 
.is the executive organ. The Advisory Council has already 
ken formed and the Directorate is functioning in the 
Ministry of International Trade. There is every expecta- 
tion that this extension of the standardization movement 
to promote, extend and stabilize India's exprt trade 
on a pattern already tried and proved in Japan, will, if 
properly adapted, assist the economic development of 
other developing countries as well. 

CONCH DIN«; REMARKS 

Tun BR IK F AcciuxT given in this article of national and 
international standardization activities has stressed 

the importance of standardization for the developing 
countries. A woi Id-wide network already exists, consist 
ing of national standards bodies set up in forty six 
countries and the two international agencies ISO and 
1EC. The rate of growth of standardization over the 
past fifty to sixty years and its present magnitude provide 
evidence that the basic concepts and procedures evolved 
over these decades are sound and that the benefits of 
standardization are well recognized. Yet further effort 
should be made to promote standardization in the de- 
veloping countries. 

The planned development of industry in a developing 
economy will be considerably auisted if, as has been 
mentioned earlier, standardization it pre-planned or, at 
any rate, planned at the same time as the development 
of industry. In planning for standardization, develop- 
ing countries have the advantage of being able to learn 
trom the accumulated experience of other countries, as 
reflected in published standards and the recommenda- 
tions of ISO and IEC. This vast store of concentrated 
and carefully collated knowledge and experience may 
be drawn upon bv the developing countries to plan 
their industrial development with the least wastage and 
utmost expedition. For this, the existence ©f a national 
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Standards body is a prerequisite, since it is onlv through 
such .m agency that a developing country can share 
in the multi-channel flow of information involved in 
standardization. Assistance to developing countries from 
outside sources for organizing and strengthening na- 
tional standards movements will be particularly fruitful. 

The United Nations and other organizations are ren- 

dering valuable assistance through their technical .is 
«stance programmes, but. considering the needs „f the 
developing countries, there is much scope for further 
efforts in this held, which will n„t only help the cause 
of standardization but will at the same time contribute 
to promoting mutual understanding ami cooperation 
among nations. 
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A STUDY Of INDUSTMAL OtOWTH 

re objective of this publication is to investigóte the 
pattern of growth of manufacturing industry in 

different countries at various stogo« of economic 
development. The basic tool employed is multiple 
regression analysis. The study is aimed at determining 
to what extent industrial development conforms to 
some pattern, in the sense of a quantitative relation- 
ship between the level and composition of manu- 
facturing industry in a given country, and a certain 

number of general economic characteristics of that 
country, for example, per copita income, population, 
rate of economic development, government policy, 
resource endowment, etc. 
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ris publication includes two studios relating, re- 
spectively, to the cement industry ond the industry 

of nitrogenous fertiliiers based on natural gas. The 
former presents investment and other input coefficients 
derived from an analysis of data originating in a 
certain number of countries, both developed and 
under-developed. In the latter, emphasis is placed on 
the analysis of the differential in fixed investment and 
other mojar input requirements in the industry under 
consideration, between a developed country and a 
typical developing country. 

This volume is the first in a series of studies on the 
economics of industry aimed at providing eco- 

nomic and technical data for use by those interested 
in programming specific industries in under-developed 
countries. 
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The Inter-American Development Bank 

and Industrial Development in Latin America 
itv JOHN W. DELAPIAINE 

rp UK   CKK\Tlo\    WD   operation    oí   the    IMtCT-AlllcriL.1II 

1    IXveloptnent Hank (11)11) is an experiment in u 

gional  international   banking   where  mcmlxr  countries 

control   policies  and   procedures.   The   purpose   oí   the 

M.mk  is to stimuhiie the economic   and  soei.il develop 

nunt ol ils nineteen l,.itin American me m I HT republics. 

It   is concerned with the main   problems related to de 

vcloptnciii,  such as channelling savings into proiluttive 
mvestmenis, export credit financing oí mira Latin Amu 

ican   trade,   planning,   training,   political   .\m\   financial 

stability, and in particular promoting economic integra 
lion movements in the region. 

Real industrial output in Latin America has not had 

an adequate growth rate in the past live sears, and from 

1'XvO  io   VH<2  growth   has   been   disappointing.   In   real 

terms, Latin American exports oí manufactured goods 

did not increase from 1(>5() to 1%0. The planning oí ihe 

industrial sector appears to IK weaker than that m the 

other sectors. The obstacles to growth have already been 

commented on by many observers. In this article, the 

writer will try not to catalogue the problems, but will 

olTer comments which appear to lx- pertinent, vet have 

in the past received too little emphasis. These comments 

arc based on the writer's experience in industrial projects 

m Latin America, Asia, Africa and southern Kuropc, 

rather than on a statistical or macro-economic study. 

Published information in the field, including the in- 

dustrial sector of the development plans, has also been 

reviewed. The ideas expressed here represent those oí the 
writer and not necessarily those of the IDH. 

THE INTERAMEKICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 

Ihuf history of the IDH 

Ihe Inter American IXvclopmcnt Hank officially began 
o|xrations m October 1%0 ami by February 1%1 had 

authorized its first loan. The Hank utilizes its ordinary 

capital resources and Us Lund ior S|H-cial 0|H-rations 

to promote the economic development oí its member 

countries m Latin America. Approximately one hall 
ot the lîank's regular funds is provided by the Latin 

American memk-r comunes and the rest bv the United 

States (iovcrnment. The available resources of the 11)1! 

(ordinary capital plus Fund for Special Operations) 
are US !W0 million, plus callable capital of an additional 

«¡•HI million.1 In June 1%1, it became Administrator for 

the $VH million .Social Progress Trust Fund, which 

the hank holds and administers in trust for the United 

Scales (iovcrnment, to promole the smial development 

ol memlnr countries in Latin America. In addition to 

granting loans I rom these three resources, the IDH also 

extends technical assistance in member countries. Opera 
tions in the nx.iustri.il sector involve the use of the 

ordinary resources of the Hank; technical assistance loans 
.\m\ grants (about $7 million) for economic develop- 

ment planning, training institutions, industrial dcvelop- 

1 Cill.ihle capital is U-in« iinrcistil In  l'S$l.07 IIíIIKMI. 

mem banks, and other areas which should be considered 
as pre-project activities; and the use of resources from 

the Fund for Special Operations for industrial or de- 

velopment hank loans for those' countries having extreme 

balance ot payments difficulties or tor projects which 

do not otherwise qualify for loans from ordinary re- 
sources. 

It is probable that all IDI! loans k-nctìt the industrial 

sector Ixxause they are designed to promote economic 

.nui social development and stability. For example, the 
Social Progress Trust Fund loans,' such as those for 

housing, potable water, and the like, provide increased 

markets for munv industrial goods. One could calculate, 

using appropriate multipliers, the total benefits to the 

Latin American national incomes of the IDH loans and 

other external assistance, and, if one  wished, estimate 

MR. DKLAPIAIM, Chief. Industrial Development Sec 

lion. Inter Ama,run Development Hank, Washington, 

DC, was a discussion leader at the United Nations 

Semmai- on Industrial Development Programming m 

the Utm American Region, held in Sao Paulo, Bratti, 

in March 1%). His article is based on a paper whuh 
he submitted to this conference. 
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In addition, 46 Social Progress Trust Fund loans 

amounting to S271 million have been granted, making 

a total of 129 loans. Of the ll)li money lent from its 

own funds, only lo per cent was for direct industrial 

projects whereas ì.ì per cent was tor lines of credit, 

primarily for industrial projects, making a total in these 
two categories of 4') per cent. 

Of the 11 direct industrial loans, 5 were made in the 

capital goods sector (forgmgs, brakes and drums, chassis, 
gears, drilling bits, etc., all in Brazil and Argentina), 

ó in agricultural processing (fish, meat, Hour, citrus 
and vegetables, crackers, ami fats and oils), 4 in the 

construction materials sector (i in the cement industrv 

anil 1 in prefabricated housing), 4 in paper and pulp, 

2 in chemicals and related materials (detergents and 

chemical specialties, synthetic rubber), one in oil refilling 

and one in textiles (kenaf). With the exception of loans 

for agricultural processing, all of these projects benefit 

industries producing intermediate or capital goods rather 

than consumer goods. Thus, many of these loans provide 

benefits to production in other industries or sectors of the 
economy. 

The limited amount of direct 11)15 industrial lending 
reflects the fact that only a small number of projects 

are sound from the technical, economic and financial 
points of view. This comment is not limited to the 

IDB portfolio of applications but includes what is known 

of the government and private sector plans in almost 

all Latin American countries. In the case of Mexico, 

where the industrial and financial sectors are more 

active than in other Latin American countries, the 

Government apparently believes that adequate domestic 
or foreign financing exists for industrial projects, and 

therefore IDB activity in the private industrial field 

in Mexico has been dc-emphasized. One is struck by the 

small number of industrial projects under consideration 
by the IDB, when its philosophy is to study any sound 

project which significantly contributes to the economic 

development of its member countries. The need is ap- 

parent for planning specific project developments, im- 

proving the investment climate, and broadening markets 
rapidly by making the integration movements more 

effective. The« should be the joint responsibility of the 

Latin   American   countries,   th< ir   private   sectors,   and 
international agencies such as the 11)1!. 

Policies of the IDB 

The   size of   industrial   loans  that   the   IDI', lus nude 

varies   from   $125,000  ,n   «slo   million.  In  all  countries, 

IDI5  prefers to establish  lines of credit   for the smaller 

loans. As of  N'ovemkr 1%2, it  has loaned about twice 

as   much  to  development   institutions  for  relending  as 

for direct industrial lending. In general, it will consider 
loans under SiOO.OOO or «o(HUXK)   ,|   ,„, slK.|, ms„|im,in 

exists. In the larger countries, it   may consider a higher 

limit. Direct  industrial  loans are eurreiiib  made ,n ||K 

Banks interest rate of 5.75 per cent, plus a loinniitiiieiii 
lee  of  0.75 per cent  on   the   undisbursed  liuids durino 

the construction period.  The  11)15  has found pioliis to 
be   such  thai   this  rate   of   interest   did   noi   work   am 

hardship  m   any  of   its   projects   to  dale.   The  p.n<»l 

<>f   the   loan  appears  to   k   more   import.nil  than   ilu 

rate  of   interest.  Industrial  loans   from ordinarv capii.il 
to date provide lor complete repayment within seven to 

lourleen  years and include a  period of grace ol aUuit 

one to three years, in determining the period ol the loan 

and   grace  [ìeriod, consideration   is given  to the Ituls 

of profits and cash flow, life of the equipment purchased. 

length  of  construction   period,   size  of the projnI, tin 
problems  and   risks   involved   m   developing   markets, 

foreign   competition, price variations, total debt service 

capacity and balance of payments ix»sition ol llie tountrv. 

The   Bank   tries  to  establish   the   same   conditions lor 

loans of a similar nature but   adapts its policies to the 

needs of the project and the country involved. 

The Bank has established certain general rest ridions 
in its industrial loans. In general, it does not engage 

in refinancing. Thus, it is its policy not to finance ex 

penditures or obligations of the Itorrower incurred prior 
to the formal signing of the loan contract. It will not 

finance working capital, with certain exceptions, such 

as initial spare parts, catalysts, and chemicals required 

for the start-up of certain industries. It will not finance 

projects which will increase the output of materials 

already in   serious over-production  in  Latin America. 
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Nor will it finance projects which do not have a reason- 
able priority in the economic development of the member 
country. The Bank does not make loans where the 
borrower does not make a significant contribution to 
the financing of the project (approximately one half 
of the total cost in its direct lending activities). The 
borrower is permitted to include, as a part of his con- 
tribution, the necessary initial working capital and local 
costs. In several recent cases where equity was lacking, 
the IDB has studied projects jointly with the Interna- 
tional Finance Corporation, the latter providing partial 
equity cither through underwriting, convertible deben- 
tures, or other participations (or direct loans), while 
the IDB provided loan funds. Such a combination fur- 
thers the IDB objective of broadening the base of 
ownership. 

The Bank will lend to mixed local and foreign enter- 
prises in all countries. It will consider the financing ot 
wholly owned foreign enterprises in countries where the 
climate for either local or foreign investment is poor 
or where the economic lienefits resulting from the pro- 
ject are unusually great, but emphasis will be placed 
on significant local participation. One condition that the 
IDB includes in loans held by a small group, a family, 
or a foreign corporation, is that a part of the stock 
of the enterprise must be offered locally for sale at reason- 
able prices within a stipulated period of time. This 
broadens ownership and the capital market, and chan- 
nels savings into productive investment. A number of 
projects financed by the IDB contain significant equity 
contributions both by local groups exjierienccd in start- 
ing new projects and foreign firms with the necessary 
o|Krating experience and "know-how". Such an ar- 
rangement appears to be particularly useful in develop- 
ing new industries within a country. Most of the IDB 
industrial loans, however, have lieen to locally owned 
companies. 

Only in special cases docs the IDB's charter permit 
the financing of local currency costs with foreign ex- 
change out of its ordinary capital resources. The IDB 
prefers to use its hard currencies to finance the import 
of capital gixtds, and its local currencies to finance local 
costs. Repayment is made in the currency lent, the 
maintenance of value in terms of dollars being required 
on all private local currency loans. Since its local cur- 
rency funds are limited, the Bank has had to establish 
guide-lines as to when it should finance local costs 
with dollars. It considers such factors as the percentage 
of the total local costs to be financed in hard currencies, 
the Percentage of foreign exchange cost to total cost, 
the import component of the locally produced capital 
goods, the method of local financing of the project, 
and the economic benefit of the project itself. In certain 
countries and types of projects, the need for local cur- 
rency financing is greater than that for foreign exchange. 
l'he basic lack of financial resources in both foreign 

and local currency, coupled with the balance-of-payments 
problems, require a flexible banking policy. 

The IDB follows several policies that extend its 
resources. United States and European banks have partic- 

ipated in its loans by financing some of the early maturi- 
ties to the extent of about $7 million. The additional 
funds for future IDB operations will1 come from bond 
issues backed by the callable capital of the IDB and 
increases in its callable capital. The IDB has floated 
a S75 million bond issue in the United States and a 
$25 million bond issue in Italy. It has already made 
several loans in which supplier credits and loans from 
European banks were jointly involved. In addition, it 
requires accelerated loan repayments in those cases where 
the total dividends exceed 50 per cent of accumulated 
net profits, the excess of dividends above 50 per cent 
to be matched by accelerated loan repayment, a require- 
ment which helps to assure the financial success of its 
projects. Als«, it determines a minimum level of work- 
ing capital (current assets less current liabilities), and 
of current assets to assure reasonable liquidity of the 
firm. 

Normally the Bank requires that repayment of its 
loans be guaranteed by a government or a bank, in 
exceptional cases by a mortgage. The guarantee ensures 
that the loan will be repaid and the money used for 
new economic development lending, even in the event 
of adverse circumstances. However, the best guarantee 
of a loan is always the basic soundness of the project and 
the financial and managerial competence and reliability 
of the borrower. 

In its lines-of-credit subloans the Bank's policies are 
essentially the same as in its direct loans, except that 
a value is placed above which direct IDB approval of 
each loan is required. The IDB places considerable 
reliance on the analyses made by the borrowing in- 
stitution, and therefore studies only the more essential 
elements of financial, technical and economic analysis. 
Most local development banks have made limited con- 
tributions to the economic development of the countries. 
In many cases, the amount of subloans has been dis- 
couraging. There have been many institutional problems 
and a considerable portion of the IDB efforts have been 
devoted to overcoming these, with encouraging results 
in some cases. The work of development banks in pro- 
moting, analysing and helping in the execution of sound 
programmes and projects is not easy, and they need 
the best economists, engineers, financial analysts and 
administrators available in the country. 

Operating procedures of the IDB 

IDB's operating procedures for loans are similar to 
those of other international lending agencies. AH applica- 
tions are screened, and for those where serious study 
is warranted, a project committee is formed consisting 
of a loan officer (the head of the committee), a lawyer, 
an economist, an engineer or architect, and a financial 
analyst. If, after study, the committee recommendation 
is favourable, a icport is presented to a loan committee 
and then to the directors for approval. Approval of the 
loan is followed by a loan contract which must be 
signed by the Bank and the borrower and which con- 
tains the over-all financing plan, conditions prior to the 
first disbursement, covenants, agreements of mutual un- 
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dertaking on the project, and a list of goods and services 
to be financed by the loan. This is followed by letters 
to the borrower indicating the disbursement procedures 
to be followed by the IDB, and its requirements for 
quarterly financial and physical progress reports. Al- 
though a considerable amount of work is required in 
analysing projects and granting loans, this actually re- 
presents a minor portion of the total work involved 
in bringing a project to successful conclusion and re- 
paying the loan. In addition to project and post-project 

work, the IDB is devoting a good deal of time to pro- 
project work, technical assistance and economic and 
industrial development activities, including promotional 
work on the development of new projects. Its contribu- 
tion in these fields will be even greater in the future. 
Its procedures on non-project activities are informal and 
depend on the type of study being made. Its loans in 
technical assistance are handled in substantially the same 
manner as its project loans, as arc its loans to develop- 
ment banks and similar institutions. 

SOME PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA 

As ALREARY STATED, it is not proposed to discuss in this 
article the major problems of or obstacles to Latin 

American industrial development, such as monetary 
and political instability, low absorptive capacity, lack 
of cntreprencurship, low level of savings, lack of funds 
for investment, poor investment climate, limited size of 
markets, and so on.2 In the following paragraphs, a few 
comments are made on some problems faced by the 
IDB which may not have received adequate thought 
in Latin America, and to the solution of which a signi- 
ficant contribution might be made by those working 
in the private and international industrial development 
areas. 

Productivity of investment. Insufficient emphasis has 
often been placed on the production sectors (agriculture 
and industry) with the result that the productivity of 
total investment and hence the growth rate of the gross 
national product have been t«>o low. The considerable 
emphasis placed so far on social and infrastructure in- 
vestments should be balanced with recognition of the 
need for increased output. 

Industrial planning. Detailed sector planning, both 
by the government and private sectors, could stand con- 
siderable improvement. More emphasis could be placed, 
in particular, on costs and prices, comparative advan- 
tages, location economics, and intra-regional planning. 
One cannot be satisfied with the country planning made 
to date, nor with the more difficult operation of imple- 
mentation of plans.3 

Individual projects. As already mentioned, there is a 
real lack of projects in Latin America today. Financing 
would appear to be available in most, if not all, countries 
for any sound and well-prepared project with reason- 
able financial position (including equity contribution), 
reasonable capital-output ratio, reasonable foreign ex- 
change savings to initial cost ratio, reasonable produc- 
tion cost, adequate markets and raw materials, reason- 

-' There are a number of excellent studies on the subject 
puolished by the United Nations—in particular, the World 
Economic Survey. 1961 (Sales No.: 62.II.C.1)—the Economic 
Commission for Latin America (ECLA) and the Organization 
of American States (OAS). 

3 Encouraging work on basic sectoral studies is being carried 
out in the Industrial Development Division of ECLA and the 
United Nations Centre for Industrial Development. 

able cash generation and reasonable priority in the 
contribution to the economic development of'the area. 
Financing for the foreign exchange cost of such projects 
certainly exists. More thought should be given to projects 
benefiting from the Latin American Free Trade Asso 
dation (LAFTA) agreement. 

Lac/( of information and knowledge. In many coun- 
tries, there appears to be a lack of knowledge on the 
part of both the private and government sectors of what 
projects could be undertaken and carried out effectively. 
Private and government sectors are unaware of each 
other's problems and of those in the various industry 
sub-sectors. Ignorance of current technology exists, par- 
ticularly of what is going on in other parts of the world 
such as Japan, India, Israel, western Europe or even in 
other Latin American countries. There is a lack of 
knowledge, for example, of how to use effectively avail- 
able external funds such as those of IDB, the Agency 
for International Development (AID), or of how to 
work effectively with the multiplicity of agencies which 
now exist. Both the private and public sectors are fearful 
of the possible adverse effect of free-trade area competi- 
tion and have little understanding of comparative prices 
and competitive advantages. It should IK- noted, how- 
ever, that there are some outstanding exceptions as 
well as several significant new technological develop- 
ments within Latin America, such as the Mexican HyL 
direct-reduction process for steel production or the 
pulping of mixed tropical hardwoods. 

High costs. In a number of Latin American countries 
the government provides considerable protection to pro- 
mote import-substituting industries even though the 
prices of the goods produced are extremely high. In one 
country with a well-developed capital goods industry, 
the level of prices depresses sales, and it is cheaper to 
import even with a very high duty, which contributes 
to aggravating the balance-of-payments deficit. In such 
cases, the basic problem is one of local sales, not exports. 
The small size of the present markets is, of course, an 
important factor in producing these high prices. In ad- 
dition, inefficiency, poor management and improper 
equipment often combine to raise their level. At times, 
high prices are caused by high input costs of—among 
others—gas or oil, power (in certain areas), steel, trans- 
port, labour, money, and government services (taxes), 
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¡UH] more emphasis should Ix: placed on the reduction 
of these costs. High prices in certain countries may well 
inhibit the growth of the common markets, an essential 
condition for the growth of industry in Latin America. 

Dilemmas of industrial development 

The difficulties of taking decisions in the field of in- 
dustrial development, such as assigning priorities to 
the overall industrial sector as against other economic 
sectors, or to specific industrial projects or programmes, 
and formulating policies to promote industrial growth, 
are well known. A few of the conflicts inherent in 
industrial development are listed to illustrate the type 
of problems encountered. 

1. Investment in productive facilities r. investments 
in infrastructure and social overheads; 

2. Selectively providing funds for productive invest 
ment s  and   working  capital   with   possible  inflation  r. 
stability but stagnation; 

ì. Large investment needs but low absorptive capac- 
ity, weak planning, poor investment climate and capital 
flight; 

4. More foreign loans r. increased debt service and 
foreign exchange loss; 

5. Foreign exchange crisis coupled with export price- 
declines and lack of new export projects; 

(). Need for foreign investment, but fear of exploita- 
tion, leading to controls; 

7. Domestic financing of investments v. foreign ex- 
change loss; 

S. Growth rate too low to induce investment and 
more growth; 

(). Kxport v. import-substitution v. domestic capital 
goods industries (ail are needed); 

10. Capital goods v. essential or luxury consumer 
goods; 

11. Large government needs for infrastructure v. 
government investments in industry with possible i nel - 
fkiencv and deterioration of investment climate; 

12. Project analysis criteria of savings in torcigli ex- 
change v. value addetl (solution, "shadow pricing"); 

13. New industry profit and import tax knelits v. 
decreased government revenues and increased imports; 

14. Fxport and capital goods import revenue taxes r. 
decreased exports and increased project costs; 

15. Improved income distribution increasing con 
sumption v. decreased savings and reinvestments; 

16. Inherent  capital   intensity   of  industrial  invest 
ments   v.  growing   unemployment   problem   in   Latin 
America; 

17. Emphasis on labour-intensive project v. higher 
costs and prices (as a rule); 

18. Large (monopolistic) plants with low costs ;. 
small industry; 

Ie). Large, efficient plants v. shortage of equity to 
finance; 

20. Competent established enterprises v. inexperi- 
enced uroups with broad ownership; 

21. High protection, costs, prices and profits for re 
investment,  but   decreased  consumption,  international 

competition  and   retardation   of  industries  consuming 
product; 

22. Traditional private sector industrial planning r. 
i\i\û for combined government and private sector plan- 
ning; 

2\ Difficulty of industrial planning v. priority need 
io increase output; 

24. Desirability and simplicity of macro-economic 
planning p. greater need ol projects and sectoral .analysis; 

25. Development at poles theory v. regional back- 
ward area planning (solution, establish new poles); 

2(). Hackward area projects r. increased costs anil 
comparative disadvantages; 

27. Applicability of "shadow pricing" v. difficulty of 
providing money incentives to implement projects; 

2N. Competition v. complementary requirements of 
integration, and increasing protectionism; 

20. Need of loans for a higher percentage ol project 
costs and local costs v. increased risks and decreased 
debt service capacity; 

.30. Trend towards bilateral approach v. need for 
greater international agency co-operation. 

Industrial sector planning 

In the planning field in Latin America, there is a lack 
of detailed "dynamic" analyses of the industrial sub- 
sectors emphasizing the key sector-key project approach, 
production costs and comparative advantages. Too much 
emphasis cannot be placed on the need for detailed 
practical pre-project studies. Industrial sector planning 
requires skills of engineering and economic develop- 
ment, broad and specific knowledge and understanding 
of technology, production costs, alternate processes and 
potential and actual raw materials. It requires an ability: 
(i) to comprehend the essential rather than the details; 
(ii) to see clearly the principal problems and bottlenecks 
ol each industry and to postulate practical solutions; 
(iii) to understand and project market trends and 
prices and to cross-check the results by methenls such as 
those ol Chenery;' (iv) to work closely with and to aid 
the private sector, using outside experts when necessary; 
(v) to establish the objectives of the planning operation, 
and come up with a realistic investment and growth 
plan; (vi) to maintain a proper balance between short 
range and long-range objectives, as well as between 
regional and industrial centre needs; (vii) to help for- 
mulate appropriate government monetary and fiscal 
policies necessary to carry out the plan; and (viii) to 
recommend areas for further work or research. 

It is necessary not only to plan hut to help to promote 
specific studies, projects and programmes, and to im- 
plement these programmes. Hopefully, the total number 
of programmes or projects should exceed the number 
that could he financed, so that there would always he 
a backlog, enabling foreign or local, private or public 
capital to finance easily their share. Dvnamic sectoral 

»Uiniery. H. R, "The Role of Industrialization in Develop- 
ment Programs", Imanan Etonomii Rcfii-w. Proceedings 
(lAanston, Illinois, May !W), pages 40 to S7. 
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View of an IDIi-assisttil plant in li\i¡inlina, s/'oteini; proti; ¡or 
the niaimlat tint   of automobile parts 

analysis requires taking account o! changes with time 
of material prices, markets, technology, the elicci ol the 
growth rate itself, monetary instability, and dévaluât inn. 
This type of planning facilitates macro-economic analysis. 
Considerable insight and knowledge can he obtained 
from a study of growing economies such as those ol 
India, Israel, Japan and Yugoslavia including their 
methods of sector study, the type of projects promoted. 
and the way in which the government planning agencies 
aid their industrial sectors. 

There is still a need for macro-economic growth 
theory analysis, linear programming and shadow prie 
ing, although these appear to be less urgent than sector 
analysis and project development. Macro-economic anal- 
ysis made for various target assumptions is particularly 
valuable in estimating demands, total savings and invest- 
ment levels, and the need for both ¡ocal and external 
financial resources during the planning period. Simple 
models, based on all sectors of the economy, ot the type 
projected for Israel by Chenery' can lie used to estimate 
relative resource requirements of labour, local currency 
and foreign exchange for va.ious targets and the calcula- 
tion of their "shadow prices". Hascd on experience or 
judgement, one must make arbitrary investment alloca- 
tion estimates between the productive sectors and the 
infrastructure, services, and social sectors. There is a 
minimum percentage or amount of total investment that 
must go to the productive sectors if appreciable growth 
is to occur since the capital output ratio is (very ap- 
proximately) 2 tit 4 in the productive sectors and 10 
to 20 in the non-productive ones. However, it is difficult 
to calculate reliable capital output ratios in the non 
productive sectors. More work needs to lie done on this 
subject of allocation between the major sectors, and 
data «in"'the historic growth of the under-developed 
countries irr the post-war years would appear to be es- 
sential for this analysis. Another area for further work 

"Chenery, H. H. ami Bruno, M., "Development Alternatives in 
An Open Kconomv—The ("ase of Israel", Vioiitimu ¡oumal 
(London). March l'%2. 

Tettimi tan diti /(ini; pilot plant anil laboratory equipment 
Instituto  Mexnano  dt   Intestina: ion. s   Tei noiósi, a\.   teli'. 
fei re il a lian from the IDIi 
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might be the integration ol the monetary equations into 
the planning operation. This appears t:> be parlimi.nl\ 
important for certain "disequilibrium" economies ol 
Latin America where monetary factors have all too 
often been disregarded. A third area requiring timber 
work is to improve the practicability ol mput-output 
analysis. Two of its interesting uses are: (i) in establish 
ing individual import coefficients to determine the clled 
of changes in the investment pattern (that is, the elïect 
of a shift to an increased capital goods production) on 
the balance of payments; and (ii) in "expanded sector" 
relationships. National income accounting projections 
are also of value, with emphasis on factor pay meni s 
(wages, interest, profits, taxes, and so on). Too little 
attention has been paid to factor payments and yet this 
is one key to both growth analysis and project minia. 

Project criteria and analysis 

There is a multiplicity of criteria for evaluating projects." 
No attem|H has been made to weigh them quantitatively: 
first, because planting is not sufficiently advanced to 
establish the proper weights; and second, because such 

".Vre Unitili Nations, "Lvalualion ol Projects in I're'loimn.iiii 
ly Private Lnterprisc- economics—Selected Pwiedurcs, H.isol on 
Case Studies", Industrialization ami I'loiliuiitif, litillittn. No S 
(Sales No.:6LII.H.1.). 



a small number of economically desirable projects are 
available that the problem is not one of establishing 
priorities but of finding "reasonable" projects. From the 
point of view of the individual enterprise one must look 
at: (i) profitability in terms of total investment, equity, 
sales, and c.i.f. price of the product, and allowing for 
adverse events and changes in input prices and markets 
with time; and (ii) cash flow (profits plus depreciation 
in relation to debt service) or discounted cash flow. From 
the point of view of the economy, yardsticks should IK 

used not only of value added, or of foreign exchange 
value add'-d (annual foreign exchange earned or saved 
less annual foreign exchange cost per unit investment 
cost or per unit of initial foreign exchange cost), but also 
of the over-all effect of the project on the economic devel- 
opment of the country or area, that is, the present and 
future effects on debt service, balance of payments, 
rnonetarv stability, employment, national income, public 
finance, income distribution, regional development, 
social lienefits, profits for reinvestment, strengthening 
of capital markets, maximization of financial contribu- 
tion ol owners, utilization of resources and the multiplier 
or induced effects of the project on the rest of the 
economy. The dynamic growth possibilities of the in- 
dustry in general and the firm in particular should also 
lie considered. Equally important in determining the 
desirability of a project are the firm's experience record, 
technical and managerial capabilities, credit worthiness, 
and ability to finance and carry out the project, and 
the reliability of the pre-project studies and cost estimates. 
Thus priorities can be assigned by looking at each 
project from at least three points of view, the entre- 
preneurial, the social-economic, and the banking. Unless 
a project is carried out and placed in successful opera- 
tion, unless it provides a significant contribution to the 
development of the area, and unless it provides a profit 
for its owners (or some significant benefit in the case 
of a government owned project), then it should not be 
undertaken. 

The shadow pricing technique goes part way towards 
resolving the inherent conflict between: (i) on the one 
hand, production theory or micro-economic analysis with 
its concepts of equilibrium analysis, the theory of the 
hrm and profit, and its emphasis on comparative ad- 
vantage, opportuni!v costs, and resource allocation; and 
(ii) on the other hand, growth theory combined with 
dynamic and macro-economic analysis where factor 
prices are not equal to opportunity costs or to actual 
prices at the moment, but depend on longer-run relative 
scarcities. 'Social" value added by manufacture per unit 
ot money invested, including both direct and indirect 
benefits, appears to be the best criterion developed to 
date, if adequate allowance can be made for the ap- 
propriate shadow prices of foreign exchange and labour. 
Rut this. t,r the even simpler criterion of value added. 
is difficult to use because: (i) indirect benefits, backward 
and forward linkages, and multiplier effects are difficult 
to evaluate and even the effect of induced investment 
dejH'iuls on whether the country is short of projects or 

short of money; (ii) some arbitrary method of discount- 
ing must be adopted in order to compare future with 
immediate benefits to the gross national product or the 
balance of payments; (iii) positive direct benefits may 
be more than offset by negative indirect effects such as 
political and monetary instability, regional unemploy- 
ment due to failure of a competing industry, inflation, 
and other causes, or vice versa; and (iv) reliable data 
for establishing shadow prices are not available. In ad- 
dition, so little is known about the application of the 
basic macro-economic equations that it is not obvious 
whether the increase in gross national product is greatest 
if one tries to maximize disposable personal income, 
investment, total consumption, wages, or profits for re- 
investment. 

Project analysis involves the evaluation of projects or 
programmes using the criteria just discussed or similar 
ones, and includes technical, economic, financial, legal, 
and perhaps social analyses. Often these cannot be sepa- 
rated. For this reason, joint analyses by persons of dif- 
ferent disciplines appear to give better results than 
isolated studies. The emphasis in the IDB is on dynamic- 
analysis in an effort to evaluate properly future events 
such as the effect of future competition, devaluation 
and inflation, changes in selling prices (often a very 
important variable), input prices, sales volume, con- 
struction costs (particularly local cost increases due to 
inflation), and start-up difficulties. In addition to the 
usual evaluation of technical, financial and economic 
soundness, considerable importance is placed on cash 
flow analysis, unit-production cost analysis, comparison 
with c.i.f. prices, comparative advantages, the foreign 
exchange savings analysis, and on the economic benefits 
of the project to the area. 

Other tools often used by the IDB in its analyses 
.ire: (i) break-even point analysis; (ii) minimum and 
optimum plant size calculation; (iii) location theory 
calculations; (iv) calculations based on several assump- 
tions of devaluation and inflation; (v) cross-checks of 
market analvses by independent methods; (vi) detailed 
study of effects of competition within the free-trade 
area, and from countries outside the area; (vii) study 
o! export possibilities, particularly to other Latin Amer- 
ican countries; and (viii) study of use of domestic raw 
or intermediate materials from other Latin American 
countries in the framework of regional integration. 

In order to make a study of the type indicated above, 
the IDB has adopted the philosophy that it should try 
to know as much as possible about technology, produc- 
tion costs and markets in the important industries and 
commodities in Latin America and in other countries of 
the world. If the IDB is as well or better informed than 
its private borrowers, project analysis is simplified and 
a contribution can sometimes be made to the successful 
completion of its projects. It must keep abreast of im- 
portant technological innovations, to lrarn what is going 
on industrially, and to understand the industrial prob- 
lems and bottlenecks in each of its member countries. 



REVIEW OF IDB DIRECT INDUSTRIAL LOANS 

Pulp and paper 

In its direct lending, IDB's greatest contribution to in- 
dustrial growth is probably in the pulp and paper field. 
In the four IDB loans made to date, the total annual 
foreign exchange savings should be of about $35 million 
and the total contribution to the gross national product 
of about $37 million, the total foreign exchange costs 
of the projects being $35 million and the total cost $73 
million. The large amount of activity in the pulp and 
paper industry is due in part to the dynamism of the 
private sector in this field in several countries, but much 
of the credit should be given to the excellent work of 
the ECLA-UN-FAO office in Santiago, "Grupo Asesor 
en Papel y Celulosa", and its studies of the regional needs 
for paper in Latin America. Even though the Latin 
American operating companies have had considerable 
experience in the field, foreign consultants with the 
latest information on technological improvements were 
used to advantage on all four of the paper and pulp 
projects. 

All four projects involve large and significant expan- 
sions in pulp capacity in the respective countries, at low 
production costs, the latter being an element of particular 
importance. Value added and foreign exchange savings 
ratios are high. Three of the projects involved integrated 
pulp and paper operation, which appreciably reduces all 
unit costs, particularly pulp costs, as a result of higher 
profits on the paper products, the profit margin for 
which is considerably higher than on pulp in Latin 
America. Two of the projects involved new Latin Amer- 
ican process developments in the field of mixed tropical 
hardwood pulping, which have potential application in 
less developed countries in other parts of the world. One 
project involved almost entirely the export of long-fibre 
sulfate pulp to other Latin American countries within 
the LAFTA market, and benefits will be achieved both 
in the exporting and importing countries. The project 
also illustrates the advantage of long-range planning in 
raw materials. One project involved backward integration 
from paper by adding a small pulp plant to prove out 
the new process, and using already existing utilities and 
services. Particular attention should be paid to the ap- 
proach of the investors who built up the industry on a 
sound stepwise approach, thus permitting more reason- 
able selling prices than if a single large investment had 
been made. The same company has a high growth rate 
of sales of its containers and cartons because of its 
rather outstanding departments of design and customer 
sales and its ability to aid its customers in the packaging 
field. The project is an excellent example of a joint 
United States-Latin American undertaking. In addition, 
the initial work on development of the new pulp pro- 
cess was carried out by the government development 
institution so that this phase of the project is now equal- 
ly owned by all three groups, again an excellent example 
of a co-operative venture. 

Capital goods industries 

The IDB has financed several projects in Argentina and 
Brazil in the capital goods field, particularly in auto- 
mobile parts such as brakes and drums, gears and chas 
sis. These projects arc reasonable ones, but it is not at 
all certain that they are really significant in regard to 
the over-all needs of these sectors in Brazil and Argen 
tina. In this sector, both countries are faced with the 
problem of low sales, high costs, high protection, and 
loss of foreign exchange because im|x>rts are cheaper. 
An excellent start has ken made by LCLA and several 
governments on sectoral studies of the capital goods in- 
dustry in these countries. More work needs to IK- done 
in this important sector in establishing the real needs, 
bottlenecks, cost prices and priorities. Certainly this is 
one of the most important sectors for Latin America's 
future growth, particularly because of the shortage of 
foreign exchange and the high level of capital goods 
imports (over 45 per cent of total Latin American 
imports). 

Agricultural processing 

The IDB has financed one large citrus and vegetable 
processing project even though no reliable market study 
was available. The project was justified, however, by the 
dynamic growth possibilities of the local and export 
markets. At a selling price equivalent to the c.i.f. price, 
the break-even point was les- 'ban 25 per cent oí the 
normal operating capacity of the plant. Thus a small 
market was needed to justify the project. The (xitenlial 
market also justified the inclusion in the project ol a 
large vacuum-rlash-drying unit for producing completely 
dehydrated citrus products. Many other products stab 
as vegetables, tea and milk might eventually be processed 
by using this equipment. Another large project was for 

View of a plant set up in Paraguay with IDB assistance, jar 
processing oils, cotton and tobacco. The solvent extraction unit 
may be seen in the centre 
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a tuna fish processing plant with tìsh meal anil oil as a 
minor phase of the project. This was essentially an 
cx|x.'rt project anil market studies were difficult. The 
tcchnii|iic used was to establish high, low and medium 
selling prices and costs to assure that the project was 
economical even under the most pessimistic assuinp 
lions. This project is being carried out by the govern 
ment in order to develop a new industry, and it will 
k ollered tor sale to the private sector when placed in 
success!ul operation. The government has also carried 
out .111 integrated fishing pott development programme 
to further the development of this industry. Several 
other projects have been financed in the agriculiur.il 
processing field such as corn flour, bakery producís, 
meal processing, textiles and fats and oils. In several 
cases there was a problem of growing adei|iiatc ijiun- 
tities of raw materials and in developing markets lor 
the products. Perhaps the greatest economic benefit was 
achieved in the fats and oils processing field. The one 
small textile loan represented a backwards integration 
into the processing of kenaf and other libres. As the 
F.i'LA studies show, the rehabilitation and rationaliza- 
tion needs of the Latin American textile indusirv are 
great. 

Petroleum, che mimi s and petrochemicals 

One petroleum refinery and two chemical projects have 
ken financed—synthetic detergents and synthetic rubber. 
In the latter one, the main problem was in establishing 
the real comparative advantage of the processes, especial 
lv m view of potential competition within the two com 
mon market areas. In one case the borrower, a govern 
ment   enterprise,   associated   itself   with   a   recent   and 
outstanding development of polybuiadicne production in 
the   I nited States that  promises a product  superior io 
those currently on the market. In the other, a new sulfur 
inoxidc   sulfonation   process   was  emploved.   The   loan 

to a government oil refinery involved primarily the 
upgrading of by-products. A number of additional pro- 
jects that the IDB has been following closely in the 
chemical field will probably be submitted for its future 
study. Here again, the F.CLA studies have ken useful. 
The chemical industry is a field where common market 
agreements are particularly important since the minimum 
economic plan! sizes are large and investment costs are 
high, as are existing production costs and sellili;', prices. 
Latin American countries have the natural resources 
available to produce their chemical requirements at low 

ist. Further elTorts to lower tarilTs rapidly within the 
I.AFTA area would appear lo be desirable. In addition. 
markets f.ir fertilizers, insecticides, weed killers and agri 
cultural chemicals need to be developed through sub 
sidies, tarifT reductions, education, demonstration projects 
and other types of government aid. 

Construction industry 

The IDB loans in the construction industry complement 
IDIì's extensive work with its Social Progress Trust 
Funds in housing loans. One loan went for a plant 
to produce prefabricated houses using a French tech 
niijue in a country where interest rates were 2 to 4 
per cent monthly. The project could k justified in the 
saving of construction interest on houses alone. In the 
construction industry, however, far more work needs 
to be done on establishing housing standards and in 
planning. Three cement plants have ken financed, one 
of which is government-owned. The cement industry is 
well established in almost all countries and can usually 
provide its own sources of financing for expansion, 
except in the marginal geographic areas. The 11)1! 
financed one cement project in the only Latin American 
republic which lacked such a plant. Efforts had been 
under way for many years to build the plant in the 
country, and the need for the project was obvious. 

THE LATIN AMERICAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION 

AND INDI STRIAE DEVELOPMENT 

Ti IF YE\R 1%2 appears to have ken a year of serious 
economic deterioration in Latin America, charac- 

terized by a large loss of foreign exchange, a flight of 
capital, an appreciable decline in kith foreign and total 
investment, a slow-down of the growth rate of national 
product, increase in unemployment, and political and 
monetary instability. For the seven large countries (Ar- 
gentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Mexico. Peru and 
Venezuela) total foreign debt exceeds % billion, annual 
debt service exceeds $1.2 billion or 20 per cent of total 
imports, and investment income sent abroad annuallv 
exceeds SI billion. Faced with a decrease in rate of im- 
|x»rt substitution, foreign investment, and foreign loans, 
Latin America must reverse these trends and increase 
significantly its intra-zone trade. 

There are two schools of thought on the direction 

that Latin America can take, the autarkical or self- 
sufficiency school and the integrationist school advocating 
free trade within the zone. The present LAFTA agree- 
ment represents a compromise ktween these schools but 
tends to favour the former with its five basic concepts: 
(i) emphasis on gradual trade liberalization on those 
items now traded within the zone; (ii) bilateral or mul- 
tilateral treaties of complementarity for those items not 
traded; (iii) social tariff protection in under-developed 
countries for limited periods, particularly to aid the 
establishment of new industries; (iv) special protection 
for agriculture, and (v) escape clauses for industry or 
for countries undergoing balaiice-of-payments difficulties. 
The three latter concepts appear to be essential. To date, 
some progress has ken made on trade liberalization, 
and one treaty of complementarity has ken signed. But 
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the available cvidciuc suggests that there is im alterna- 
tive to extensive tarili reductions within the LAFTA 
area in manufactured goods, particularly in the dynamic 
growth industries. Kconomic integration in Latin Amer 
ica appears to he inevitable; the sooner this occurs, the 
sooner can Latin America regain stability with an 
adequate growth rale. The economic A\K\ monetary con- 
ditions may well cleterioiate further. It could prohablv 
be demonstrated that no tarilTs reductions (it employed 
with adequate safeguards) would harm any country 
to the extent that enforced stabilization has hurt Ar 
gemina and its industry in 1%2, or to the extent that 
recent unprecedented inflations and devaluations have af- 
fectai a number of countries. 

1 he 11)11 places particular emphasis on the expansion 
of Latin American integration movements and the solu- 
tion of their problems. The present foreign exchange 
crisis presents no practicable alternative. The ll)H math- 
one Sift million loan for a project whose product would 
lv almost entirely for export to other LAFTA coun- 
tries. This one loan will increase intra-LAFTA trade 
directly by about $17 million. Since the total intra 
LAFTA exports of manufacturai goods (all consumer 
durables, intermediate products, and capital goods) 
amounted to about 5-42 million in 1%0, this represents an 
increase of over 40 per cent. Manufactured goods in 
these categories represent about 70 per cent of total 
LAFTA imports, which is a major drain on the limited 
foreign exchange earnings. In the viewpoint of the 
writer, the creation of an effective low-tariff Latin Amer- 
ican free-trade area might do more towards solving the 
basic problems than any other single activity. It would 
also tit) more towards furthering both industrial and 
economic development in the Latin American countries 
and in creating a spirit of effective co-operation. 

Let us examine the potential benefits and the prob- 
lems to be encountered if most tariffs on manufacturai 
goods are eliminated or appreciably reduced. A study 
on exports and imports in 1%0 of seven Latin American 
countries and their mutual trade (Argentina, Brazil. 
t'hile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela) can lie sum- 
marized as follows: 

I7i7c of un IDH-fiiiiiiHvil p/<iiit built in Unijiiuiy /or numiij,utinr 
(>l <tun ut ¡uni utilization ¡if oil itjnmx In [<i<>,lint> 

Kxports 
Imports 
Kxports of capital goods, 

intermediate products 
and  consumer  durables 

Same, excluding copper 
and cupper products 

Imports of capital goods, 
intermediate producís 
anil consumer durables 

' Milli,,» >./    /   IHK,/ ¡i u¡: III. 

Sitili i ,1, ,11,11.1 il ini,¡i 
T„i.il M„in.ii :,,i./, M .nu1 :i 

(i.'Hll <<\: il 
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Thus, there is ;« gap of about S4 billion of tapini 
goods, intermediate products and consumer durables, 
representing a large potential foreign exchange saving 
if Latin America could import from itself rather than 
I rom outside the zone. 11 all these materials were pro 
diked within the zone, the present output of the total 
manufacturing sector of these countries could IK- in 
creaseli by almost one-third from ils present level of 
SI2.7 billion, even with no allowance for growth. In 
the capital goods field alone, it is estimated dial Latin 
America now produces only 10 per cent of its needs. 

It is not practical to replace all of these $4 billion ol 
im|iorts, but a 25 |>er cent or even a 10 |>ir cent replace- 
ment ($400 million) by ¡utra-zoiic traile, plus the ac- 
companying benefits such as greater foreign investment, 
would go a long way towards solving the basic foreign 
exchange problem of Latin America, and possibly (K-rrnii 
it to: (i) achieve monetary stability; (¡i) arrest capital 
flight; (iii) regain a high level of foreign and local 
industrial investment; and (iv) achieve an adequate 
growth rate. In addition, a large reduction or elimination 
of tariffs in intra-zone trade would permit plant location 
on the basis of comparative advantage and IHHII foreign 
and local investment climate. Future plant sizes would 
undoubtedly be larger and costs lower, total investment 
would increase, the itile capacity that now exists in the 
capital goods industries could IK* utilized and spccializa- 
tion would occur, providing competition plus some 
degree of complementarity. The high level of current 
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prices in capital goods, intermediate goods and consumer 
durables would be reduced through competition. The 
process of intra-zonc trade expansion could be aided 
considerably by the export-financing scheme now being 
developed by the IDB. However, tariff benefits will be 
needed TO make this scheme truly productive, since Latin 
American manufactured products are in general not 
competitive now on a price basis with United States, 
Japanese and European exports, particularly in the 
capital goods and consumer durables fields. 

In order to minimize harmful effects of extensive 
tariff reductions, escape clauses might have to be broad- 
ened to include such concepts as voluntary restrictions 
on exports where excessive harm occurs, and concentrat- 
ed effort by governments with positive ¿one trade bal- 
ance to increase zone imports. The under-developed 
countries would still require social tariff concessions, 
.ind the five (antral American countries might wish 
to enter  LA FT A as  a  bloc. The Central  American 

integration movement has clearly demonstrated the ad- 
vantages of extensive tariff reductions. 

In order to convince countries that) the idea of a true 
free-trade area is acceptable, it may be necessary to make 
several specific regional studies involving detailed anal- 
ysis of each country and each major sector of industry. 
The studies would involve data on imports, exports, 
production and idle capacity (exportable surplus) and 
costs, prices, minimum economic plant size, comparative 
advantage, and so on. Emphasis would have to be 
placed, not only on which items could be added to the 
negotiation lists, but also on which items or industries 
could not be placed on the free-trade lists, and the 
amount of protection needed for the latter items. An 
excellent start has been made for one industry in the 
F.CLA studv of the chemical industry.7 

7 F.CLA, "La Industria Química en America 
and II (F OX. 12 62*. November i«*,2). 

Latina", vol. I 

SUMMARY 

TUR IDB KKiiKVEs that it has made a contribution in 
the industrial field, particularly in the private sector, 

in its first two years of operation. This article has sug- 
gested that there is a need for more detailed »ector.il 
planning and the development of specific projects. There 
is a further need for better understanding of the in- 
dustrial problems in Latin America, and more co-opera- 
tion between the private sectors, the government sectors. 
the various international agencies, and foreign govern- 
ments and private groups, as well as better co-operation 
within each of the groups. None of these groups should 
really be satisfied with their etlorts to date, efforts which 
are often so disfwrsed that little progress is made towards 
the solution of the significant problems. In the industrial 
development area, the international agencies need to 
work more with each other and with the various govern- 
ments and private sectors to define exactly what these 
significant problems are and what are their potential 
solutions. It is not enough to talk about the lack of 
projects or absorptive capacity or investment climate or 
the presence of structural disequilibrium and monetary 
instability, but positive solutions must be found. There 
should br more work of the type sponsored by the 
F.CLA Industrial Development Division and the Uniti J 
Nations Centre for Industrial Development. Yet studies, 
however helpful, should be followed up with concrete 

projects. One of the areas where the international institu- 
tions might concentrate even more is in the development 
of significant projects. Particular emphasis might be 
placed on projects with high direct plus indirect foreign 
exchange savings (or earnings) ratios per unit of invest- 
ment cost, because the foreign exchange crisis (and the 
accompanying effects) is perhaps the major economic 
problem today in Latin America. 

(.Considerable work is needed in many areas other 
than planning, project development, and economic in- 
tegration. Ways should be found to improve the con- 
tribution of the local development banks and perhaps 
the planning agencies in the various countries. Realistic 
attitudes ami i.nproved and uniform incentives are need- 
ed for both foreign and local investment, particularly 
in the area of joint enterprises. There are obviously 
problem areas of export financing, local cost financing, 
financing of local sales, taxation, high prices, investment 
guarantees, monetary stability and inflation, lack of 
growth, and many others. These must be studied and 
effective solutions determined. Obviously, the IDB and 
the other international institutions can help resolve only 
some of these problems. The IDB believes that it must 
make a far greater contribution in the next five to ten 
years, if dynamic growth in Latin America is to be 
achieved. 
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